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bowling green state unlvewity 
■ L ri, m J 
Syria offers assistance to Lebanese effort 
By He Associated Preas 
Lebanese President Amin Gemayel 
completed two days of talks with 
Syrian President Hafez Assad in 
Damascus yesterday and Lebanon's 
state radio said Gemayel had agreed 
to cancel the Israeli-Lebanese troop 
withdrawal agreement. 
Gemayel said his three rounds of 
talks with Assad were "quite excel- 
lent," but called off a news confer- 
ence in Damascus and said nothing 
else. 
An  official  Syrian  spokesperson 
said Assad, whose government has 
been supporting Shfite Moslem and 
Druse militias against Gemavel's 
government, told Gemayel that Syria 
will "assist Lebanon in its efforts to 
safeguard its freedom, its Arab iden- 
tity, and the unity of its land and 
people." 
Syria has sought abrogation of the 
Israeli-Lebanese accord, reached 
with the help of the United States on 
May 17,1963. 
Lebanese state radio said that Gem- 
ayel had agreed to Syria's demand to 
cancel the pact as a prelude to Mos- 
lem-Christian reconciliation talks and 
formation of a national coalition Cab- 
inet in Lebanon. 
The report said Gemayel and Assad 
had agreed on a "process" for 
cancellation of the pact, but gave no 
details. 
Lebanon's Druse opposition leader, 
Walid Jumblatt, told reporters in Bei- 
rut be was unwilling to take part in 
reconciliation talks unless Gemayel 
were put on trial for launching artil- 
lery attacks against Shiite Moslem 
and Druse neighborhoods. 
NEW FIGHTING broke out be- 
tween government troops and Mos- 
lem militias along the 'green line" 
dividing Moslem west Beirut from 
Christian east Beirut Police said at 
least three civilians were killed and 
eight wounded. 
Residents on the Moslem side of the 
green line described the fighting 
north of the French-policed museum 
as the worst this week 
In Paris, the French Foreign Min- 
istry said that France "cannot alone 
bear the responsibility of the interna- 
tional community in Lebanon" but 
stopped short of saying it would with- 
draw its troops from Lebanon. 
On Wednesday, the Soviet Union 
vetoed a French resolution in the U.N. 
Security Council to send U.N. peace- 
keepers to Beirut to replace the multi- 
national force. 
The Soviet news agency Tass said 
Sterday the Soviet Union opposed 
proposed agreement on the U.N. 
force because it did not prohibit the 
United States from bombing and shel- 
ling from vessels stationed off the 
shore of Beirut. 
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Sha- 
mir said that Israel would "regret" 
Lebanese abrogation of the May 17 
accord and make its own arrange- 
ments to ensure its security in south- 
ern Lebanon. 
Most Israeli newspapers said the 
abrogation would lead to a new rede- 
ployment by the Israeli army in Leb- 
anon and a de facto partition of the 
country into Israeli and Syrian zones. 
In Jordan, meanwhile, Palestine 
Liberation Organization chairman 
Yasser Arafat and King Hussein said 
they would work together to recover 
Israeli-occupied territories. 
bg news stotf/James Voull 
(left) Trumpeter Frank Ward, a member of the "CakewalkirT Jass Band," digs Into a solo during the opening night of 
"Mardi Gras" sponsored by the University Activities Organization. 
(right) Sophomore radio-television-film major Chris Donadio aims a meringue pie at Bursar Joe Martini during the Mardi Gras 
which will continue through Saturday night. 
Movie theme accents Mardi Gras festival 
by Rita Glnley 
stall reporter 
At the hands of students, the Union 
will be transformed into a world of 
movie magic. 
The 16th annual Mardi Gras, spon- 
sored by University Activities Organi- 
zation, continues 8 p.m. to midnight 
Saturday, and the entire Union is 
decorated to the theme of "On the 
Silver Screen." 
The University Mardi Gras cele- 
bration originated when the late Rich- 
ard Lenhart, associate dean of 
students, expressed a desire for an 
all-campus Mardi Gras that would 
bridge the gap between Homecoming 
and Spring Weekend. Since that time 
the Union has been the site for Mardi 
Gras, which traditionally takes place 
the weekend before Ash Wednesday in 
conjuction with the traditional New 
Orleans festival. 
According to Mary Myers, vice 
president of UAO, " we are trying to 
tap into all facets of the movie indus- 
try with the use of decorations, activ- 
ities and promotions, and we are 
transforming the entire Union into a 
place of activities, entertainment and 
a lot of fun." 
One of the main attractions will be 
the casino in the Grand Ballroom 
where students can try their hand at 
blackjack, visit one of the booths 
sponsored by university organiza- 
tions, or stroll through the MGM or 
Paramount production company. 
There will also be an auction Satur- 
day night featuring prizes that can be 
purchased with Mardi Gras money. 
Each of the other rooms will high- 
light a specific movie and will be 
decorated with the theme of that 
movie. The Falcon's Nest will house 
the Rich Douglas Sound Band for the 
evening. The Nest, Myers said, will 
display the theme of "Animal 
House." 
"Casablanca" will be the theme of 
the local talent show held this year in 
the Pheasant Room. 
The Campus Room will be trans- 
formed into a sweet shop serving ice 
cream and candy to the theme of 
"Willie Wonka," and the Towne Room 
will take on a mysterious air with the 
theme of "Dark Crystal" where 
Mardi Gras goers can have their 
palms read or their fortunes told. 
Myers said she believes Mardi Gras 
will be a success, adding that, "It's 
one of the most spectacular things 
UAO does every year. Most of the 
ideas that happen come from UAO 
members and It's a culmination of 
every members hard work and plan- 
ning." 
Democrats, GOP 
argue deficit cuts 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Negotiators 
from the White House and Congress 
resumed talks yesterday on reducing 
federal budget deficits with no 
agreement in sight, but plenty of 
partisan bickering over what to do 
and who is to blame for the red ink. 
Meanwhile, the tax-writing com- 
mittees in the House and Senate be- 
gan work on their own deficit- 
reduction packages. 
In his nationally broadcast news 
conference Wednesday night. Presi- 
dent Reagan - who called for the talks 
to find a $100 billion "down payment" 
on eliminating deficits - urged the 
bargainers to "get down to business." 
The president also said he does not 
favor tax increases or military spend- 
ing reductions as a method of trim- 
ming deficits, projected at $180.4 
billion in the fiscal 1985 budget Rea- 
gan submitted to Congress earlier this 
month. 
The first meeting, Feb. 8, resulted 
only in agreement that reductions in 
Social Security were off limits as a 
method of cutting deficits. 
White House spokesperson Larry 
Speakes said before the talks re- 
sumed that the administration was 
hopeful the meeting "can proceed in 
good faith." 
On Capitol Hill, Democrats insisted 
that taxes and military spending cuts 
are necessary to achieve deficit re- 
ductions. 
"What first must be settled is 
whether military spending and the 
huge revenue losses caused by the 
1981 tax bill are open for consider- 
ation." said Majority Leader Jim 
Wright, D-Texas, representing House 
Democrats at the talks. 
"IF IN FACT they are not, then any 
pretense at making truly meaningful 
deficit reductions would be no more 
than a charade," Wright said. 
Senate Majority Leader Howard 
Baker Jr., R-Tenn., warned Demo- 
crats not to walk away f:om the 
president's invitation to negotiate. 
"The country will not forgive the 
Democrats if they spurn that Offer" of 
negotiations, Baker said. 
But Senate Democratic Leader 
Robert Byrd of West Virginia vir- 
tually dismissed the talks, reiterating 
his view that they are "a sideshow." 
"The real action is here through the 
budget process and the legislative 
process,   Byrd said. 
Meanwhile, House Republicans 
were offering a specific timetable 
that would call for Congress to con- 
vene a joint budget committee to 
speed action on deficit reduction mea- 
sures. 
The House Ways and Means Com- 
mittee was already meeting Thurs- 
day afternoon to discuss strategy for 
getting a tax bill to the House floor, 
perhaps within two weeks. 
Across Capitol Hill, the Senate Fi- 
nance Committee, unable to agree on 
any specific tax increases, reiterated 
its intention to cut spending $1 for 
each $1 of higher taxes - a package 
tc^alingabout $100 billion over three 
years. That decision, made on a 15-5 
vote, assumes that other committees 
will approve other spending cuts as 
well. 
The panel gave preliminary appro- 
val to a series of spending cuts in 
Medicare and Medicaid that would 
save in the neighborhood of $10 billion 
over three years. 
Senator wants Ohio to have the first primary race in '88 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Criticizing the 
influence of tiny New Hampshire, 
state Senate President Harry Meshel 
said yesterday he would seek to make 
Ohio s presidential primary the na- 
tion's first in 1968. 
Meshel, D-Youngstown, said he 
would urge other big states to loin 
such a move in hopes of persuading 
the Democratic Party to change the 
Eakin, not Clark, appointed 
"almost laborious and childish fash- 
ion" by which it chooses nominees. 
Meshel, a supporter of Sen. John 
Glenn, D-Ohio, acknowledged that he 
"might not" have offered his plan had 
Glenn done better in Iowa and New 
Hampshire. Glenn was fifth among 
candidates in the Iowa caucuses and 
third in the New Hampshire primary. 
"I would still go for a national 
primary, though," Meshel said. 
"It's not a matter of John Glenn," 
Meshel said later in explaining why 
he didn't wait until next year and 
avoid a sour grapes charge. 
"Nobody'd think about it next year. 
They'd all be back into something 
else. They'd be worrying about what 
the then-president would be doing to 
them," he said. 
Unlike Ohio with its urban, rural 
and ethnic population mix, Meshel 
said New Hampshire does not accu- 
rately reflect the demographics of the 
nation. 
"It's predominantly Republican. 
Democrats haven't had anything up 
there but grocery stores for the past ♦0 years," Meshel said. 
"(They) have a state with an elec- 
tion that brings to the polls fewer 
people than we do in a state Senate 
district," he said. "That is not a 
putdown on the state of New Hamp- 
shire. We're just talking about it 
being very small... not reflective of 
the nation." 
Meshel said he would introduce a 
bill requiring Ohio's presidential pri- 
mary in 1968 to be held two weeks 
before any other state's election. 
He said he would ask legislative 
leaders in Missouri, Indiana, Illinois, 
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New 
York, California, Texas and perhaps 
other states to adopt similar changes 
in a move to force action by the 
Democratic National Committee. 
His goal is to force the committee to 
revise its timetable for presidential 
primaries and caucuses which allows 
Iowa and New Hampshire to precede 
the rest of the nation. 
Olscamp violates '81 decision 
by Deborah Schmook 
assistant managing editor 
University President Paul Olscamp 
is violating a decision made by the 
Board of Trustees on March 12,1961, 
by naming Dr. Richard Eakin, vice 
president For planning and budgeting, 
to serve as acting president while he 
is in Europe. 
According to the minutes of the 
Board of Trustees meeting on March 
12, 1961, it was moved and seconded 
that the provost/executive vice presi- 
dent, the chief academic administra- 
tor at the University, would assume 
the role of president during the ab- 
sence of the president. This decision 
also was reported in the BG News on 
March 13,1961. 
Though the title of provost/execu- 
tive vice president no longer exists, 
the position of chief academic admin- 
istrator belongs to Dr. Eloise Clark, 
vice president for academic affairs 
and provost. 
According to Article 6 Section 1 of 
the University charter, the vice presi- 
dent for academic affairs "shall have 
the overall responsibility for the oper- 
ation and development of the aca- 
demic area," which equates the 
positions of vice president of aca- 
demic affairs and provost with pro- 
vost/executive vice president 
The Board of Trustees made their 
1961 decision because at that time, 
University President Hollis Moore Jr. 
was in the Medical College of Ohio 
hospital in Toledo for treatment of a 
brain tumor. 
Clark and Phil Mason, assistant to 
the president, said Clark's contract 
does not state she would replace Ols- 
camp in his absence. 
Appointing the vice president of 
academic affairs was a decision of 
tradition, Clark said, adding, "the 
president has the right to ask who- 
mever he chooses." 
Mason said, "The president has the 
prerogative of appointing anyone sub- 
ject to the approval or disapproval of 
the Board of Trustees." 
Olscamp, quoted in Wednesday's 
BG News, said Eakin was appointed 
instead of Clark because she was 
"new and working on budgetary 
things." . 
Clark said she is confident she could 
handle the responsibilities of acting 
president. "But it's certainly easier in 
a supportive role," she added. 
Her present responsibUites include 
working with the University Budget 
committee, the Faculty Senate Bud- 
get committee and the Capital Budget 
Planning committee to prepare a 
1964-85 University budget (about $74 
million) for the Board of Trustees' 
Green leafy substance discovered 
Marijuana found in towed car 
When Ronia Grillos stopped by the 
city police station Wednesday to pick 
up a release for his car, which was 
towed for being illegally parked dur- 
ing this week's snow emergency, he 
found more papers than the normal 
release forms waiting for him. 
Unfortunately for Grillos, police 
found he had not only left his car on a 
dty street but left a bag of "green 
leafy substance" in the car as well, 
according to Police Chief Galen Ash. 
Police make a routine check of 
every car they tow, Ash said, adding 
the policy is well inside the law since 
every car is checked. - 
Grillos. 21, of 849 Wallace Ave., was 
charged for possession of marijuana. 
His car had been parked in front of 
The Clock Restaurant and Pancake 
House, 412 E. Wooster St. He will 
appear in Bowling Green Municipal 
Court March 14, at 10 a.m. 
12,1981, Board of Trust- 
ees' decision stated that if the pro- 
vost-executive vice president was 
away from campus, the vice presi- 
dent-secretary would take command, 
however, that position or responsibil- 
ity does not now exist at the Univer- 
sity. 
•the bottom line 
• Use of marijuana declines on 
campus according to a poll in USA 
Today Page 4. 
• Fear of nuclear war results in a 
Peace Coalition eight-day seminar 
about the possible effects of "The 
Day Aftwypage 4. 
• As a BG hockey defenseman, 
Wayne Wilson, may not receive the 
recognition he deserves, but he has 
come to accept the hidden notority. 
Page7. 
Mostly sunny and windy today 
with o high between 30-35. Clear 
tonight and a low of 10-15. 
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editorial 
Clark should be in charge 
in absence of president 
sphere is no excuse for University President Paul 01s- 
1 camp's violation of the March 12,1981 Board of Trustees' 
decision. 
Olscamp made an embarrassing mistake by saying Dr. 
Richard Eakin, vice president of planning and budgeting, 
would be the acting president instead of Dr. Eloise Clark, 
vice president of academic affairs. 
Although Clark has the qualifications to become acting 
president, she said she was not resentful that Eakin had been 
named because she is busy helping to prepare the 1984-85 
University budget. 
But why did Olscamp name Eakin? Did the president doubt 
Clark's capabilities to be acting president? 
Clark admits she has the qualifications to serve as acting 
president. 
Olscamp said he named Eakin because he has been at the 
University for 20 years and has more campus experience. 
Olscamp said Clark was new to the University and working 
on a complicated budget. 
In her previous job at the National Science Foundation in 
Washington, D.C., Clark handled a budget of $200 million 
compared to the University's budget of nearly $74 million, 
although Clark said it's more difficult to create a University 
budget because the money must be divided among numerous 
departments instead of one major area. 
Even so, handling a $200 million budget is a huge task. 
And the job of acting president belongs to Clark because of 
the Board of Trustees' 1981 decision. 
Clark has been at the University six-and-a-half months and 
has an impressive past employment record. She also re- 
ceives a $66,000 salary, the second highest salary at the 
University next to Olscamp's. 
If Olscamp didn't trust Clark's administrative capabilities, 
why did he suggest that the Board of Trustees hire her? 
Everyone has right to get mad 
by Teresa Perrattl 
The other day I was in a bad mood. 
I fust wasn't my usual cheerful self 
and I didn't feel like being that way. 
Much to my dismay everyone got 
on my case for being quiet and unen- 
thusiastic. All I have to say to this is, I 
can be in a bad mood when and where 
I want to. 
I'm really tired of everyone always 
asking me how are you? If you say not 
too good, they look at 
aPs 
you 
What' wrong with you? 
Everyone has a right to be mad, 
depressed or downright low when 
they feel like being mad, depressed or 
downright low. 
If I want to be grouchy, no one 
should look at me sideways for being 
that way. 
There are a lot of things in this 
world that get to you now and then 
and getting mad or depressed is one 
way of blowing off excess tension. 
Take college for Instance, many 
things occur during the course of four 
years that cause grief. 
Roommates often are a source of 
bad moods. It seems you never get a 
happy medium when you first move in 
with someone. Either you have a 
hopeless optimist who is always giv- 
ing you advice like "Things will get 
better," or "Tommorow is another 
day," or you have to live with a 
member of the Whiner family. 
Betides roommates, classes (espe- 
cially 8:30s), scheduling (of course 
you always get closed out of the class 
you need in order to graduate spring 
semster senior year) and BG winters 
are a major cause of excessive fits of 
depression and anger. 
Then there are those days when 
you Just can't seem to get out of bed 
and when you do, you wished you 
hadn't. 
History on Hart's side 
by Walter R. Mears 
Winning isn't everything in New 
Hampshire, where losers have am- 
bushed frontrunners just by coming 
dose. But Sen. Gary Hart went all the 
way and beat the man with the most 
Hart's startling victory Tuesday 
night carries a special sting for Wal- 
ter Mondale, transformed in one night 
from towering favorite to Democrat 
in need of a comeback. That is a 
difficult task, even for a candidate 
with Mondale's considerable financial 
and organisational strength. 
It proved impossible for President 
Lyndon Johnson in 1968 and for Sen. 
Edmund Muskie in 1972, and neither 
of them actually lost in New Hamp- 
shire. Their challengers did better 
than expected there, claimed head- 
way if not victory, and made it stick. 
Hart did a lot better than that. The 
Colorado senator was capturing 39 
percent of the vote to 28 percent for 
Mondale, heavily favored even before 
Ms runaway victory in the Iowa Dem- 
ocratic caucuses Feb. 20. Hart ran far 
behind there, but he ran second and 
emerged as prime challenger to Mon- 
dale. 
His challenge now is to make it last, 
and that wont be easy. Mondale said 
he would Intensify his effort in Maine. 
"Many people thought. . .that 
this campaign would be over 
tonight. This campaign Just be- 
gins tonight." 
for Democratic caucuses on March 4. 
Beyond that contest is Super Tuesday, 
March 13, when nine states will test 
the Democratic candidates. 
But Hart's New Hampshire upset 
revives a Democratic contest which 
Mondale had hoped to foreclose in a 
hurry. "Many people thought, includ- 
ing the frontrunner, that this cam- 
paign would be over tonight," Hart 
said in celebrating his victory. "This 
campaign just begins tonight." 
In that there was at least a bit of 
hope for candidates like Sen. John 
Glenn of Ohio, third in New Hamp- 
shire with 12 percent of the vote. 
Mondale's loss opened the race and 
probably bought some time for also- 
rans to try again. 
Hart, 47, a president campaign 
manager a dozen years ago, bills 
himself as the candidate of the future; 
Mondale and the rest as men of the 
past That played in New Hampshire. 
particularly with younger voters and 
independents. Hart closed in a rush, 
according to the pollsters, winning 
with strong support from people who 
didn't choose their candidate until the 
final days. Mondale's organization 
wasn't enough to cope with that or 
with the primary day snowstorm that 
kept some voters from the polls. 
As proved in the past New Hamp- 
shire always has been volatile, and 
difficult for frontrunners. 
Walter Mean, 49, won a Pulitzer 
Prbe tot his reporting on the presi- 
dential campaign of 1976. He is cur- 
rently executive editor of the 
Associated Press. 
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ays, 
alarm doesn't go off, you scald your- 
self in the McDonald Quad showers, 
and when you finally make it to class 
there is a pop quiz on material from a 
book which you haven't bought yet. 
The worst feelings occur when ev- 
erything is going great for everyone 
around you. I mean don't you feel 
insignificant and small when all of 
your friends seem to have a corner on 
'the good life,"and you are struggling 
with a bad relationship, failing grades 
•^^gwggy 
and about a billion rejection letters 
from possible employers. 
When this sort of thing happens 
(about once a week) I'm really a good 
case for a survey on manic-depres- 
sives. 
I think everyone should get into 
feeling depressed and sorry for them- 
selves. I mean really wallow in self- 
pity. .. Ask yourself all those ques- 
tions that you know you can't answer 
- Why do these things always happen 
to me? Why does everything always 
go wrong? Why Why Why? 
So when you are feeling depressed 
or "bummed out" go ahead and snap 
at others, walk around with a scowl on 
C! face and when someone asks 
are you today, don't be afraid to 
reply "As a matter of fact I'm tired, I just flunked a midterm and my doe 
died... truth is I've had better days. 
Teresa Perretti, a staff reporter for 
the news, is a junior magazine journa- 
lism major from Toledo, Ohio. 
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Keeping school open 
forgets student input 
I would like to speak for all of the 
Bowling Green students who resent 
being pawns in the President's deci- 
sion to hold classes during the worst 
storm of the year on Tuesday, Feb. 28. 
If keeping Bowling Green open during 
unsafe weather conditions was an act 
of tradition. I feel awfully sorry for 
some of the administration's values 
chosen for this University. It was 
presented very clearly by school offi- 
cials that they were proud to have 
kept school open despite poor, even 
risky conditions, and President Ols- 
camp portrayed himself as a bothered 
and agitated father figure. 
The BG News ran an article in the 
Feb. 29 issue concerning the "tradi- 
tion" to keep schools open. President 
Olscamp was summarized 
that the University is not a high sc 
and provides a service to students 
who want to attend classes. I am not a 
rebel, and those who complained 
about the continuation of classes were 
hardworking, diligent students who 
resent being generalized about as 
"high school" students, and being 
reprimanded as though we were chil- 
dren. Being a freshman at this fine 
school, I would Just like to see Presi- 
dent Olscamp and his advisers make 
wiser and more sound decisions about 
some of the traditions upheld at this 
University. 
Betsy Brownlow 
128 McDonald East 
Even the president has 
a tough day sometimes 
Everyone has been giving Paul 
Olscamp a really rough time lately, so 
let's examine Just how difficult his job 
really is. He Is responsible for thou- 
sands of students and the proper 
running of a state university. The 
pressure from this job must be tre- 
mendous. 
On this past Tuesday we saw what 
pressure could do to him. He had to 
decide which was more important; 
canceling classes and going against 
tradition or staying open and risking 
the lives of students and staff. We 
know how he decided and I find it 
rather scary that our president values 
tradition so highly. (But then again, 
isn't it tradition to have graduation in 
the football stadium as one group?) 
Paul is also taking it upon himself to 
personally check into the study 
abroad program. He'll be sacrifing 
his time and effort to go to Europe for 
a couple of weeks. (If I were him, I 
would want to get out of the country 
also.) This trip isn't just for enjoy- 
ment though, tie's doing library re- 
search in Paris. (Oh, what 
dedication!) 
So we should go easier on Mr. 
Olscamp, with all of his responsibili- 
ties and difficult decisions (and of 
course, minimal salary). You can see 
this job of BGSU president is a dirty 
one, but somebody has to do it 
KathyRigg 
560 Frazee Ave. 
Guardian Angels should 
leave Bowling Green 
Stand up for what you believe in, 
fight your own battle, tell the Guard- 
ian Angels to go back to Toledo. 
Detroit aid not want them and neither 
do we. Who wants some inex- 
perienced outsider running around, 
with an obnoxious red beret on, jusi 
itching to kick someone's head in. 
Good golly people, open your eyes, 
Curtis Silwa was kicked out of the 
New York chapter of the Guardian 
Angles for being to radical. Are we 
going to stoop to letting a bunch of 
juvenile delinquents 'protect' us? 
That is a slap in the face of every man 
on campus. Are we too weak to pro- 
tect ourselves? I say no, let's stand 
and fight our own battles. 
James P. McAdoo 
157 Kohl Hall 
Outraged student 
Letter on rape misses 
point of service groups 
This letter is in response to the 
recent letter by Women For Women 
Against   Violence   Against   Women 
Task Force. I agree that women 
should have as much right as men to 
walk freely - alone - day or night. I 
also agree that the statements and 
terms that the letter referred to. 
unjustly imply it is the woman's fault 
if she is raped. However, I do not feel 
the Escort Service and the residence 
hall's efforts to inform female resi- 
dents about the recent assaults and 
rapes places the responsibility of pre- 
venting rape soley on women. In- 
stead, their effort was to inform 
females that there is at least one sick 
man assaulting and raping women 
walking - alone - on this campus. And 
because all of the women have been 
alone, the buddy system or the Escort 
Service may in fact deter rape and 
assault. 
I agree that this may not be the only 
way to deter rape and certainly ajtser- 
tivenesss may be the best overall 
method. However, I feel that the 
Escort Service and residence hall's 
effort is a quick and effective method 
of deterrence. Unfortunately, it does 
deny women of their right to walk 
alone, but it can be implemented now 
and used until other deterrents, such 
as assertiveness, which realistically 
may take time, are widely practiced 
and accepted. 
Keith A. Stripe 
902 Offenhauer West 
respond 
The BG News Editorial Page is 
the campus forum for comments 
regarding articles In The News or 
important issues concerning the 
University and its community. 
Letters and guest coli'mns 
should be typewritten, triple- 
spaced and signed. Your address 
and phone number must be in- 
cluded for verification. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject letters or portions of letters 
that are in bad taste, malicious or 
libelous. All submissions are sub- ject to condensation. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor 
The BG News 
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Academic cheating rare yet intolerable at University 
oy Ben Morrison 
reporter 
On a campus of 16,000 students, one 
might believe there is a certain 
amount of cheating and plagiarism 
taking place in the classrooms. But 
Dr. Thomas Knox, chair of the Aca- 
demic Honesty Committee, said re- 
cently there is no such problem at the 
University. 
Or at least few allegations are 
brought before the committee. 
neous ma 
ig refers to bringing m e; 
ilerials to aid in takin g an 
exam or copying from someone's test, 
whereas plagiarism refers to some- 
one taking an exam for another or 
copying someone else's written work. 
Knox, an associate professor of 
history, said one reason for the lack of 
cheating allegations could be that 
"the instructors do not have enough 
evidence to make the accusations. 
"Some of the instructors have had 
to cut back on assigning outside pa- 
pers in their courses because of pla- 
giarism," said philosophy professor 
and AHC member Dr. Mike Robins. 
"The instructors are tired of doing 
detective work, and every instructor 
has to handle the problem their own 
way." He said the problem of one 
student taking a test for another was 
non-existent also. 
Former AHC Chair Dr. Emil Dan- 
sker said the committee handles 
about 20 cases per year. The rela- 
tively small number of cases bothers 
Dansker. He said "there have to be 
more cases of cheating, but the com- 
mittee doesn't know why more aren't 
brought to our committee." 
KNOX SAID that for the committee 
rdateline 
to review a case involves more than 
Just an accusation. 
"First a student is charged by the 
instructor of cheating or plagiarism," 
Knox said. "The instructor Is re- 
quired to notify the student, the stu- 
dent's college, and the college that the 
course is in. by means of a letter." 
Knox said the instructor also has to 
inform the student of his or her rights. 
One of these rights is the right of 
appeal, which brings the case to the 
Sociology professor Dr. Stephen 
Cernkovicn,   whose   classes   range 
from 80 to 90 students, said he tells the 
students the University policy on 
cheating listed in the student code. "I 
won't tolerate it -1 will not go around 
and say 'no-no-no,' I'll just give the 
person a zero." 
Robins, who has smaller classes, 
said he also reads the students the 
University policy, but "with the up- 
per-level and advanced courses I 
usually do not because I don't want to 
insult their intelligence." 
Professor of psychology Dr. Ken- 
neth Alvares, who has been teaching 
for 13 years, said "I simply tell them 
the rules of the game-then I teU them 
the consequences. The rest is up to 
them. I don't feel that there is a 
(cheating) problem here, generally 
it's the exception rather than the 
rule." 
Dansker adviaea students to be 
aware of the student code. The last 
section of the code lists the minimum 
and maximum penalties for cheating 
or plagiarism which range from re- 
ceiving a failing grade to getting 
expelled from the University. 
Friday, March 2 
Educational/Clinical Lab Series - 
Beverly Zanger will discuss "Interac- 
tive Video: New Approach to Learn- 
ing" at 1:30 p.m. in 215 Education 
Building. Free and open to all. 
Time Management Workshop - The 
Graduate Wellness Team will offer a 
session on time management at 2 p.m. 
in the State Room of the Union. Free 
and open to all registered graduate 
student participants. 
Fantasy and Role Playing Society - 
At 6 p.m. a meeting and gaming 
session will be held in the Honors 
Center, basement of Kreischer. Open 
to all. 
Opera Theater Production - "The 
Barber of Seville" will be presented 
tonight and tommorrow at 8 p.m. in 
Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical 
Arts Center. Tickets, which cost $6, (4 
and $2, are available at the College of 
Musical Arts Box Office. 
Saturday, March 3 
American Material Culture Series - 
The American Culture Ph.D Program 
will sponsor a discussion of "Folk 
Art" from 10 a.m. to noon at 109 
Business Administration Building. 
Free and open to all. 
Women's basketball - The Univer- 
sity women's team will host the Uni- 
versity of Toledo at 12:30 p.m. in 
Anderson Arena. 
Men's basketball The University 
men's team will host the University of 
Toledo at 3 p.m. in Anderson Arena. Monday, March 5 
Gymnastics - The University will 
host Ohio State University at 6 p.m. in 
the Eppler North Gymnasium. 
UAO Mardi Gras Event - Casino 
games, food, and entertainment will 
be held from 8 p.m. to midnight 
throughout the Student Union. Free 
and open to all. See related story this 
issue. 
Lectare - Mr. Ashley C. Brown, 
will discuss "Public Utilities Commis- 
sion of Ohio: Consumer Friend or 
Foe?" at 7:30 p.m. in 112 Life Science 
Building. Free and open to all. 
Res^-University Firelandi Col- 
lege creative writing faculty mem- 
bers will read their works at 7:30p.m. 
in the Commuter Center Lounge. Free 
and open to all. 
VISION! 
SEE THE GREAT PUT-ON8, OVER 
1,000 AT BURLINGTON OPTICAL 
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1 28 W. WOOSTER 
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"Where you always get more for your money" 
MEXICAN FIESTA 
All the Mexican food vou can eat for $2.59 
Saturday Noon thru Sunday at 7:00 p.m. 
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> 
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CD 
> 
X 
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THE DAY AFTER THE DAY AFTER: 
A LECTURE SERIES ON THE RISKS OF 
NUCLEAR WAR 
March 5 
(Monday) 
Atomic Bomb 101: What is 
a Nuclear weapon and how 
does it work? 
Ronald Stoner: Dept. of Physics 
Business Adminisration BUg. Room 114 
7:30-8:30 p.m. 
Sponsored By: BG Peace Coalition 
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Marijuana usage among collegiates decreases •campus/local - 
J. Douglas Gurnlck 
stall reporter 
Marijuana seems to be 
losing its popularity on col- 
lege campuses. 
According to recent sur- 
rey results printed in 
US.A Today, only two of 10 
college students polled ad- 
mitted to using marijuana 
on a regular basis (at least 
twice per week). In a 1973 
Harris poll, 38 percent of 
the college students polled 
admitted to being regular 
marijuana users. 
Of the many things that 
may have attributed to this 
downward trend, one may 
be economical, Dr. Ste- 
phen Cernkovich, asso- 
ciate professor of sociology 
said. The cost of the drug 
has increased dramati- 
cally over the last 10 years. 
"Back in the 70s you 
have to remember that an 
ounce of marijuana could 
be bought for around $10, 
now you can expect to pay 
as much as $70 for the 
same amount," he said. 
The attitude of Univer- 
sity students varies, with 
very few being classified 
as ''regular users." Steve, 
a senior, admitted to smok- 
ing marijuana "about once 
a month'' although he had 
never smoked before his 
freshman year. He said he 
didn't smoke more often 
because of availability, "I 
don't really know who to 
buy it from." 
Jim, a senior, said he 
does not use pot as much as 
he used to, "I guess the 
first time I got high was In 
high school... but since 
then it has lost a lot of its 
appeal. I guess I'll smoke 
about five or six times a 
Sear because its a nice 
ttle escape." 
Tom, a junior, who ad- 
mitted to smoking as often 
as four times a day, said 
that his reasons for smok- 
ing were simple, "I do it 
because I like to, it's an 
effective means of calming 
the nerves." 
Cernkovich said drug 
use at the University was 
"pretty consistent" when 
compared with the na- 
tional poll. Cernkovich 
said that part of the change 
may be cultural. 
"Drug use back then 
(when the Harris Poll was 
taken) was a part of the 
whole political ideology, 
the free flowing attitude 
that carried over from the 
•60s." he said. 
The largest marijuana 
consumption appears to be 
in the la to 18 year old age 
group according to the sur- 
vey. The use of pot has 
doubled when compared to 
the 1973 Harris Poll. Sev- 
enty percent of IS to 18 
year olds polled admitted 
to trying marijuana at 
least once as compared to 
32 percent in 1973. 
"I would say the in- 
crease of first timers start- 
ing earlier and earlier is 
due to a change of attitude 
towards marijuana. Try- 
ing pot is lice drinking 
your first beer," Cernko- 
vich said. 
Mark, a senior, who 
smokes once monthly, said 
he smokes because, "I like 
to laugh. When I'm high I 
feel like there's a little guy 
in my stomach tickling 
me." 
University Peace Coalition stimulates nuclear awareness 
by Tom Rood 
stall reporter 
The controversial broad- 
cast of a film depicting the 
effects of nuclear war has 
sparked a University 
peace group to organize a 
lecture series. They hope 
their message of today will 
help prevent "the day af- 
ter." 
George   Rendina,   a 
Peace Coalition member, 
said the group's decision to 
conduct a lecture series 
came when some students 
who saw "The Day After" 
wanted to learn more 
about the hazards of nu- 
clear war. 
The Peace Coalition is an 
organization of students 
and faculty dedicated to 
stimulate awareness about 
the risks of nuclear war, 
Rendina, a chemistry pro- 
fessor, said. 
The series, consisting of 
eight lectures, and a 
continuing lecture every 
Monday, looks at the scien- 
tific aspects of nuclear 
war, and also examines its 
sociological impact, Jo- 
seph Perry, a sociolgy pro- 
fessor and Peace Coalition 
member, said. 
"We are not going to just 
look at the scientific data 
about a nuclear explosion 
but we will also look at how 
the threat of nuclear war 
affects  people   and   how 
Cash & Carry Specials 
Fancy 
Carnations 
White 
Daisies 
$5.00    dozen 
$2.00    dozen 
MYLE'S FLOWERS 
D.Q. Building Facing the Railroad 
on the 
The Stars are Shining 
MARDI 
GRAS 
Screen 99 
Annual Event for Charity 
Saturday, March 3 
8:00 p.m.-12:00 midnight 
UNION 
Petition Deadline Extended 
for 31 
U.S.G. 
President 
Vice President 
At-Large Rep, 
Return to 405 Student Services 
by 
5 p.m. Monday March 5 
these people react to the 
problem.   Perry said. 
Along with educating 
University students and 
Bowling Green residents, 
the group hopes to use the 
seminars as a model for a 
possible course on nuclear 
war, Rendina said. 
According to Redina, 
about 50 colleges in the 
United States offer similar 
courses and if the lecture 
series is successful the 
group might ask the Uni- 
versity administration to 
add a course on nuclear 
war next fall. 
But, the first two lec- 
tures have failed to draw 
large audiences. Perry 
said he does not attribute 
the light turnouts to a lack 
of interest, but to an el- 
ement of fear. 
"There are a lot of peo- 
ple who are concerned 
about nuclear war but do 
not come here because 
they are afraid what they 
might find out," be said. 
"Its like the guy who's 
worried   about   his   per- 
sistent cough, but doesn't 
go to the doctor because he 
might tell him he has can- 
cer." 
However, another fun- 
tion of the lectures is to 
unite all who share this 
concern so they will be 
able to exert pressure on 
the nation's policy makers, 
who are favoring nuclear 
build-up. In fact, the Peace 
Coalition is sending rep- 
resentatives to Washington 
D.C. on March 7 to lobby 
against nuclear build-up. 
photo Illustration/Sue Cross 
Marijuana use is declining according to a poll in USA Today 
and assorted drug paraphernalia Is displayed In this illustra- 
tion. 
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FREE 
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FREE 
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WITH CHEF 
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WHAT IS CPR? 
CPR. or cardiopulmonary resuscita- 
tion, is an emergency lifesaving tech 
nigue used by one or two people to 
artificially maintain another person's 
breathing and heartbeat in the event 
the (unctions suddenly stop. CPR 
combines mouth-to-mouth breathing 
and chest compressions to keep 
oxygen-rich blood (lowing to the 
victim's brain until an emergency 
service with advanced life support is 
available Contact your local Ameri- 
can Heart Association lor more 
information. American 
Heart Association 
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE NOMINEES 
The Distinguished Service Award Committee seeks self 
nominations and faculty/ administrative staff 
nominations of seniors who have given distinguished 
service to Bowling Green State   University. 
To be eligible to receive consideration for a 
Distinguished Service Award, a senior must have 
demonstrated   outstanding   service   contributions   to 
BGSU through one or more areas of 
University service (college and/or department activities, 
student government,  student activities,  Greek  Life, 
athletics, etc.) 
Seniors graduating in the 1983-84 academic year 
(Winter commencement, 1983; Spring and Summer 
commencements 1984) who would like to be considered 
for a Distinguished Service Award and those faculty 
administrative staff who would like to submit 
nominations, may obtain an application form at 305 
Student Services Building or by calling 372-2147. 
THE ABSOLUTE DEADLINE FOR ALL NOMINATIONS IS 5 p.m., 
FRIDAY, MARCH 16, 1984. 
APARTMENTS 
Vi BLOCK TO CAMPUS 
WE PAY YOUR GAS HEAT/ 
COOKING & CABLE TV 
2 Bedrooms: furnished or unfurnished 
Leasing for summer and fall 
Rental Office: 
Beat Western Falcon Plaza Motel 
" across from Harshman Dorm •• 
352-4671 (day)     352-1800 (evening) 
ask for Tom 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIP 
Deadline: Tuesday, April 3, 1984... 
Office of the Vice President for University 
Relations 
The Frazler Ream* Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was established in 
1973 In recognition of Frazler Reams, Sr. and hit distinguished service In the 
broadcasting Industry and as a member of Congrssa and as a trustee of Bowling Oreen 
State University. 
Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who Intend to pursue 
careers In public affairs (speech communication, broadcasting. Journalism, political or 
governmental service, public health, community service, law or some other public 
affairs field). A rising senior Is a student with a minimum Q.P.A. of 3.2 who will attend 
BGSU for two sameatera of his/her senior year, and who will graduate no sooner than 
May 1985. Each fellow will receive 11500. Fellows will be selected by a committee 
composed of BGSU faculty, a vice president of the University and a representative of the 
Reams family. The selection of fellows will be based on an Initial screening process snd 
further review which may Include personal Interviews. 
The application form and all support msterlala, including letters of recommendation, 
must be submitted to the Off lea of the Vice President for University Relations- Mlleti 
Alumni Center by 5 p.m. Tueedey, April 3,19*4. 
Recipients will be notified prior to any public announcement of the awards which will be 
presented at a luncheon on Wednesday, April 25,1954. 
Applications available In the Office of the Vice President for University Relations Mlleti 
Alumni Center and In the School of Journalism office, 103 University Hall. 
- . . » .     .......... 
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Wellness Center offers nutrition, diet counseling 
by Noncv bostwlck 
reporter 
Good nutrition and a 
well-balanced diet serve as 
good preventive medicine 
for preserving students' 
health, according to Dr. 
Sooja Kim, faculty adviser 
for the Student Wellness 
Center's   peer   nutrition 
counseling center. 
The Well offers the peer 
nutrition consulting serv- 
ice for University students 
who seek information and 
advice on nutrition, and 
the coordinator of the Well 
believes there is a strong 
need for the service. 
Theresa   Popp   Braun, 
coordinator of the Well, 
said, "Last semester re- 
cords indicate that on a 
continuing basis, the larg- 
est single reason for stu- 
dents stopping by or 
calling The Well was the 
need for nutrition and diet 
information. 
that the service is not lim- 
ited to weight control. The 
consultants can help stu- 
dents with menus, food 
budgets and information 
on health foods," Popp 
Braun, college student per- 
sonnel graduate student, 
said. 
"We want people to know        Seniors majoring in nu- 
trition and dietetics serve 
as consultants for the serv- 
ice. 
Students benefit from 
the program because they 
have an opportunity to talk 
to people who are their 
peers, about weight loss 
and nutrition, said Becky 
Cufr, senior dietetics ma- 
jor and nutrition counseler 
for The Well. 
"Students seem to feel 
more comfortable talking 
about dieting and nutrition 
with someone on their 
level," Cufr said."I have a 
lot of friends confused 
about dieting, and through 
the program we can give 
students the information 
on how to have a healthy 
weight loss program and a 
balanced diet." 
The nutrition consultants 
completed a training ses- 
sion on peer advising skills 
in addition to four years of 
food and nutrition classes, 
Popp Braun said. 
She stressed that the 
consultants and staff mem- 
bers of the Well are not 
counselers, and if profes- 
sional help is needed, stu- 
dents are referred 
elsewhere. 
The program is offered 
by appointment, but walk- 
ins are welcome. 
Both young and old gain experiences by joining Girl Scouts 
by Sandra Fe»n 
reporter 
They say you're never 
too old for anything - even 
if it is being a Girl Scout. 
Anita Green, junior 
physics major, has been a 
Girl Scout for 13 years. 
"My mother was always 
a leader and I was always 
in it with her," Green said. 
"I made a lot of friends 
through Girl Scouts, and 
most of my friends stayed 
in it through high school." 
Green said she has been 
teased occasionally for be- 
ing a scout for so long. 
"Friends you can talk to 
and tell them all the neat 
things that you do,   but 
those who aren't your 
friends tell you that you're 
square, and don't under- 
stand," she said. 
Her most notable camp- 
ing adventure was a trip to 
Ecuador sponsored by 
"Wider Opportunities," a 
program available for 
scouts. Known as an Ex- 
change Scout, Green lived 
with a family in Ecuador 
for the first tour weeks of 
her vacation. 
"Sometimes I went out 
with other scouts in the 
area, and sometimes I took 
trips with the family," she 
said. 
The final three weeks of 
her seven-week vacation 
were   spent   with   other 
scouts from the United 
States. They traveled to 
the Pacific Coast, climbed 
the Andes Mountains and 
canoed down a small trib- 
utary of the Amazon River. 
GREEN IS president of 
Campus Scouts, an organi- 
zation at the University 
directly affiliated with the 
Girl Scouts of America. 
Poor attendance, apathy 
and lack of funds have 
affected Campus Scouts, 
she said. Last year there 
were IS Campus Scouts in 
Bowling Green, but this 
year there are only six. 
"You don't have to be a 
legacy like Green to be- 
come a member. She said 
anyone can be a Campus 
Scout, including men. "A 
few guys have come to 
meetings before, but they 
didn't want to be outnum- 
bered, so they quit," Green 
said. 
She said it is more than 
likely that she will become 
a Girl Scout leader some- 
time in the future. 
She has had experience 
as an assistant leader in a 
day camp where she 
helped plan a broad range 
of activities such as cook- 
ing, making tables out of 
wood and teaching scouts 
how to tie different types of 
knots. 
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ll can be yours as an Air 
Force pilot It's not 
easy, bul the rewards 
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year and complete 
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"AN EXUBERANT DELIGHT! IT LEAVES THE 
i AUDIENCE RAVENOUS FOR MORE!'' 
—Frank Rich/NEW YORK TIMES 
"OUTRAGEOUSLY FUNNYII ADORED 
IT! IT WAS WONDERFUL!" 
—Nancy GouloVABC-TV 
"THIS IS THE ONE, FOLKS! JUST ABOUT AS MUCH FUN AS YOU CAN 
POSSIBLY HAVE IN THE THEATRE!" -CALIFORNIA MAGAZINE 
"I NEARLY DIED LAUGHING! LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS' IS A 
NON-STOP ROMP FROM START TO FINISH. AS HYSTERICALLY 
FUNNY AS IT CAN BE. GO SEE IT!" -Katie Kelly/NBC-TV 
**** (HIGHEST RATING) A GLORIOUSLY SILLY MUSICAL!" 
—LOS ANGELES MAGAZINE 
■ ATRE ASURE! A FUNNY, CLASSY NIGHT AT THE THEATRE!" 
—Richard Cortiss/TIME MAGAZINE 
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'We have something to please everyone!" 
824 SIXTH STREET 
• 2 bdrm. carpeted apartments 
• FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER 
• Nicely Paneled 
• Furnished 
• Laundry room in building 
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The Second Annual 
Kappa Korral 
Linda & Tim Marlene & Matt 
Betsy & Doug Janet & David 
Linda & Fred Holly & Dennis 
Judy & Dave Lisa & Tom 
Rose & Mike Beth & Marc 
Melissa & Todd Chris & Rodney 
Pam & Pat Debi & Eric 
Jenny & Doug Jill & Vaughn 
Siobhan & Mike Tina & Lee 
Jenny & Bill Jenny & Joshua 
Jane & Kevin Lori & Jim 
Condo & JKB Jan & David 
Kim & Steve Terri & Tom 
Marianne & Mike Pam & Rick 
Arlene & Bruce Dee & Dwayne 
Sue & Mike Beth & Tom 
Betty & Josh Kathy & Glenn 
Kathy & Tim Julie & Steve 
Maria & Hides Carol & Ken 
Mary Ann & Pete Denise & Bill 
Sarah & Doug Cindy & Brad 
Karen & Tony Mace & Miami Douggy 
Judy & John Heidi & Mike 
Ann & Mark Cindy & Dan 
Kelley & Kevin Marie & Joe 
Susan & Todd     ■ Lisa & Jeff 
Beth & Bobby Joe Jill & Lew 
Sarah & Dave Cindy & Joe 
Julie & Bruce Kelley & Guy 
Sallie & Fish Tammy & Danno 
Jenny & Joe Patty & Mike 
Jenny & Mark Jenny & Jeff 
Julie & Ken Susan & Jim 
Zora & Rudy Sandy & Friday 
Jackie & Shawn Lydia & a real man 
Diane & Greg 
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Falcon cagers host Toledo 
Bowling Green's basketball team 
will wrap up the 1983-84 regular 
season tomorrow the same way 
they opened the Mid-American 
Conference season in January, 
with a showdown with neighboring 
rival Toledo. 
In January a virtual no-name 
freshman started for the Rockets 
and scored a yet to be matched 
career high of 28 points to pace UT 
to a 94-88 victory over the Falcons 
in Centennial Hall. His name is 
Blake Burnam, and you can be 
sure there will be a Falcon de- 
fender a little tighter on him tomor- 
row at 4 p.m. when the Rockets 
invade Anderson Arena. 
That game proved to be the dif- 
ference in the MAC records as the 
season closes. UT is in third place 
in the conference with an 11-6 re- 
cord, one game ahead of the fourth 
place Falcons (10-7). 
BOTH TEAMS are 17-9 overall, 
which may reflect on the seedings 
for the MAC Tournament next 
weekend. A win for the Falcons 
tomorrow would give them a tie 
with UT for third, but a better 
overall mark by one game. 
Burnam was not the only player 
for the Rockets to score 28 points in 
the last meeting as UT bread-and- 
butter man Ken Epperson also 
poured in 28 markers. 
Epperson is second in MAC scor- 
ing this season with a 20.5 points 
per game average. The 6-foot-6 
junior also averages 9.5 boards per 
outing. Senior guard Tim Reiser 
averages 10.6 ppg. and has dished 
out 171 assists this year. 
The Falcons will counter with a 
team coach John Weinert said is 
ready for the upcoming tourney. 
BG has won four of its last five 
games, with that one loss a two- 
Eint   heartbreaker   to   league- 
ider Miami in Oxford last Satur- 
day. 
BG is coming off an 82-71 thrash- 
ing of Eastern Michigan Wednes- 
day where three Falcons scored 
over 20 points in the game. For- 
wards Colin Irish and David Jen- 
kins had 24 and 22 points, 
respectively. Guard Keith Taylor 
added 20. 
BG faces Lakers in   playoffs 
J 
CONGRATULATIONS 
DELTA ZETA 
on being elected 
Most Outstanding Chapter 
on campus! 
MM    KW *—MM HW HK=J< 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
FEATURING 649 SIXTH STREET 
FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER 
MANY NEW SETS OF LIVING ROOM FURNITURE 
MANY NEW SETS OF DINING ROOM FURNITURE 
NEW WASHERS/DRYERS DELIVERED IN MARCH 
1-1/2 baths 
2 bdrm, carpeted 
"THE OWNERS CARE ABOUT YOU!" 
352-5620   328 S. MAIN   352-1165 
THI 
WEEK 
CAMPU 
MOVIES 
I Fri and Sat: 
ROAD 
WARRIOR 
8:00,10:00,MID 
MAIN AUD. 
$1.50 w/ID 
rota! temges.a 
by Jean Olmeo 
sports reporter 
This weekend the Bowline Green 
icers enter the first round of the 
Central Collegiate Hockey Associa- 
tion playoffs against Lake Superior 
State College. But, the Falcons may 
be leery - LSSC is the only team to 
beat BG in the Ice Arena this season. 
Both games in the total-goal series 
will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the BG Ice 
Arena. The Lakers handed the Fal- 
cons their first loss of the regular 
season, 2-1, in October. BG, however, 
holds a commanding 29-17-1 lead in 
the overall series against LSSC. 
"We feel the Lakers will bring a 
competitive team from the Upper 
Pennisula," BG head coach Jerry 
York said. "They beat Michigan Tech 
last weekend, and that should gener- 
ate us to play better than we have 
been." 
York said the Falcons won the 
home ice playoff advantage, but that 
does not guarantee they will advance 
to the National Collegiate Hockey 
Association playoffs. 
"Every team starts out even dur- 
ing the playoffs, and we have to play 
as well as we possibly can this week- 
end to beat Lake Superior," he said. 
BG finished the regular season with 
its best overall and CCHA records 
since the 1978-79 season, 30-4-2 and 22- 
4-2. The Lakers completed their sea- 
son with a 17-19-2 overall record and a 
12-17-1 CCHA record. 
BG ENDED ITS season last week- 
end against Miami in Oxford. The 
CCHA champion Falcons were victo- 
rious last Friday with an impressive 
11-4 win, but fell to the hungry 
Redskins Saturday, 6-2, in the Miami 
Ice Arena. 
LSSC swept Michigan Tech last 
weekend. 2-1 and 6-3, securing the 
eighth place team a CCHA playoff 
berth. This will be the Lakers first 
playoff appearance since the 1981-82 
season. 
The Falcons are 21-9-2 in the CCHA 
playoffs and 6-2 over the last two 
seasons. BG holds a 2-1 edge over 
LSSC in playoff matchups. 
The four winners of this weekend's 
quarter-final playoff series will face 
off in the Joe Louis Arena in Detroit 
March 9 and 10 for the semifinals and 
finals. If BG defeats LSSC this week- 
end, the Falcons will play the winning 
team that finished lowest in the regu- 
lar season standings. 
The CCHA playoff champion will 
host the National Collegiate Hockey 
Association quarter-final playoffs 
March 16-17. 
GARY KRUZICH will start in Fal- 
con goal for the first time since Feb- 
ruary 10, and Eddie Powers will dress 
as back-up goaltender. Kruzich has 
been sidelined with a pulled ham- 
string and asthma attacks. 
York has formed an all-senior line 
with Tim Hack, Nick Bandescu and 
Peter Wilson. Iain Duncan, who has 
been playing defense for the past two 
weekends, will move back to the wing 
position with Dave O'Brian and Jamie 
wansbrough. 
Junior Dan Kane and senior John 
Samanski both moved up on the ca- 
reer scoring list last weekend. After 
scoring five points against MU, Kane 
ranks as the eighth leading scorer in 
BG history with 58 goals and 101 
assists for 159 points. 
Samanski's hat trick on Friday 
pushed his career totals to 71-86-157, 
placing him ninth on the BG career 
fist. 
DIRECTOR at LUGE 
APPLICATIONS NOW 
AVAILABLE In UA0 Office 
* must Pan 2 semesters UiO 
experience 
applications PUB on March 9 
YOUR BSN IS WORTH AN 
OFFICER'S COMMISSION 
IN THE ARMY. 
Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also 
means you're an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our 
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities, 
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510. 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. 
BEALLYOUCANBE. 
WATCH OUT B.G.! 
The PI KAPPS are 
coming on campus 
into the Phi Psi House 
this Fall!! 
IK* UK* IIK* riK» me* riK» nic» IIK» nx* IIK» nx-t- m* UK* IIKS IIK* a 
CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS 
(NEXT TO STERING & DORSEY DRUGS) 
PHONE 352-9302 (24 HRS.) 
THE IDEAL LOCATION FOR CONVENIENCE, COMFORT AND SAFETY! 
CAMPUS MANOR IS A 2 MINUTE WALK FROM ADM. BUILDING. MOST 
CLASSROOMS AND OVER 20 RETAIL SHOPS. 
WE FEATURE 2 BEDROOM FULLY FURNISHED APARTMENTS WITH: 
CARPETING - GARBAGE DISPOSAL - 
CABLE TV. - LAUNDRY - SPACIOUS 
CLOSETS - AIR CONDITIONING - PARK- 
ING AT YOUR FRONTDOOR - FAST EFFI- 
CIENT ON-SITE MANAGEMENT & 
MAINTENANCE 
- FLEXIBLE PA YMENT TERMS - 
SECURITY LIGHTING  -  STEEL  DOORS 
WITH DOUBLE LOCKS - 1'A BA THS 
CAMPUS MANOR HAS NEW OWNERSHIP AND MANY OF OUR APARTMENTS 
WILL BE COMPLETELY REDECORATED FOR FALL. 
VISIT OUR OFFICE/MODEL IB-15, TODAY AND RESERVE YOUR APT. FOR FALL 
•S4 OR SUMMER. OPEN DAILY, MON.-SAT. — ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL 
SUMMER RATES. 
YOU CAN LIVE AT CAMPUS MANOR 
FOR 143.00 PER MONTH* 4 person apt. 
ALL UTILITIES    FURNISHED 
EXCEPT LIGHTS. 
"*■— < HI 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
A LARGE SELECTION OF 
QUALITY HOUSES AND 
APARTMENTS FOR 
198*85! 
STOP IN OR CALL 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
319 E. Wooster 354-2260 
Ik 
Baring Gim Salt (Mxisly 
Bond <* Sato* httutws 
is now accepting 
applications for 
the&Gjnew/ 
EDITOR 
Commencing following Spring 
Break through 1984-85 academic year 
Applications Available: 106 University HaU 
DEADLINE: Wednesday, 
March 14, 5 p.m. 
WERE FIGHTING FOR MDUR LIFE 
0 American Hedrt Association 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
APARTMENTS 
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN! 
CLOSE TO REC.CENTER, MOVIE THEATRES, INTRA- 
MURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST 
FOODS AND ICE ARENA, 
•Gas   heat,   hot  water  and cooking 
included. 
Tenant pays electric only. 
(small monthly electric bill) 
•Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. furnished. 
ast, dependable, 24 hr. 
maintenance. 
• In-house laundry centers. 
•Plenty of storage area. 
•Now accepting applications for 
summer and next fall. 
Rental office located in Amherst Village 
1520 Clough Phone 352-0164 
(Behind Wendy's) 
Office Hrs.: 9-5 Mon.-Fri.  8-2 Sat. 
Noneman ReaJ Estate Company 
BROKFJUUt: a M ANAl.f Ml \ I 
NOW LEASING: 
SUMMER & FALL 
825  THIRD  ST:  NICELY AR- 
RANOED ONE BEDROOM APTS. RENTS IS 
SM0/MO INCLUDING GAS, AND WATER 
841 8th ST, 733 MAN- 
VILLE: 2 BEDROOM, ONE AND ONE 
HALF BATHS. FURNISHED APTS. RENT IS 
J325/MO. 
755, 777 MANVILLE: 
S300/MO 12 MO. LEASES ONLY 2 BEDROOM 1 
1/2 BATHS UNFURNISHED. 
CALL' FOR MORE INFORMATION 
(35«95^ 
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Wilson excels on blueline 
by Jean Dlmeo 
sports reporter 
Although defensemen are vital to 
the overall success of any hockey 
team, they often go unnoticed by the 
fans and media. 
Because they don't usually score as 
many goals as towards or make fan- 
tastic acrobatic saves like goaltend- 
ers, defensemen such as Bowling 
Green's Wayne Wilson come to accept 
their hidden identities. 
Wilson, who has been playing de- 
fense since he was a youngster, said 
he knows good defensemen don't al- 
ways receive the recognition they 
deserve. But the Falcon co-captain 
said defensemen are the backbone of 
any hockey squad. 
Defensemen are a unique breed," 
the senior from Guelph, Ont. said. 
"They are the ones who get things 
started on the ice, offensively and 
defensively." 
For the past three years, Wilson 
has been a valuable asset to the 
Falcon squad. He has displayed his 
leadership capabilities as this year's 
co-captain, and has set an example 
for his teammates through his dedica- 
tion to the team's success. 
WILSON, who has two goals and 18 
' assists this season, has not missed a 
game since starting on defense his 
freshman year. He is also one of the 
eight seniors who have helped the 
Falcons capture their third straight 
Central Collegiate Hockey Associa- 
tion title this season. 
"Wayne is such a positive player, 
and he is one of the key reasons our 
program has changed," BG head 
coach Jerry York said, referring to 
the team's performance over the last 
three seasons. "He has been an In- 
strumental factor in turning our team 
into a championship squad." 
Wilson classifies himself as a de- 
fensive defenseman, and displays his 
style every game - sweeping the puck 
into the opponent's zone, while also 
McGehee joins Falcon 
elite with her 1,000th 
Wayne Wilson 
demonstrating precision stick-hand- 
ling in front of the Falcon net. 
"Wayne is verv strong in our own 
end. and plays the defensive zone as 
well as anyone I have seen," York 
said. "He plays the corners well, and 
knows how to break out with the puck 
from our end." 
The 6-foot-l. 190-pound leer has 
remained healthy throughout his four- 
year career, and has not been a vic- 
tim of any serious injuries. He attrib- 
utes his good fortune to constant 
conditionina and training. 
"A lot of freak accidents happen on 
the ice, but I've been lucky." he said, 
rapping on a wooden rail with his 
fingers. "I lift weights and run a lot, 
and I'm always in decent shape when 
I come to camp." 
ON THE ICE, Wilson is a smart 
playmaker and strong skater. He is 
always in position, ready to take a BG 
opponent off the puck in front of the 
Falcon net 
Wilson considered himself an offen- 
sive defenseman until he joined the 
Falcons, and strengthened his de- 
fensive skills under the direction of 
former assistant coach Bill Wilkin- 
son, now head coach at Western Mich- 
igan. 
"Wilkinson stressed defense to me 
when I was a freshman," he said. 
"And then offensive players like 
Garry (Galley) and Dave (EUett) 
came, and we now have a strong 
balance at the blueline." 
Wilson has been paired on defense 
with co-captain Mike Pikul for the 
past two years, and said playing with 
the experienced senior has helped his 
own game. 
"Mike and I are similar - we both 
are a little offense and defense," he 
said. "It has made a big difference 
playing with him because he is such a 
good player." 
"Wayne is like our other co-cap- 
tain, Mike Pikul, in that he Is not 
flashy, but is a very steady two-way 
defenseman," York said, at the begin- 
ning of the season. "He is highly 
repected by his teammates and the 
coaching staff." 
Where's the Falcon fans? 
It happened at the football games 
and now the plague seems to have 
caught on at Bowling Green's 
hockey and basketball games - to 
borrow the much-overused phrase 
from the banner draped across the 
Anderson Arena looby - Where's 
the fans? 
This weekend, both the hockey 
and basketball teams will be at 
home. The BG icers will be hosting 
the first round of the CCHA 
playoffs, while the cagers are 
hosting those unmentionables from 
up 1-75 - the Toledo Rockets. 
But except for the reserved 
sections, there are an abundance of 
general admission tickets left for 
all three games. This U all taking 
Champions," where the three 
contests should be SRO (standing 
room only) already. Instead, you 
don't even have to wait in line for a 
ticket 
What are the alibis from the BG 
students? 
• You have to dish out $2 to go the 
hockey games, you cant use your 
sports pass. Two dollars to see the 
nation s third-ranked hockey 
team? You're not going to find a 
better bargain these days. 
•I'm not going to blow my 
column one 
, bytomhisek 
sports editor 
weekend at a game when I could be 
out partying at the bars. The 
hswethsTI game starts st 4 p.m. 
You can step out of Anderson 
Arena and into the nearest Happy 
Hours party without even breaking 
your stride. And, if you're an AD- 
Sports Pass holder, you can even 
get in for free. 
I know most of the hockey games 
have been drawing good crowds 
during this championship season, 
but these are playoff games. And. 
unless the icers capture the CCHA 
tourney, it will be their last 
appearance at home. 
Finally, Anderson Arena 
certainly hasn't been the "House 
That Roars." We're playing Toledo 
- everybody at BG bates Toledo- 
and nothing would be better than to 
show them just how much we do 
despise them. 
Here's to seeing some lines at 
those ticket counters. 
MID AM MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
School year or full year lease 
rWWMi if wnvrMsMd 
[On-fit* burWry fafliriM 
2 MrM!. 
'GM heft, tjftt Nltff ft ttove 
'Ten-nt boys electric 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
Tony Najmulski 
(not "ony" or "Scott") 
For going active 
Sorry about the mix up 
Pi Kappa «i/| 
In a season full of ups 
and downs for Bowling 
Green's women's basket- 
ball team, a bright spot 
took   place   Wednesday 
-ary 
Cary McGehee reached 
the 1,000-point mark in her 
career in the 90-64 victory 
over Eastern Michigan. 
McGehee cracked the 1 000 
barrier on her first basket, 
just three minutes into the 
game. 
MCGEHEE IS now the 
third 1,000-point scorer in 
Bowling Green's history. 
She is third on the all-time 
list behind Chris Tuttle 
(1,420) and Melissa Chase 
(1,223), both of whom were 
on last year's team. 
McGehee's 18 point ef- 
fort against the Hurons 
gives her a 14.0 scoring 
average on the year, best 
on the squad and good for 
sixth place in the Mid- 
American Conference. 
The   Falcons'   record 
stands at JW in the confer' 
ence,   12-13  overall.   BG 
faces Toledo   tomorrow 
at 1  p.m. 
Now Accepting Applications For 
SUMMER STAFF 
POSITIONS AT 4-H 
CAMP PALMER 
Contact Student 
Employment at 372-2651 
or stop at 4-H camp 
Palmer Booth at BGSU 
Camp Day March 7 
in the University Union. 
££§} IS THE PRESSURE 
W7 GETTING TO YOU? 
STRESS 
MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP 
MARCH 5, 1984 
7-9p.m. PERRY CROGAN, UNION 
'1 due upon sign up in UAOof, 
-NATIONAL- 
CONVENTIONS 
PROJECT 
WB€ 
present! 
BG RECYCLE DAY. 
Saturday 
MARCH 10. 1084 
0-2 
Jaycee Recycle Center 
515 E POE ROAD 
SPECIAL FEATURES 
880 M). per ipanmenl 
2 bedroom! . 1 1/2 burn 
central Gas and healing with 
individual apartment control' 
completely rurniihed 
utilitiei paid, except for dectricily 
L-shapcd living-dining area with 
balcony 
ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN A 
PIEDMONT APARTMENT 
$375/month 
835 High St. 352-9378 
• wall-to-wall carpeting 
• iour<d conditioned interior 
• cable TV 
• kitchen comes equipped with a 
Gas range, stainless steel sink 
refrigerator, food waste disposal 
• exits large closets 
■ insulated window glass 
• sliding glass doors to balcony 
SIGN LEASE 
W/PIEDMONT APT. 
RECEIVE 
FREE membership 
to Health Spa 
hydro spa whirlpool 
indoor heated pool 
metros sauna 
sun lamps 
complete exercise 
^^lacjIilie^Sjquipmen^^^ 
• twin beds la each bedroom 
• built-in vainly in hallway 
• linen closet 
• fast recovery Gas water healing 
• carpeted halls and inside entrances 
• Gas-equipped lauadry area 
available in each apartment 
building 
• patio areas with Gas grills available 
lot each building 
Cold Convenient Beer Balls 
, 
Frito-Lay 
Potato Chips 99t 
8 oz. 
Pepsi     m 99 C 
2 liter bottle 
All Regular I 
Candy Bars .30 t 
Cold Beer and Wine at state minimu 
Racketeers 
D.Q. Building Facing the railroad track 
each 
Alpha Phi 
Forget-Me-Not Formal 
Saturday evening ■ March 3,1984 
■N 
Kris & Paul 
Sally & Jim 
Cynthia & Eric 
Vicki&Jeff 
Jill & Bruce 
Jennifer & Rob 
Suzanne & Rob 
Kay & Tom 
Allyson & Wayne 
Lisa & Ira 
Heidi & Kevin 
Mary & Patrick 
Johnna & Butch 
Annette & Brian 
Sue & Rich 
Karen & Steve 
Lynn&Al 
Debbie & Mike 
Alissa&Tom 
Kim & Mark 
Beth & Alan 
Julie & Mitch 
Michelle & Mike 
Jill & John 
Sue & Tim 
Stacey & Scott 
Carlene & Bill 
Elisa & John 
Priscilla & Bob 
Tracy & Jim 
Wendy & Scott 
Wendy & Gino 
Alisha&Vince 
Karen Lk Brian 
WHERE'S THE FANS? 
HOCKEY: FRIDAY/SATURDAY n. LAKE SUPERIOR 
7:30 PN 
BASKETBALL: SATURDAY «. TOLEDO 4:00 PM 
OEHBtAl ADMISSION JICKtlS SJIU AVAILABLE! 
.    SUPPORT YOUR fALCOHS! 
8 bg news/march 2, 1984 
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
Attention criminal jusllc. major*. 
Than will b* a C j. 0 mooting 
Monday. Match 5th at 1:00 pm In 
300 epptoi north. Topics for dis- 
cussion In tha Ohio Poaca officers. 
Training academy trip and tho Chi- 
cago trip. All majors ancourgod to 
ATTENTION ELEMENTARY EDUCA 
TON AND SPECIAL EDUCATION 
MAJORS!1 MEP Registration Moat- 
ing. Monday. March 5. 8 30 - 8.00 
P M . Campus Room. Student Union 
BE THERE" 
Attention UOA Members!! 
There will he a meeting Monday. 
March S at 8:00 In tha commuter 
cantor (basement ol Moaeley Hall). 
All members must attend! Bring 
your duesl Anyone Interested Is 
■Moaialauiiis to attend. 
BACCHUS meets weekly on 
Wednesdays at 8 00 p m mSISLilc 
Science BVdg Here's your chance to 
get mvotvod' Everyone welcome 
BG Recycle Day Saturday. March to. 
Irom S-2 Jaycee Recycle Center. 
PoeRd 
Al your typing needa prompt a prr> 
rsseionol Cel 362-4017  
NEED TYPING? 
8th year serving BGSU Students 
CM Now! Nancy 362-0809 
PERSONALS 
Alpha Pis Oetee Gel t .cited tor me 
Alpha Pis lormal We promise It we be 
the best one yen See You Saturday 
Love. The AJpf Phra  
Alpha Xl'a Bjarlniaiefa: Keren, Lau- 
rie. Klmmy. and Sue Great Job 
al Anchor Splash, we're proud of 
you!! Your Alpha XI Oesta Motors 
ATTENTION SAE'S WHO ARE AT- 
TENDING KAPPA KORRAL. GET RE- 
ADY FOR A WILD TIME M THE WILD 
WEST GET YOUR BOOTS. WE'VE 
GOT THE HATS. BECAUSE THE 
KAPPA KORRAL IS WHERE ITS AT. 
LOVE YOU, KAPPAS 
(GET READY TO PARTY OOWN 
MtKE  1 FRED. LOVE  HEIDI AND 
UNOAI  
BACCHUS meets weekly on 
Wednesdays at 8 00 p.m. In 51S Life 
Science Brdg Here's your chance to 
get nvolvod! Everyone welcome 
BGSU Tour Gtsde Interviews. Feb 
27-Merch 7 sign-up. In Admissions 
Office 10 30 12 30 i 130 3 30 
March 12 16 interviews 
Steven Sedem. executive director ol 
Ohio   Environmental   Councl.    win 
■peak on   "Hazardous Wasles and 
Oroundwaler    Protection''    Tues . 
March 6 al 8 00 pm   n 102 BA 
Everyone welcome   Sponsored  by 
the Environmental Interest Group 
Unrversrry Performng Dancers 
March 8    10 8 00pm 
Main Auditorium 
Students SI SO Adults S2 SO 
Tickets Available AI Door 
JACK'S BAKERY 
ICE CREAM DELIVERY 
354-1001 EVENINGS 
LOST AND FOUND 
Two exams lost rn Mosetey on Mon 
(2/27| mommg Desperately need 
ongmate or copies lo receive grades. 
No gurnlions asked Please cal 354- 
2228 
LOST Cemouflege walel a! Rec 
Center Sun eve 372-3035 w/any 
mlormation Reward' 
FOUND Key ring with 3 keys Looks 
eke house keys. Found near MSC 
buttling Contact the BG News 2 
2601   toeunrv  Hall 
RIDES 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Expert Typmg 
Reasonable Rates 
CM 352-7305 afler 5 30pm 
PHI DELTA THETA PRESENTS 
"DELIVERANCE" 
TUES. MARCH I 130-10:30 
210 MSC 
(ISO 
ALL PROCEEDS TO SBH 
Bll Airman   Gel psyched for Satur- 
day II wi be more run than big-time 
wrestling' Sal  
University Theatre presents 
NEGATIVES 
Fab  29March3. 
Joe E. Brown Theatre 
8.00 PM, tickets. 1 SO st door 
CCHA Hockey Playoffs 
$15 50 lor trans and rickets 
Sign up now in UAO office 
Come and meet me sisters of Alpha 
Gamma Delta' Informal RUSH-Merch 
7 at 5.30. Includes dinner and des- 
sert' Please contact the RUSH Chair- 
man (372-3006) it attending   Rush 
Alpha Gamma Detail  
Congratulations to M Beta's end Beta 
Little sisses Ihst participated in the 
Delta Gamma Anchor Splash You M 
did great Special thanks to Doug Lee 
lor his work on the first place banner 
— the second year rn a row" 
CONGRATULATIONS SLOAN ON 
BEING THE OUTSTANDING PAN- 
HEL CABINET MEMBER! ALL 
DELTA ZETAS ARE SO PROUO OF 
VOUI 
 10VE, YOUR DZ SISTERS 
COrMMTUUiTIOMs C ARIA AMD 
PAM OH YOUR HMHEST MO- 
LITTLE AWARD! 
 LOVE, YOUR DZ IMTBW 
«»*ORATULATIONS DIANE ON 
YOUR DZ - FU LAVAUEMNG TO 
RANDY! 
 LOVE, YOUH 02 SISTERS 
(X)f4GRATULATIONS   MtKE   LEWIS 
AND STEVE MACONSKY ON YOUR 
IFC CABINET POSITIONS - GREAT 
JOB! 
THE   BROTHERS  OF   SIGMA  PHI 
EPSR-ON 
Crjngnturatfone to Gamma Phi Bete 
new Jr Executive Officers! And • big 
thank you for a lob w*f done to the 
ouajsolng ofltoarsl The Qarnma PMs 
CONORATULATIONS TO PI KAPPS. 
KAPPAS AND SIGMA NUS FOR 
WINNING THE SPtRTT AWARD AT 
THE DELTA GAMMA ANCHOR 
SPLASH 
LOVE. YOUR DO COACHES 
CongratukMlone to PI Kapp'l 
STEVE BAKAR 
Mr Anchorsciash 1984 
Love. The Dee Qee'a  
Congratulations Mere Baker tar 
Bringing on' the victory leal week- 
end In the Dae Gee bathing billy 
conteel, Also congreti to the PI 
Kspp irotheres tor getting molt 
ttpsnied awerd. Woerl M the pail 
two weeks, we're won til Intermu- 
nls. Won a 'OMa*' event, and 
gotten the Phi Pal house. Hay 80 
out Hme hes come! 'Bring H on.' 
DELTA ZETA, CCWORATULATlOtes 
ON BEING THE MOST OUTSTANO- 
ING CHAPTER IN COMMUNITY 
8BtVICt- 
Dests: Rise ind Shine Seiurdey 
morning. The Alpha Xl's ere per- 
ched to cook breekfaetll Sisters of 
Alpha XI Delta  
FACULTY EXCELLENCE AWARD 
APPLICATION DEADLINES ARE EX- 
TENDED  UNTIL   FRIDAY,   MARCH 
WO.  
GOLDENHEARTS 
GREAT    JOB    IN     THE    ANCHOR 
SPLASH! WAY TO GO! 
 THE BROTHERS 
-goNZtr 
YOU t ME  EO. FUN 
DO YOU WANT TO PLAY? 
D. BERRY 
Have a case ol the enjoys 
HAPPY HOUR everyday 4 9 pm 
DOWNTOWN - MtCHELOB 
Hey Alpha PM Late - Nlghtera  Set 
those alarms lor midnight Friday to 
catch a peak at the amazabie. ohaza- 
bie Alpha Phis showing oil their sturt 
at the Phi Tau b eel tourney' Good 
Luck Gils, your sister* wi be there 
lo cheer you on to a screaming good 
irtctoiyi 
Hey Everybody! 
Get payched tor the PM Kappa Tau 
Basketball Marathon this Friday 
and    Saturday!    It's    going   to   be 
great! I  
Her Da-Wei PM Beta's, 
Let's Mart March off Mte a Hen. 
we're aenne rear tenkjht We cei 
svaRt Tha Bsetheil ol Bosses MM 
HOLLII A. MOOM leRVrCf 
AWARD Ajr^JCATrONl AVAE- 
AMI   AT    *M   *    106   iTUOEMT 
CENTER, UAO OFFKE. AND UW- 
VtJBeTTV sWOMTOMI. 
In baheV of tie proa derverers of 
Bowing Green I would Ske to thank 
our customers for their oanaroaBy 
and  unrlorraanrjrig   throughout   Ins 
days 
ThePloaMan 
JEFF HARraVUJOH 
CONGRATS. ON YOUR ORAD 
SCHOOL TESTS - WAY TO GO! 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI 
EPSsLON 
Jenny, I hope me weekend goes 
wet. Lars work it out. I am rooking 
forward to formal, toy, Men 
JurJStorkoi 
Corx^etulaeona on going aceve! We 
knew you couM do (I Hang In mere 
remember we love you' 
The 503 Roomlea 
JUUE8OO-GO00 LUCK VYITH 
MARDI QRAS THIS WEEKENO' WE 
KNOW YOU'LL DO A SUPER JOBI 
LOVE, LYMA AND MARK  
Juts rraedherm. ConoratAaseone on 
your near prjlHon In UAO. vice Presi- 
dent-Way to gol Love, Your Alpha 
Qam8letars 
irjas Vaaaareart CongnttAvaons tor 
becoming OUT8TANOfNO GREEK 
WOMAN!! Al of your hard work and 
oedfcabonrealy paid oft' Ware super 
proud of you"  Loire.  Your Alpha 
Mercua J Would you give up on your 
valentine so eeety? I guees I'm too 
ctose to see. You Lose!  
MatlOaua 
The Bras has coma for you to know 
Who «Is mat toves you to. 
Your haeda aa Ml ei a Sherman tank. 
But. M mesa personate ware ■ prank. 
Tha total Is through,  we're out of 
bread. But II was worth 1 to blow up 
your head. 
The KKQ dose not sxtst. you ware 
dogged We bet you are pissed 
PN Alpha. 
Your Two Pan 
MKC 
What mon cm 1 do? I mitt you and 
■m foiTy L«ts try again  1 lot* you, 
°~i 
NATALIE. CONGRATS ON BEINO 
THE OuTBTANOaW NEW GREEK 
MEMBER! YOU'RE ALWAYS OUT 
STAIeOINO M THE DZ HOUSE! 
WI LOVf YA, YOUR 1WTBW 
JACK'S BAKERY 
HUGE ice cream sateriwrchaill 
DEUVERED P/tHMOt 
J14-1001 
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-no ctmh 
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SIGMA CHI FORMAL • SIGMA CHI FORMAL • SIGMA CHI FORMAL •  SIGMA CHI FORMAL  S2 
O 
O 
r> 
SIGMA CHI 
WINTER FORMAL'84 
Keith and Kris 
Doug and Jill 
Blowfly JR. and Almost it 
Greg and JR. 
Russell J. and Lisa May 
Greg and Lisa 
Todd and Marsha 
Kurt and Janet 
Rich and Kristen 
Jeff and Dawn 
Jab and Fancy 
Big J and Lori 
Wenz and Jenny 
Scott and Teri 
St. Chuck and Kim 
Mike and Kathy 
Brad and Kim 
Tony and Melissa 
Jack and Jane 
Jethro and Gretchen 
Dave and Beth 
James Bone and Lori 
Dog and Lou 
Dave and Ann 
Sam and Ms. Spillage (Linda)  B. Long and Debbie 
Poo-bah and Becka (Baby)       Brian and Brenda 
Grant and Jennifer 
Jim and Jill 
Cun-man and Mindy 
Korpi and Sieve 
Steve and Rossanna 
Tom and Nancy 
Bob and Barb 
Bill and Erin 
Bauer and High Court 
SPECIAL THANKS: DOUG KRAUSE 
|» SIGMA CHI FORMAL • SIGMA CHI FORMAL ■ SIGMA CHI FORMAL * SIGMA CHI FORMAL> 
PHMU-8 
TODAY STARTED OFF WITH A 
QbetT SERENADE AND BREAK- 
FAST. BUT TONKsHT WU. BRING A 
«L0 AND CRAZY TrME TO EVERY- 
ONE. 
PHI para 
PM P* PPaDE IS ON THE MOVE! 
PM PS PMOE « ON THE MOVE! 
PM PS PMOE U ON THE MOVE! 
ATTENTION BGSU SUNaWTHERSI 
Surfs up but our prtoss aren't! Prom 
Mat «10SOO - spend 7 run-assd 
das* In sunny Florida CM for your 
see or organtre a amal group 1 travel 
FHEE! Greet tor dubs, tool Cai LUV 
TOURS (800)  368-2006. aak tor 
NEGATIVES 
Pe6 M Much 3 
Joe E  Brown Theatre 
HOP pm sokots 1 80 M door 
PM DELTA THETA aaanjajMr* 
'■OaaJVaWANCt" 
Tura. MARCH IMS-10:»0 
310 fe»C 
II JO 
AUWIOCgDDTOIXerl 
Rush Beta Theta PI Tueedey night 
and lake a chance M our Arcade 
Hookey Tournament  Prttee given to 
winners end rurmere-up   Sign up at 
7 30 al the  Beta House. Games 
begin M 8:00. -Wouldn't YOU reeky 
ratter OS s BETA?  
Sign up now tor 
MM COURSES 
UAO   Offtee 
Center for Choice 
Toledo (4ig) 256-7768 
Party Room Per Rant 
4-Da Club 
7m and High 
382-8378 after 6: 382-7324 
16%   off   Running   Shoes    Locker 
Room 382-7197.  
JUfd    Olf    wOQOraTIQ    8nO<M. 
Room 362 7187 
TVM ol large oomplexee? 
860 Scott Hemraon • the place 
for you! Only 4 unaa I leaHl 
2 bedroom tuty funyahad apis. 
ahort dratonca from campus 8 pn> 
ate laundry room. Cal Newlove 
Mgmt 352 5620 or 352-1166 
HELP WANTED 
Camp Day rmer.iewi MarUi 7«v 
6:30 to 5:30, Forum (Student Serv 
icee Burktingl 
rrHaiyraw artVi any of 44 camps from 
across the U.S. tor a summer tob No 
epporntmerrl needed Contact the 
Office of Flnencm Aid and Student 
Emptoyment for more Inlontiatlon. 
Couneelora Camp Wayne, northeaat- 
srh Perms. Co-Ed crwdren's camp 
Ws wl Interview on Camp Day March 
7th. Write 670 Broadway. Lynbrook. 
NY. 11563. (Include your telephone 
number).  
CAMP COUNSELORS 
OutotoltuilU Sen and Trim Down 
Camps: Tonrrev Dance. Sfcmnastics. 
Hat, ABlratlcs. Nutritlon/Dieletics 20 
plus Separata gets' and boys' 
camps 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT 
on Cotege Campuaae at Mass. 
Perm . No. Caroina. Cad Sand re- 
alms: Mtohsta Friedman. Director. 
B47 Hewlett Or . No Woodmere. 
NY. 11681. 616-374-0786 
MuaK Video Star Search 
Saturday. March 3, 5:30 P.M. 
Bast Western Falcon Plaza 
lor more nto. eel Tim. 372-8159 
Now lining for tM 2 bdrrn. untur- 
nrehed 834 Scott Hranaton S1200 
semeeter 1 bat from campus. Cel 
Betty Baker 352-8110  
Fal Leasing 
3 bdrm. turn, home 
836 3rd Street. $1760 semester 
Batty Baker 362-8110  
Firm, bdrm acts. 8 houses 
352-7464 
Before 5 
NOW RENTING FOR 1984 85 
SCHOOL YR 2 BDRM , FURN APT 
HEAT. SEWAGE. WATER 8 CABLE 
TV PAID BY OWNER 1585 00 PER 
SEMESTER PER PERSON WITH 4 
PEOPLE CALL 352-7182 BE- 
TWEEN 3 7 PM, ASK FOR RICH 
Campus Manor now renting for sum- 
mer 8 tM next to Campus 8 Conve- 
nience Stores, doss to town. 352- 
9302 24 Mrs or Newlove Mgmt Co. 
352-5820 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
WE HAVE A LARQE VARIETY 
|-0 PLEASE EVERYONE. RENTAL*] 
ARE /MtNO FAST. FOR A FREE 
BROCHURE CALL 352-8820 
■MA Tueedey. March 6, IBM. 8:00 
&VBt0 M*WCrtee«T*t)a*M 
arrMng da*. Jeer. N Thrnge. 631 
Rtdgs Open Sundays  12-6:00 
The Brothers ol Bets Theta PI would 
Bra to announce and congratulate 
Jeanne Voder 
•II 
Youl 
The Brothers of Sigma PN Eperkxi 
would He to thank their CO Anchor 
Sptosh ooachaa Sharon, KM. and 
Tracy for M Byat hato.  
The MaakrjraM aamtea CM, 
would a,a to wteh the BGSU Hockey 
Teem Good kick mis waihind  Wa 
wB asa you m Jos Louts and Lake 
Praok). 
OeedLeck. 
ThsMatheis  
The Slaters ol KKG w*n al me teame 
sick in the PN Tau I 
Mhonl 
BUZZAPO SPECIAL 
GORTEX ALL WEATHER SUITS 8 
POLYPRO UNDERWEAR 
ON SALE-FALCON HOUSE 
140 E. WOOSTER 352-3610 
Pre*reek Speck. 
Swlrnwear and Short. 20% O" 
Fatoon House 140 E. Wooater 
362-3610  
Support BG Hockey 
Free Pernten Cap- w/pur chaee 
Falcon House-140 E. Wooator 
352-3610 
WOMEN'S CUNtC 
UAODaytona 
Wed Msroh7 
6:30 pm Boeroorr 
MANDATORY 
WE KNOW WHO YOU AM LAURA 
AND KAREN! CONORATlJI^TrONB 
ON BEMG M WHO'S WHOI NOW 
EVERYONE WK.L KNOW ABOUT 
YOU TWO FANTASTIC DELTA ZE- 
TAM 
WELOVlYA,Y0iatCg8s«TIR« 
I 
Winter Weekend SpeOel 
itoofit tor two 
L-K Motel. Parryeburg 
119 99 Includes free HBO TV 
Oner Good  Friday or Saturday, or 
Sunday.  Otter   Expires  March  31. 
1964. 874-3664  
School Sweatshirts. S14 95propaxi 
tmmiltaH deevery CM 614-662- 
1262 or write Box 471 London. OH 
43140 tor more trtlrxriwXtOn. 
and Qynacotogy 
Ccne-soapaVe SenAcaa, 
V D Tests and Treatment 
TarwanaBona up to 10 weeks 
Free Pregnancy Teeang. 241-2471 
^^WANTETl^^ 
rSlTtraTM   rftOOfTenirltS   f*M>jM  TOf   8*8*85 
School Year FM and Spring Semes- 
ters   Close to Campus. #364-3160 
after 6 p m  
WANTED:    Uard.esd  
r Hi prtoaav CaB 884-1727. 
RCOMMATE7S NEEDED IMMEDI 
ATELY TO SUBLET TOP HALF OF 
HOUSE. EITHER 2 PEOPLE FOR 
WHOLE LEASE OR ONE TO SHARE 
1126 EA. PEPVMO PAY ELECTFeC 
ONLY CALL 362-2013.  
3 F. 86 Buatvaea Major, need non- 
emoktng roomie to share apt. next 
year. Corner S. Cosage and Scott 
rfamBton $137/mo. plus alec. CM 
Shety 2-6776 or Sus 2-6123 NOW! 
1 F. NONSMOKING ROOMMATE 
FOR 84-85 CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
••$18000 mos" CAU ANNIE 2 
4—1.  
FOR SALE 
Mob*. Home For Safe 
80 Baron w/10 i 12 added room. 3 
bdrm. Lg kitchen 8 LR w/wbfp 688- 
6663  
For Sals: Nakemlcfii 4B0 stereo css- 
setss deck One year old. mint conrj- 
tkxi. metal capable   Cklgjonsly cost 
8450. Aaklng 8275 354-2839 
Englsh darts 1 accessories 
Purosre Bke Shop 
131 W Wooeter St 352-6264 
Hart  -  Omega Sklra.   Tytoas  260 
binrjnrjs. Nardtos boots (sizs 10% 
MI. polaa. and goggles $190 352- 
4942.  
Uvtng Room Chair, Good Good 
• 362-2776  
77 Vokawagon Rabbit Fuel Inf. - 
Rune wal. $1.15000 Musi set. 
reeving US CM 3521275 
Festurmg 243% S Prospect 
Two bedroom furnished apartment 
over a garage Ideal lor 2 peop- 
le who want their own bedrooms 
CM Newlove Management. 
352-5620 or 352-1165 
CARTY RENTALS 
Apts -Rooms-Houses 
Al Near Campus 
0-12 month and 
Summer Leases 
Luting Avaxeble 
352 7365 or 352-5566 
FOR RENT 
821 East Marry 2-BVJrmJ4 parson. 
Near Offenheuer To-eers. 1580/per- 
sorUiemesler. Tenant pays only 
karris Bollotag In excellent condl- 
Ben. John Newlove Real Estate, 
IS4-2280.  
2 bdrm. unfum. apt. $265 /mo and 
uU Subkteee tor 2 mos AvaesOM 
anytime from March 15 — April 1 
354 1389 
3 bdrm. rum  duplex, garage. $300 
avg mo rent 354-127g  
2 bdrm rum apt central heat 8 air. F 
non-smokers FM 1964. 9 mo. lease 
$340 a utl No chedren or pals. 
Deposit required 353-0045 Mon - 
Frl 6 30-4 30 for appt  
SmltrVBoggs Rental- 
Houses 8 Apts   tor '64-85 school 
year. 362-9457 between 12-4 or 
352 6917 after 6 
THURSTiN MANOR APARTMENTS 
Air conditioned  tuty carpeted, cable 
vision, efficiencies, laundry tacsmea. 
Now leasing for summer 8 IM 
451 ThursHli Ave 352-6436. 
One bdrm. turn. apts. close to cam- 
pus 352-5239 before 6 
FALL 8 SUMMER RENTALS 
2 BDRMS-% BLK TO CAMPUS 
352-4671 day or 352-1800 eve 
- STILL AVAILABLE — 
2 F Ftmts to share Lg. Has. 1 bat. 
from  Campus   Newly dec   dnstrs 
Fum. Covered garage w'aval  park. 
Flex  leases  No smokers, pfa. CaB 
Alee afler 8 st 352-4175 
Eft. Apt Sublet Msy - Aug 
Rents Move-In Time 
 Nog  352-2989  
VEL-MANOR APTS 
2 bdrms. meaty fumrahed apt   tor 
summer and fM Al utl except elec 
Hot water heat 352-2856 
2 bedroom newly turrxehed apts 
Now renting lor '84-85 FREE sate- 
■to TV CM 352 2663 
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Frazee Ave. Ridge Manor Apts. 
Apartments 
519 Ridge St. 
634,656,670 2 bedroom 
Frazee Avenue furnished townhouse 
2 bedroom furnished 
apartments 2 man rate - $375/mo & gas 
3 man rate - $435/mo & gas 
Upper Units $450/mo & elec. 4 man rate - $450/mo & gas 
Basement Units $400/mo Selec. 
East Merry Apartments 
516 E. Merry Ave. Field Manor Apts. 
542 and 560 Frazee Ave. 
2 Bedrm fum. apt. with 519 Leroy 
garbage disposals & dish washers Upper Units • $475 mo. & elec.. 
Basement Units - $450 mo. & elec. 
Upper Units 
$2388/sem & elec. 
Basement Units Call Greenbriar, Inc. 
$2028/sem & elec. 352-0717 
Green Sheet 
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Magician presents Theatre of Illusion' 
Abracadabra, alakazam. It's magic. 
"Noveau Magic," or magic of the mind. 
to be specific, Is what wM be created when 
internationally famous master magician 
Paler Samelson brings his "Theatre of 
Huston" to campus at 8 p.m. Thursday 
(March 15) in Kobacker Hall, Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
The performance, fourth and last In the 
1983-84 Artist Series, is being sponsored 
by the Cultural Events Committee and is 
free and open to at. 
Samelson uses a wide-range of ideas to 
enhance his art. including principles of 
physics and techniques of theater. 
Through these methods, he has developed 
and refined what he cats "techniques of 
perception." 
It is his Job to control the audience's 
perception, "to create moving fantasies 
and worlds that seem to violate natural 
laws," he explains. The Key word is 
"seem," and Samelson works with the 
eyes and minds of each member of his 
audience to bridge the gap between 
"seems" and "Is." 
"The way you see and think enables me 
to do magic," Samelson says. "The human 
mind works as if tackling a crossword 
puzzle. I begin a sentence and you finish-it. 
I control how you are going to finish It 
because I use the knowledge of how your 
mind is going to function." 
Samelson believes that magic Is not 
stnctty a subtractive art form. "If people are 
listening," he says, "they can hear the 
message I'm trying to give, but they can 
also enjoy it purely on a visual level." 
By traveling extensively throughout the 
world and appearing on numerous 
television specials. Samelson has 
astounded thousands with hi* mime, 
Hustons and light-hearted professtonatom. 
WhUe appearing in foreign countries, he 
finds It is not necessary to have • 
translator "When magicians do magic, 
they don't need words," he say*. 
Semeleon enjoys being a magician and 
takes great care and pride m redefining the 
art of the conjuror. His favorite quotation by 
renowned magician and great 
experimenter, Karl Germain, states that 
"conjuring la the only truly honest 
profession, the conjuror promises to 
deceive and does so." 
"On fhe Silver Screen," is the theme tor 
tie 16th ennui Mart* One celebration to 
be heU from 8 p.m. to midnight Saturday 
(March 3) In the Union 
Activities such as contest*, concerts 
tnd a casino party win be held in venous 
rooms revolving around s movie theme. Al 
events, sponsored by the University 
Activities Organization, are tree and open 
to me public A nominal tee wH be charged 
lor refreshments and prize* 
[ 1 a   J I ► - 
ii & * 
Best-selling author 
to speak March 12 
Maya Angetou, the multi-talented 
actress, singer, television producer, 
lecturer and author of five best-sellers, wH 
speak on numerous subjects -- ranging 
from equal rights to the role of arts in 
society -- when she appears at 8 p.m. 
Monday (March 12) m Kobacker Had, 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Dubbed, "An Evening with Maya 
Angetou," the lecture is free and open to 
the pubic. 
Angetou, who has made more than 100 
television appearances on local and 
network talk shows including "The Tonight 
Show," "Merv Griffin" and "The Today 
Show," is among the nation's most popular 
lecturers because of her ability to speak 
with authority on countless subjects in six 
languages 
Angetou s background is almost as 
complex as the woman herself. Bom In 
1928 in St. Louis, Mo., she spent most of 
her early childhood in rural Arkansas and 
moved with her family In 1940 to San 
Francisco where she graduated from high 
school. 
As a 15-year-old she began writing 
poetry, but her goal waa to have a stage 
career. Her first break came in 1952 when 
aha received a scholarship to study dance 
m New York. 
Two years later Angetou joined the 
European touring company of "Porgy and 
Bass," which performed in 22 nations 
between 1954-55. During those years she 
also taught modem dance at the Rome 
Opera House and modem dance at the 
Habima Theatre in Tel Aviv, Israel 
After decking toast up residence In 
Africa, Angetou gave more attention to her 
writing. In addition to free-lance writing, 
aha served as an associate editor of "The 
Arab Overeerver" and feature editor of 
"The African Review" in Cairo. 
Angetou's articles have appeared In 
numerous publications inctudng 
"Cosmopolitan" and the "New York 
Tinea." Her five books, al published by 
Random House, have made the best eater 
ttts. 
Within the past decade she has used 
her writing and dramatic experience as a 
Ills vision writer and producer. Her 
autobiography, "I Know Why the Caged 
Bird Singe" was eked as a two-hour special 
on CBS and aha received the Gold Eagle 
Award for exc stance In television tar her 
PBS documentary, "Afro-American m the 
Arts." 
Friday 
MireJ.2 
• a.*.-s pjn. - UAO twees Wmmtmm 
Wort wop 
Rogissaeuii cononuee tor this March 5 
workshop led by Slave Frank, biofeedback 
therapist from ma Baity Jane Rahao*t«tion 
Canlar In Tiffin Fee ol $1 50 due upon algn-up. 
UAO Office, third floor, Union. 
I a.m.-s p.m. - "Bowling (keen Night With the 
Ticket order forme are available for this March 
24 Ckrveand v*. Kanaaa CWy game at the 
Coeeeum Diecoont ticketa $6. Meet! Alumni 
Canter. 
( e.m.-5 p.m. - UAO CCHA Hockey Pleyotfs 
Trip 
RegsUjsUun continues for the March S trip lo 
Joe Louie Arena In Detroit. Mich. Limited spaces 
evaaeble  Fa* of $15.50. Including tickets and 
tanaponaaon, due upon sign-up. UAO Office. 
third floor, Union. 
I sjn.-S p.m. - UAO Photo Contest 
SubrrHeeions wl be accepted for publication In 
He 1984-85 Day by Day calendar untu Apr! 6. 
Open to etudents. faculty and staff UAO Office, 
third floor. Union 
I UL      lj.IHUIll.lJ 
Men's team at MAC Chempionshjp (Kant, Oh). 
I SJIL-5 pja. - Art Exhibit 
A selection of 20th century art works on loan 
from the Ohio Cnizens Bank of Toledo w* be on 
itspaiy.  Free and open to at. Qreen Room. 
Moore Musical Art* Cantor. 
1M ML - ajtweuornWCahleel Lab Sanaa 
Beverly  Zanger,   assistant  protaaaor  in  the 
School of HPER. wl dlecuas "imeracttve Video: 
New Approach to Learning." Free and open to 
al 215 Education 
7:30 pja. - Art Exhibit 
A reception we" open Ihle dleplsy of works by 
Bowing Green City School students. Free and 
open to al. McFal Gatery. 
7:»0 pjn. - Hockey 
BQSU m CCHA Quarter-finale. Ice Arena. 
I pjn. - Opera Theater Production 
-The  Barber  of  Sevtsa"  wl  be  presented 
Tlckete, $6, $4, and $2. are avaaable at the 
Coeege of Musical Arts Box Office. Kobacker 
Hal, Moore Musical Arts Cantor. 
9 p.m. — UAO CAMPUS FMn 
"Road Warrior" wl be shown $1 50 with BQSU 
ID Main Audnorkan, University Hal. 
10 pjn. - UAO Campus Film 
See 8 p.m. Friday, March 2 listing 
MMnlgM - UAO Campus FHm 
See 8 p.m Friday. March 2 Hating. 
Saturday 
March i 
I a.m.-S pjn. - Art Exhibit 
See 8 a.m. Friday, March 2 Isting. 
12:10 pjn. - Basketball 
Women's team vs. the University of Toledo. 
Anderson Arena. 
3 p.m. - Basketball 
Men's team vs. the University of Toledo. Ander- 
son Arena - 
I pjn. • QMIWIHIRI 
BQSU vs. Ohio State University. Eppter North 
Gymnasium 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BOSU m CCHA Quarter-finals. Ice Arena. 
I p.m. - Opera Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Friday, March 2 Hating. 
• p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
See 8 p.m. Friday, March 2 listing. 
( pjn, Midnlpht - UAO Merdl One Event 
Casino games wl be avaaable In the Grand 
Baaroom Games, entertainment, and food wl 
be Included m this year's actvWse wWi the 
theme "On The Saver Screen " Free and open to 
•I Various rooms throughout the Uraon. 
10 pjn. - UAO Campus FHm 
See 8 p.m. Friday. March 2 listing. 
Midnight - UAO Campus FHm 
See 8 p.m. Friday, March 2 Haling 
Sunday 
Mirth 4 
Ml, 10:30 a.m. - Worship Service 
Cherts Community, Prout Chapel 
1:48,11 e.m. - Worship Service 
St. Mark's Lutheran Church, 315 S. College 
KM, 11 a.m. - Worship Service 
First United Methodiat Church. 1 508 E. Woos- 
1:30 i.m., 8 pjn. - Worhlp Servtcee 
Grace Brethren Church, 121 S. Enterprise 
10 a.m. - Volunteer Services 
Departure time tor visiting the Maumee Youth 
Center, a correctional boys facility. Sponsored 
by St. Thomas Mora Pariah. Open to at. St 
Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstin. 
10 i.m. - Worhlp Service 
Sponsored by the Agape Church of Prayer. 
Chapel. United Chriatjan Fellowship Center, 313 
Thurstin. 
10,11:11 a.m., 1:11 p.m. - Mass 
St. Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstin. 
10:10 a.m. - Worship Service 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. Wooster 
10:30 a.m. - Worship Service 
Sponsored by Active Christians Today. Alum™ 
Room, third floor, Uraon. 
10:50 s.m. - Worship Service 
Sponsored by Baptist Student Union. Northside 
Baptist Church, 701 W. Poe. 
1-6 pjn. - Art Exhibit 
See 8 a.m. Friday, March 2 Hating. 
24 pja. - Art Exhibit 
Works by Bowing Qreen City School students 
wl be on dtoptay Sundays end weekdays 8:30 
s.m -5 p.m. through March 16. Free and open to 
al McFal Oakery. 
2-6 pjn. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Venous historical arUclee wl be on display Free 
and open to al. Use Red SchooKouee, west of 
Convnofvai. 
1:10*10 pjn. - Pubic Skating 
Students SI .25 with BQSU ID. Skate rental 50 
cents toe Arena. 
I pja. - Vespers 
United Christian Fellowship. Open to al. 313 
Thursan. 
I pja. - Worship Service 
Sponsored by Tinny",  a iWHJenorrvnational 
ministry ProutChepel 
7 p.m.- Warship Service 
Sponsored by the Baptist Student Union. North- 
side Baptist Church, 701 W. Poe 
7-1 p-m. - PubHc Skating 
See 3:30 p.m. Sunday, March 4 Isting. 
S pja. - Faculty Recital 
Richard James, assistant professor In the Col- 
lege of Musical Arts, wl perform music written 
for the recorder by Tobias Hume, Henry Purcel, 
and Qeorg Handel Free and open to al. Bryan 
Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center 
I p.m. - Social Justice Committee 
Meeting.  Open  to  al.  Fireside  Lounge,  St. 
Thomas More Parish, 425 Thurstin. 
Monday 
4,10aj 
St. Atoyslus Church, 150 S. Enterprlee 
Mirth 5 
S i.m.-5 pjn. - UAO Mini-Courses 
Registration wl be held through March 15 for 
various six-week non-credit courses Including 
aerobics, buz exercise, mixology, sign lan- 
guage, and bridge. Cost varies. Open to si. UAO 
Office, third floor. Union. 
5 p.m. - Mr. BOSU Bodybuilding Conteet 
Entries due for this March 10 competition. Open 
to al mala students. Sports-Fitness Physiology 
Lab,   110  Eppler  South and  Weight  Room, 
Eppler South. 
I pjn. - Technical Communication Confer- 
ence 
Oeedhio to return registration forms for this 
Merch 10 event. Sponsored by the Society of 
Technical Comrrxjnication Student fee $10, 
non-student $15. Return forms with fee to the 
department of English, c/o Barbara Appiebsum. 
5 p.m. - Intramural Volleyball 
Play begins for women's and coed teams. Open 
to al registered players Sports Center, Student 
Rec Center. 
S pja. - UAO Stress Management Workshop 
Registration deadane lor this 7 p.m. workshop 
led by Steve Frank, biofeedbeck therapist from 
the Betty Jane Rehabilitation Center In Tiffin 
Fee of $1.50 due upon sign-up. UAO Office, 
thrd floor. Union 
1:10-1 p.m. - MEP Preregistrsnen 
Mandatory  meeting    Contact  EDCI  Office I 
unable to attend. Open to rjre-regMsred Fa! 
rjameaati   '04   cendMales.   Campus   Room, 
Union. 
St. AJoyskjs Church, 150 S Enterprlee 
7 p.m. - Modem European Film Series 
"Thou Land of Love." a German peychologlcal 
drama about a prominent acript-wrttsr and an 
impoveriehed ex-author who commits suicide, 
wl be shown. Free and open to al  Gkth FHm 
7 p.m. - UAO Stress Management Workshop 
Stove Frank, btofeedback therapist from the 
Betty Jane Ftortabitation Center In Tiffin, wl 
toad ma workshop. Fee of $1.50 Open to al 
registered participants Parry Croghan Room, 
Uraon. 
730 p.m. - Volunteer Service. 
Departure time for vtarong the PemberviHe Boys 
Ranch, a home for delinquent teenage boys. 
Sponsored by St. Thomas More Parish. Open to 
el. St. Thomas More Parish, 426 Thurstin. 
7:10 pjn. - Nuclear War Lecture Series 
Dr. Ronald Stoner, professor of physics and 
astronomy, wl present "Atom Bomb 101: What 
Is s Nuclear Weapon and How Does It Work?" 
Sponsored by the Peace Coalition Free and 
open to al. 114 Business Administration 
7:10 pjn. - Koreen Crafts Lecture 
Professor Seung Hee Kim. head of the Metals 
Department at Kookmln University In Seoul, 
Korea, wl discuss: "A History of Koreen 
Crafts." Sponsored by the School of Art and the 
Medici Circle Free and open to al. 204 Fine 
Arts 
7:30 pjn. - PubHc UtlHtlee Leclure 
Ashley C. Brown, Pubac Utilities of Ohio Com- 
misskinsr. wl dtocuae "PubHc Utitllea Commis- 
sion of Ohio: Consumer Friend or Foe?" 
Sponsored by PI Sigma Alpha. Free and open to 
al. 112 Ufa Science. 
JM9M   pjn.   -   Contemporary 
Father MM Trammel and Saner Joyce Lehman 
wl lead this season on "MoraHty/Soclel Gos- 
pel." Sponsored by St. Thomas More Parish. 
Free and open to al. Anttoch Room, St. Thomas 
Mors Parish. 425 Thurstin. 
permits.) Sponsored by 
departments. Root of 
7:10*10 pjn. - 
Open to as. (H 
the physics and 
Lee Sciences 
7:46 pjn. - Charismatic Prayer Group 
Meeting  Sponsored by St. Thomas Mors Par- 
iah. Opsn to si ReHgioue Education Room, St. 
Thomas Mora Pariah, 425 Thurstin 
I pjn. -Preyer Group 
Joyce Marchal. comdHietui of pariah volunteer 
programs, wl lead this weekly meeting. Spon- 
sored by St. Thomas More Parish. Open to el. 
Liturgical Arts Room, St. Thomas Mors Pariah, 
425 Thurstin. 
t pjn. - Modem European Film Series 
"The Garden of the FmzhConHnle." the ItaHsn 
Academy Award winning fern directed by VHtorla 
De Sice, wl be shown  Free and open to al. 
Gish Fien Theater. Hanna. 
Tuesday 
M.rch 6 
7:30 a.m. -1 
St. Atoyslus Church, 150 S. Enterprise. 
10:30 a.m.-3:!0 p.m. - Recycling Program 
Aluminum cans wl be colected at 20 cents per 
pound. Sponsored by the Enviromental Interest 
Group. Forum. Student Services. 
11:30 sjn.-1 
St. Thomas More Perish. 425 Thursan 
4 p.m. - Psychology Department Colloquium 
Dr. Robert J Stemberg of Yaw Univeraity, wl 
discuss the reiettonehip between Intslgence 
and problem eorvtng In "A Traverse Theory of 
Human InMegance." Sponsored by the depart- 
ment of psychology Free end open to al. 112 
Lie Science. 
M p.m. - University 4-H Club 
Meeting.   Iceowed  by  bowing.   Fee  wl  be 
charged for  bowing.  Open to at.  Buckeye 
Room. Union. 
7 p.m. — F snow snip Service 
Sponsored by Active Christians Today Open to 
al. Alumni Room, Union. 
7:30*30 p.m. - Stargazing 
Open to al (If weether permits.) Sponsored by 
the physics and astronomy departments Roof of 
Lie Sciences. 
7:304:30 pjn. - Bible Study 
"Cars" wM be the topic for thie session. Open to 
al. Aneoch Room. St Thomas Mora Pariah, 425 
Thurstin. 
7:30*30 pjn. - CesMNet Training 
"Audto-weuei use In the religion classroom" wl 
bs the topic for «Hs session Open to al Upper 
Room. St. Thomas Mora Parish. 426 Thurstin. 
I pja. - Concert 
The Akron Brass Quintet wl perform Free and 
open to al. Kobecksr Hal. Moors Musical Arts 
Cantor 
I pjn. - Spring Fashion StiowfBrldal Fair 
Sponsored by the Fashion Merchandising Asso- 
ciation  Free end open to at. Grand Baaroom, 
Union. 
S pjn. - enviromental Interest Group 
Meeting. Steven Sooam, executive director of 
the  Ohio  Enviromental  Councl,  wl  discuss 
"Hszardous Wastes and Qroundweter Protec 
ton." Open to al. 102 Business Administration 
I pjn. - Chrlstlin Science Organization 
Meeting. Opsn to al. Fort Room. Union 
I pjn. - Students For Animals 
Meeting. Open to al. 107 Hanna. 
1-10 pjn. - Skating Instruction 
Weekly sessions  Sponsored by the University 
Skating Club Membership fee of $15 for spring 
semester  Open to students, faculty, and staff, 
toe Arena. 
S p.m. - University Cheerleaders 
Informational meeting. Open to al. 116 Educa- 
tion. 
Wednesday 
Midi 7 
1:19 a.m 
St Atoyslus Church. 150 S. Enterprise. 
i Mo kMajn.4pjn.-Nu 
Scheduled or well Hi consultations srs avaaable 
Free and open to al. Student Wetness Cantor, 
escond floor, Health Center. 
11:3)0 aj* 
St. Thomas Mora Pariah, 426 Thurstin. 
3 pja. - Educstion Colloquium Series 
Dr. Earn Zetgler; vice prooidorH of the Canadian 
Association for Health. Physical Education, and 
Recreation, wl dtocuss "An Urgent Need: Sport 
and Physical Education Ethics " Free and open 
toel. Assembly Room. McFal Canter. 
3:30 pjn. - Biology Seminar 
David A. Qapp of Hamilton Coeege in New York 
wl rJacuaa 'Trends hi the Evolution ol the 
Pancreas: The Endocrine Pane rasa of the Turtle 
(Chrysemys ptcta)." Sponsored by the depart- 
ment of biological sciences. Free and open to 
al. 112 Life Science. 
4 pja. - Intramural Indoor Soccer 
Entries due for al players. First game scheduled 
March 8. Open to al women. Intramural Office, 
Student Rec Center. 
4-1 p.m. - MBA Association 
Meeting. Monty Greene, chairman of LRQ Asso- 
ciates,  management consultants,  wfl discuss 
"Experiences of a Top Advertielng Men." Open 
to al. Town Room, Union. 
1:16 p.m. - Volunteer Services 
Departure time to visit Wood County Nursing 
Home or Community Nursing Home. Sponsored 
by St. Thomas More Parish. Open to al. St. 
Thomas More Parish. 426 Thurstin. 
6.-30 pjn. - UAO Spring Break 
Mandatory meeting about this Merch 16-25 trip 
to Daytona. Open to regletered participants. 
Grand Baaroom. Union. 
7:20 pjn. - Volunteer Services 
Departure time tor visiting the Pembervexj Boys 
Ranch, a home for delinquent teenage boys. 
Sponsored by St. Thomas More Parish. Open to 
al. St. Thomas Mors Parish, 425 Thurstin. 
7:30 pjn. - Women In Business 
Meebng. Liz Connoly, a ropntaonleflva from 
Casual Corner si Toledo, wl present a wardrobe 
investment seminar Group picture wl be taken 
for The KEY. Open to el. 121 Hayes. 
I p.m. - Concert 
Vern da Comers; He faculty quintet including 
Coeege of Musical Arts professors David Mats. 
Robert Moore, John Benfley, Edward Marks, 
and SBiociats professor Herbert Spencer: wl 
perform. Free and open to al Bryan Recital Hal, 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
3-10 pjn. - Public Skating 
Sea 3:30 p.m. Sunday, March 4 Isting. 
1:30 p.m. - Midweek Worship Service 
University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E. Wooster. 
Thursday 
March 8 
•:15 a.m. -Maes 
St Anyslus Church, 1 SO S. Enterprise. 
5:30 p.m. - International Raaattons Associa- 
tion 
Meeting. Open to al Taft Room, Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Mass 
St. Thomas Mora Parish, 425 Thursan. 
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Moore Music 
Studio Offers 
Chance to 
Record 
by Tom Augello 
Look out Nashville. Move over 
LA. Bowline Green has a recording 
studio to beat the band, and it's ready 
to compete. Well... almost. 
High in the most remote corner of 
the Moore Musical Arts Center, a 
recording studio serves students, fac- 
ulty members and local bands. The 
studio is used mainly by students for 
recording technique or electronic mu- 
sic classes, and by local bands for 
audition tapes, demos and tapes to be 
used for records. 
Close to $100,000 worth of equip- 
ment adorns the shelves of the studio 
located directly upstairs from the 
Kobacker Lobby. While the studio is 
actually a series of three rooms, the 
heart of the studio is the room that 
houses most of the equipment A 
breathtaking panorama of knobs, but- 
tons, levers and tiny lights stretches 
from the door, hugs the wall and ends 
up about 25 feet across from the 
entrance. Four large speakers hang 
from the ceiling. 
On the other side of the room are 
rows of desks for the recording tech- 
nique or electronic music classes held 
in the studio. Persons not taking any 
classes in the studio can rent it for $20 
an hour. According to Mark Bunce, 
manager of recording services, a 
person would have a hard time find- 
ing a better deal in the area. 
"It's a pretty inexpensive studio, 
actually," Bunce said. "It's a profes- 
sional recording studio - professional 
as far as the equipment - (and) the 
engineers are what I'd call pretty 
close to professional." 
He said prices for using commer- 
cial studios in the area start at $35^0 
an hour and go up from there. Accord- 
ing to Bunce, the University record- 
ing studio is as good or better than 
what can be found commercially in 
the ana. 
"I don't think they can do a better 
job than we can. if as well," Bunce 
said. "For one thing, what we have 
here are (engineers) who are musi- 
cians so they have a better musical 
idea than probably somebody who's 
just an engineer. As far as equipment 
goes, I dont think there is anybody 
who can approach the equipment we 
have." 
Because electronic music is also 
taught in the studio, there are pieces 
of equipment that are not in many 
commercial studios. The studio is 
equipped with a Prophet V keyboard, 
a synthesizer with programmable ca- 
pability, and a harmonizer that takes 
a pitch and turns it into another pitch. 
It also has a keyboard instrument, 
called a vocoder. A microphone is 
plugged into the vocoder keyboard so 
a person can sing into it, play a chord 
at the same time, and have his voice 
transformed into a chord. 
Sound distortion capabilities in the 
studio become almost unlimited by 
polyfusion synthesizer equipment. 
The equipment is a large bank of 
electronic modules that take a sound 
and. through filters, noise generators, 
oscillators, etc., can distort and twist 
a sound just about any way imagin- 
able. 
A window over the mixing board 
looks out into another room where the 
musicians actually play. A recording 
is made by either plugging the instru- 
ments into the wall and taping di- 
rectly from the electronic signal, or 
setting up free microphones while the 
musicians play and record off that. 
Instruments can be recorded indi- 
vidually for a cleaner sound with each 
member of a 
ratelyto"lay 
if a band can't 
can come in 
unit The 
in sepa- 
" their track. Or, 
y individually, it 
and recordasa 
to the second 
method is a concept called "bleeding' 
where microphones from one instru- 
ment pick up sounds from another 
instrument 
Photo/Dave Cozad 
To alleviate this, the room is 
equipped with "gobos," moveable 
padded partitions that can be placed 
around the musicians to separate the 
instruments. The room also has 
hinged slats, called acoustical baffles, 
on the walls. These baffles have a 
carpet-like padding on one side to 
absorb the sound, and a smooth slate 
on the other side to reflect it 
Bunce said that while recording 
studios are becoming more common 
at universities, most of them do not 
have a program that is as accessible 
to students. He said there is usually 
something going on in there every day 
and local bands use its services about 
once a month on weekends. 
"We'd like to see it used every 
weekend," Bunce said. "It would 
bring in more money, allow us to get 
more equipment, help us provide a 
better service and more experience 
for the engineers." 
Aside from price, the most obvious 
difference between the University 
recording studio and a commercial 
one is the number of tracks available 
for mixing. When musicians are re- 
corded, the individual instruments 
are stored on separate tracks. The 
engineer then mixes the separate 
tracks according the specific sound 
desired. Bunce said some commercial 
studios in the area have a 24 track 
capacity while the University has 
eight. He said eight tracks are usually 
enough for most recording purposes. 
Bunce said that while the equip- 
ment will not be obsolete for quite a 
while, then may be a need for ft to be 
updated in about five years. He said 
he would like to see the studio acquire 
some digital recording and mixing 
equipment since that is the direction 
the market is moving. 
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Opposite Images Portrayed 
Former University student Dennis O'Dell tells 
of life as a snapshot in two prints. But isn't it strange 
how the negative print can differ from the positive 
one? 
-Gr^ 
by Greg Klerkx 
In the world of "Negatives," a play 
written by former University student 
Dennis frDell, each scene in life is a 
snapshot with two prints. But isn't it 
strange how the negative print can 
differ from the positive one? Close 
inspection may turn up a startling 
subtlety in perspective or a pre- 
viously unnoticed bit of scenery. 
"Negatives," making its world pre- 
miere in Joe E. Brown Theater Feb. 
29-March 3, explores these nuances, 
Pholo/N«ws Service 
and draws some interesting conclu- 
sions. 
The trio of siblings that "Neg- 
atives" centers aroundseems to be an 
unlikely combination. The baby of the 
family, Jimmy (Matt Miller, sopho- 
more biology major), is a full-time 
mail sorter and a part-time playwrite 
livinc in a cheap New York flat with 
his girlfriend, Karen (Liz Hamernik, 
sophomore education major). The 
middle sibling, Robbie (Paul San- 
berg, sophomore liberal arts major), 
has a comfortable white collar job on 
the West Coast and is married to his 
high school sweetheart, Fran (Pail- 
lette Osterhage, junior R-TV-F ma- 
jor). The oldest of the three, Linda 
(Melissa Bichl, graduate, theater), 
married young and never left her 
West Virginia roots like her brothers. 
The problems start after everyone 
gathers at Jimmy's and Karen's for a 
weekend "reunion," the first time 
that the group has been together in 
over three years. As it turns out, they 
also have another occasion to cele- 
brate - the sale of Jimmy's first play 
to a reputable local theater. The play, 
a semi-autobiography dealing with 
Jimmy's memories of child abuse, is 
his first big break, but not everyone is 
excited about it. Robbie is adamantly 
against the production of the play, 
and even threatens to sue his brother 
if be continues with the production. A 
heated verbal battle ensues between 
the brothers, and only the collective 
efforts of the three women prevent a 
further escalation of trouble. 
The women try repeatedly to get 
the two brothers to discuss the mat- 
ter, but to no avail. Finally, at the end 
of the weekend, they succeed and the 
brothers are thrown together to deal 
with their problems, both past and 
present. Alone for the first time in 
years, they confront each other with 
their insecurities and problems, dis- 
covering in the process that the solu- 
tion to their conflict was simply to 
"talk it over." The group parts com- 
pany with a few emotional bruises, 
but in the long run much happier. 
The first IS minutes of the play are 
a bit sluggish, but when "Negatives" 
starts to cook, it sizzles. O'Dell's 
characters are believable and endear- 
ing, and their personal struggles bold 
the interest of the audience firmly. 
Much of this "personal appeal" can 
be credited to O'Dell's dialogue, 
which is neither overembellished nor 
underwritten, and gives the charac- 
ters room for improvisation. Kudos 
must also go to the economical direct- 
ing by Terese Hanson, also a Univer- 
sity alumnus and O'Dell's wife. Her 
directing style complimented the dia- 
logue by allowing for improvisation, 
while still remaining true to the origi- 
nal script. 
The individual performances in 
"Negatives" are excellent, especially 
considering the relatively young ages 
of most of the cast. As the hot-headed 
Jimmy, sophomore Matt Miller dis- 
plays surprising maturity and carries 
the full load of his character with 
ease. Sophomore Paul Sandberg, as 
Robbie, compliments Miller's com- 
bustible performance with wry aloof- 
ness, maintaining a near-perfect 
balance between the two characters 
throughout the play. As Karen and 
Fran, Liz Hamernik and Paillette 
Osterhage deftly keep the plot from 
caving in on itself by continually 
providing the audience with an up-to- 
date perspective. 
The most volatile performance in 
"Negatives" is by Melissa Bichl as 
the loud-mouthed but good-hearted 
Linda. With her K-Mart wardrobe, 
heavy southern accent, and extensive 
vocabulary of expletives. Bichl pre- 
sents a marvelous character in Linda, 
slightly reminiscent of Carol Bur- 
nett's Eunice, only smarter. Bichl 
conveys humor, sensitivity, and a 
touch of world-weariness In Linda, 
and is truly a joy to watch. 
"Negatives'' is the fourth full- 
length script written by O'Dell. His 
first script, "Once More, For Yester- 
day," was performed for the first 
time in New York in 1979. Hanson has 
been the artistic director of the Urban 
Arts Program in Chicago for four 
years ananas directed 11 productions 
there. Both O'Dell and Hanson live in 
Chicago. 
Tickets for "Negatives" are $1.10 
and may be purchased at the door of 
Joe E. Brown Theater alter 7 p.m. on 
performance nights. There are no 
reserved seats. The play will begin at 
I p.m. on all nights. 
WHOLE HOUSE FOR RENT!!! 
S21 Ridge Street (beside the Powder Puff) 
12208 £ Gypsy Lane Reed 
228 ClouQh Street 
338 fJ. Main Street (comer of Ridge and Main) 
724 £ Wooster Street 
GREEN BRIAR INC. 
352-0717 
Plan now for the 1984 School Year 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Road    Bowling Green, OH   352-1195 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
•all utilities included *gas heat • laundry 
facilities • drapes • carpet 'party & game room 
•swimming pool • sauna 
$270-furnished      $250-unfurnished 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$280-furnished     $265-unfurnished Plus gas and electric 
Landlord pays water and sewage 
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS 
$225-fumished      $200-unfumished 
all utilities included, separate bedroom 
ii amriMii Minn tit m Man. 
View & Review% 
with Vic and Andy 
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Norbert Nominations for Flops 
by Vic Oberhaus 
The Academy Awards is an event 
for movie snobs. Only movies with 
taste, style, originality and class are 
ever mentioned. Part of the problem 
could be that there are no categories 
for bad movies. For the good Hicks 
there are categories like "Best 
Film," "Best Supporting Actress" 
and "Best Screenplay." There aren't 
any categories for ''Sloppiest Direc- 
tion by a Former Stuntman" or "Most 
Obvious Sequel that wasn't called a 
Sequel." To correct the oversight, this 
critic created a few categories for bad 
films and found there's a winner for 
every spot For the movies without a 
chance for an Oscar there are the 
"Norberts." Even losers deserve 
something. 
•Most Popular Bit of Fluff: "Flash- 
dance." Teenage boys adored Jen- 
nifer Beals's body (even though she 
didn't do much of the dancing); teen- 
age girls adored her strength, cour- 
age and hunky boyfriend, but most 
adults were bored with the TV level of 
writing and acting. Giorgio Moroder's 
music was overworked in the direc- 
tion/mood setting department. 
•Best Attempt at Ruining One's Ca- 
reer: John Travolta in "Two of a 
Kind" and Burt Reynold's in "Stroker 
Ace." Both Travolta and Reynolds 
relied on past successes to make their 
respective films a hit, and both actors 
ended up looking foolish on the screen 
and at the ticket counter. 
•Best Japanese Monster Movie Made 
IS Years Too Late: "Hercules." Lou 
Ferrigno (Hercules) proved that Ar- 
nold Schwarzenegger isn't the only 
body builder who cant act "God- 
zilla" nostalgia runs thick in this film 
with blown-up iguana special effects 
and dialogue from the same era. 
•Best Direction by a Fanner Staat- 
man: Hal Needbam. Needbam's roots 
come out in "Stroker Ace." His past 
atternpV'Cannonball Run," was just 
as silly. There is no direction, really, 
just Burt Reynolds hamming it up 
between car chases, car crashes and 
bar fights. 
•Most Disappointing Sequel Consid- 
ering its Predecessors: "Return of 
t h e 
Jedi." Director George Lucas ran on 
a thin story, few new faces, hordes of 
cute/ugly aliens and the high expecta- 
tions of millions of kids. 
•Best Brace Lee Impersonation by an 
Occidental: Chuck Norris in "Lone 
Wolf McQuade." Norris can't work up 
a decent scowl in this martial arts 
flick, but be does subdue bad guys 
faster than a squad of marines which 
should give you an idea of the credibil- 
ity of "Lone Wolf." 
•Best Mutilation of an Original Story 
by a Sequel: 1963 was a grab bag of 
sequels that never came close to 
living up to their precursors. Take 
your pick from "Psycho n,""Por¥y's 
II," ''Superman HL" "The Sting II," 
"Saturday Night Fever H" (a.k.a. 
"Stayin' Alive5"), "Smokey and the 
Bandit HI" (a.k.a. "Stroker Ace") 
and "Grease m"(a.k.a. "Two of 
Kind"). 
So there you have the "Norberts." the 
award too many movies strive for. 
Midseason TV Rejects Bid Farewell 
by Sfr»e QottHwb 
It's too bad baseball teams aren't 
like Detworks. When a baseball team 
baa a bad player, they're usually 
stock with him until the end of the 
year when they can either trade him 
or release him. When a network has a 
bad show, they only have to watt 
about two or three months before they 
can replace it in what has come to be 
called their second season. Unfortu- 
nately, this concept hasnt worked out 
too well for the networks this year. 
With only one exception,  "Rip- 
tide," NBC's helicopter show from the 
producer of "The A Team," most of 
the mid-season replacements have 
failed to make any impact in the 
Nielsen ratings. Two shows, "Mas- 
querade" and "Empire" have al- 
ready been canceled. 
"Masquerade/' formerly at 9 p.m. 
Thursdays on ABC, was an updated 
version of "Mission Impossible,'' the 
only difference being that a new 
group of experts was recruited every 
week. I thought it was an entertaining 
show, but then I'm not a member of a 
Nielsen family. Being in the same 
spot that three other shows bad al- 
ready been canceled in certainly 
didn't help its chances of survival. 
"Empire," formerly at 8:30 p.m. 
Wednesdays on CBS, was a continuing 
comedy in the bixzare tradition of 
"Soap/' With a cast boasting Patrick 
Mcnee from "The Avengers," "Hill 
Street Blues'" Captain Freedom (Dennis Dugan) and "M*A*S*H's" 
Colonel Flagg (Edward Winter), the 
show was entertaining but I guess 
viewers used to "The Fall Guy" and 
"Real People'' weren't ready for 
something different. 
The same could be said for the 
show that preceded "Empire" on 
Wednesdays, "Domestic Life." Cre- 
ated by Steve Martin and Martin Mull 
and starring Mull, the show was sup- 
posed to be a satire on the domestic 
comedies of the 1960's - like "Father 
Knows Best" On the "Tonight 
Show," the night before it premiered, 
Moll worried Oat his show might be 
misunderstood and it's possible that it 
Us worries were valid. CBS has tem- 
porarily shelved this show but prom- 
ises it will return sometime. 
See TV page 8 
," *  Your new Party Place * 
* * . on Friday Night is* . * 
<feinS!S 
.Wildlife" 
JUST NORTH OF BG ON ROUTE 25 NORTH 874-2253 
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She was only three at the time. One 
of ber aunts gave her a set of waterco- 
lors. Her mother refrained from rep- 
rimanding her daughter as the tot 
proceeded to color herself as well as 
the carpet little Jeanne Lyons was 
creating her first painting. 
Lyons, a senior art major in the 
University Honors program, savs she 
is one of the few undergraduate stu- 
dents doing research. Holly Harris, 
senior political science major, also is 
doing an interdisciplinary research 
project involving political science and 
economics.  - 
Through her research project and 
her clowning and miming, Lyons re- 
veals her strongest quality, her Oiris- 
boyfriend Liam says: 'How 
about letting God leap through til 
your works Instead of just a few,* " 
she said. She described her art as an 
expression of her spirituality. Al- 
ter area of specialization is 
E, Lyons said she enjoys writ- 
\ paint from the inside. I write ray 
poetry as a reaction to the world 
around me," she said. 
Her research project, therefore, is 
an interdisciplinary approach em- 
phasizing painting and poetry. Lyons 
said she wants to experiment to see if 
she can combine paint and words to 
form a single spiritual expression. 
"The question is: 'Can I get the 
two topics to talk to one another?'The 
goal is to not have the words dominate 
the picture or the picture to dominate 
the words," the blond-haired artist 
said. 
She proposes to do this by having a 
"fifty-fifty, painted image-word im- 
agery collaboration of works." The 
best way to achieve this is to make the 
words bleed into the painting at times 
and to stand out at others, she said. 
The idea for her project came from 
ber observations of the artistic field. 
There is a trend among some painters 
to include word meanings in their 
images. Since she started ber re- 
search project, Lyons said she has 
visited Columbus and has seen a man 
who displays hand-written poems 
along with his paintings. 
To do ber project, she has received 
$400 from the Alumni Undergraduate 
Research Awards fund. She must 
write a thesis describing ber project. 
Because she is the first person in a 
performing arts field who will grad- 
uate with honors by doing such a 
project, Lyons said she feels a lot of 
pressure. 
"I get frustrated and Liam gives 
me encouragement" She said she 
needs a lot of encouragement. Her 
exhibition is tentatively set for April 
23-May 3 in the Alumni Gallery at the 
Mileti Alumni Center. 
The themes of Christ and bread 
are dominant in her work. In the last 
year she has used the image of Christ 
in ber paintings four times and the 
bread image twice, she said. 
"I always try to find Him in each 
other. We break bread, and we have 
to find Christ in each other," she said, 
her blue eyes shining. She said she 
tries to communicate with people 
without being too structured or too 
religious. 
*
rGod touches me and my art 
touches people. I always try to fuse 
common things with Christ." For 
example, ber "Dawn of Creation" 
painting resembles a rainbow with its 
mirror  image in the  foreground. 
Art and Spirit 
by Chris Brush 
Photos by Dave Cozad 
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"That ia how I felt when I thought of 
what the tint day of creation looked 
like." she said. 
Her clowning is also an expression 
of her Christianity. Lyons uses mime 
at St. Thomas More during liturgies to 
spread her faith in God. 
With her deep faith, however, she 
still has problems with daily living. 
"I would like to have more convic- 
tion and to be more secure. I want to 
learn to make the most of what I 
have," she said. But it appears she 
did make the most of what she had 
while growing up. 
"I used to sit for hours and look at 
dad's paint by number paintings on 
the wall," she said. Her real interest 
in art, however, came when she was 
in high school. She said her mother 
had a rule that the children couldn't 
have any study halls. She was closed 
out of a class, so she took an art class. 
"The teacher's firstiob was to get 
me interested in art. When I learned 
to love art, he gave me an anatomy 
book because I wanted to learn how to 
draw and paint people," she said. 
Jaonn* Lyons 
But Lyons had no plans for an art 
career. Because she wanted to be a 
doctor, she took college preperatorv 
and pre-med courses throughout high 
school. 
When she came to college, she said 
she thought about majoring in inter- 
personal communication, but that 
didn't work. During her third year 
here, then, she decided to go back to 
art. 
"I'm the only one in the family who 
went into art," she said. She has two 
older brothers, Jim and Jeff. Jim is a 
restaurant cook, and Jim works in 
Naval security in Maryland. Because 
her younger sister, Jennifer, likes 
people, she is at the University of 
Akron majoring in elementary educa- 
tion of the handicapped, Jeanne said. 
"Mom just graduated from KSU 
(Kent State University) in accounting 
a few years ago - about the time I 
came to BG." she said. Her father had 
a stroke a few years ago and is now 
retired. 
One problem Lyons cites with her 
painting is sometimes getting too 
intellectual. She said she concen- 
trates too hard on the rational side of 
the painting and loses the feeling she 
is trying to express. 
Today, she paints mainly with 
acrylics. However, that's not her only 
medium. 
"When I sketch,.' start with pen- 
cil; then I go to colored pencil; then I 
go to chalk; and then I'll use water-co- 
lor," she explained. 
After graduation, Lyons plans to 
continue her painting and writing. She 
expressed a deep desire to live in 
Colorado, but she's not sure when or if 
she may go. She said her fiance and 
she want to find iobs there. 
"No matter what else I do, I want 
to paint." she said, a wide smile 
making her round face rounder. Be- 
cause she plans to marry next year, 
she most wants to be a housewife ana 
free-lance, she said. 
Because of a gift from her aunt. 
Jeanne Lyons discovered and honed 
her artistic talents. The hands that 
once painted the carpet are now 
touching hearts and souls with a little 
bit of heaven. 
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Sound & Vision 
Gilmour Fights Back and Wins 
by Fats Miller 
Music Editor 
DAVID GILMOUR - About Face (Co- 
umbu) 
The vibrant energy and musical ex- 
cellence heard on About Face make 
David Gilmour's diminished role in 
Pink Floyd during the band's twilight 
years unfortunate in the grandest 
sense. 
After co-producing the band's two 
landmark triumphs (Dark Side of the 
Moon, The Wall), he became a mere 
sideman under Roger Waters' control 
for the insightful, yet listless bat 
Floyd LP, The Ftaal Cot But this, 
Gilmour's second solo LP, is a power- 
fully assertive statement which dis- 
plays the talents that so strategically 
counterbalanced Waters, up until 
Floyd's final demise and dissolution. 
What will stand as one of UN's 
best. About Face finds Gilmour's fa- 
miliar voice - the signature of Us 
former band's beat work - in top form. 
It fits comfortably along side his 
trademark soaring guitar solos and 
blends well with a wide range of other 
guitar and keyboard textures. 
As with his self-titled first solo 
effort, released in 1978, musical re- 
minders of Pink Floyd 16601 to be 
everywhere - reflective piano accom- 
paniment, i^yatHng organ swells 
and, yes again, that screaming gui- 
tar. Vet as the LFa title suggests, he 
,TV from ratS 
Also in trouble is NBCs new Fri- 
day night lineup. At 8 p.m., they have 
"Leg Men," about two college stu- 
dents who investigate crimes in their 
spare time. With its current ratings, it 
won't be around long enough to show- 
case those coeds it advertised for in 
The Weirs. At 9 p.m. is "The Master" 
which USA Today calls a "Kung Fu" 
retread. Against "Dallas," few shows 
have any chance of survival and this 
one is no exception. Rounding out the 
night is "The New Show" from Lome 
Michaels, the original producer of 
"Saturday Night Uve." Despite top 
notch comedians like Dave Thomas 
from "Second City," this show isn't 
pursues some unexpected directions 
as weH-includingreggae ("Cruise") 
and rhythm & bTuesT'Blue Light," 
: with blaring horns) - with- 
out losing any continuity. 
ly, About Face succeeds 
where The Final Cot so desperately 
needed to but came up short For 
Gilmour's musical composition, ar- 
rangements and production here ef- 
fectively bring his lyrical .■•entiments 
to life. In this respect, it's almost a 
reply to The Final Cut. That LP's 
message was immediately clear, but 
the music was never striking enough 
to make the listener care. The musi- 
cal aspects of About Face actually 
draw one in, making the words rele- 
vant 
Aside from other themes (fate, 
broken love), we find Gilmour more 
than somewhat disturbed by Pink 
Floyd's break-up, and a volley of 
is poignantly expressed toward 
EWatersJuV'Unffl We Sleep" he 
: "Work, though the wort will 
break your bade/Rest hope to feel 
your spirits rise/But the years have 
cut rou down to site/Now go to sleep- 
/Into a deep and dreamless sleep our 
spirits fall/And what we sow we can- 
not reap nor keep at all." 
"Murder" further elaborates on 
these emotions: "What was it brought 
you out here in the dark?/Was it your 
only way of making your mark?/Did 
you get rid of all the voices to your 
head?/Do you miss them now and the 
all that funny and is also pitted 
against "Falcon Crest" on CBS. 
Also in trouble on Friday night is 
ABC's helicopter show, "Blue Thun- 
der," based on the movie of the same 
name. Despite boasting the series 
debut of lite Beer all stars Bubba 
Smith and Dick Butkus, it is also up 
against that unbeatable force "Dal- 
las." 
CBS' helicopter show, "Airwolf," 
is also having its problems. Up 
against "The Love Boat" this show 
has consistently been toward the hot' 
torn of the ratings and offers little 
hope of Improvement. 
Doing a little better is the show 
that follows "Airwolf" on Saturday 
nights, "Mike Hammer." Based on 
the Micky Spillane detective, this 
show offers all the violence and beau- 
respite the bitterness of these two 
ngs, Gilmour never lets himself get 
too bogged down with it From the 
hard charging "All Lovers Are De- 
ranged" (co-written by Pete Towns- 
hend) to the pastoral, lushly 
orchestrated instrumental "Let's Get 
Metaphysical" (Olivia Newton- 
wbo?), he takes the listener up and 
down easily, then back up again, 
clearly preferring bridges to wails. 
LAURIE ANDERSON - Mister 
Heartbreak (WarnerBros.) 
Art Art? With the effect of the video 
quick fix/Miller Time generation's 
collective consciousness on the al- 
ready conservative music industry, 
it's a wonder this word hasn't been 
squeezed out of popular music's mod- 
ern vocabulary altogether. 
With Brian Eno laying relatively 
low in recent years (even nis collabo- 
ration with Talking Head David 
Byrne, My Life In The Bush Of 
Ghosts, goes all the way back to 1980), 
avante-garde artist Laurie Anderson 
has emerged to carry a bright and 
virile torch for the unconventional, 
innovative un-pop artist of the '80s. 
Like her debut Big Science, Mister 
Heartbreak is an evocative merger of 
stream of consciousness-like words 
with a panorama of sounds that easily 
defy categorization. She creates 
sound environments rather than mere 
backing backs - jungle-like ("Shar- 
ker,g.r,|technonan^|"Lfn- 
gue d'Amour") and sci-fi strange ("Blue Lagoon"). This is a collection 
of seven little adventures for the ears 
and mind, conceived and executed 
with unrestrained imagination and 
unsterile precision. 
In conjunction with rambling sur- 
realism, Anderson keeps us Inter- 
ested by alternating between 
ethnically traditional soundscapes 
that recall South America and Asia 
("Kokoku") and electronic instru- 
mentation that kindles thoughts of 
Orwell's "1984" and filmmaker Fritx 
Lang's classic "Metropolis" (1927) 
(tastelessly misappropriated for 
Queen's new "Radio Gaga" video). 
She provocatively contrasts a rich, 
traditional past with an uncertain 
future in articulating our present con- 
dition. 
To do this Anderson enlists the 
help of a distinguished handful of 
fellow non-conformists, including 
Peter Gabriel (vocals on 
Birds") William Burroui 
on "Sharkey's Night"), H 
guitarist Adrian Belew ai 
bassist Bill Lasswell. Each contrib- 
utes something special, helping An- 
derson more fully realize and present 
these cryptic visions. 
Each piece works in its own indi- 
vidual way, and as an LP the total is 
indeed greater than the sum of its 
disparate parts. So. whoever gave 
"art" a bad name in this business, 
'Excellent 
(vocals 
[Crimson 
[Material 
anywi 
tiful women that Spillane's novels 
offer. A show based on sex and vio- 
lence would seem destined to succeed, 
but it's still got to beat the established 
ABC favorite. "Fantasy Island." 
Probably the biggest disappoint- 
ment has been "Buffalo BID" on NBC. 
NBC was so anxious to pot this show, 
which it balleyhooed as the best com- 
edy since "The Mary Tyler Moore 
Show," into its schedule that it practi- 
cally exiled "We Got it Made, "a show 
just getting an audience, from its 9 
p.m. Thursday slot Then it moved 
"Cheers" to 9 p.m. and put "Buffalo 
Bill" right before "Hill Street Blues." 
Rather than helping its Thursday 
night lineup, "Buffalo Bill " about an 
obnoxious TV show host, has been a 
failure and has been dragging "Hill 
Street Blues" ratings down with it 
It's doubtful NBC will let this go on for 
long. 
Probably the most succesful mid- 
season replacements, besides "Rip- 
tide," have been the blooper shows. 
"TV's Bloopers and Practical Jokes" 
on Monday Nights at • pjn. on NBC 
managed to finish in the top ten last 
week and usually is in the top 39. 
ABCs "Foul Ups, Bleeps and Blund- 
ers" with Steve Lawrence and Don 
Rickles hasn't done quite as well but 
going against the first half hour of. 
"The ATeam," they should be glad 
they've even survived this long. 
It shouldn't be long before the third 
season, where networks replace fail- 
ing second season shows, starts. 
CARTY RENTALS 
303 E. Merry St.-House for 7/8 students 
315 E. Merry St.-(Down Half of House) 
2 bedrooms for. 4 students' 
311 E. Merry St. Apartments-2 bedroom 
Apts. for 4 students 
$130 per person/$585 a semester 
(includes heat, cable TV, water& sewage) 
Also 1 bedroom House & Apartment 
(12 month lease starting in May) 
SUMMER RENTALS 
SPECIAL RATES 
352-7365 
Phone for Appointment or 
further information 352-5556 
WIHTHROP TERRACE APTS. 
NOW TAKING DEPOSITS FOR FALL 
"EARLY BIRD 
SPECIAL' // 
«E PAY HUT. WATEI. CABLE 
3 Locations - Napoleon Rd., Palmer Ave. 
Summit St. 
•10.00 per month OFF rent if lease 
is signed by March 31st. 
1I2MWAPTS 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
Weekdays 9-5.00 Saturdays 10-3:00 ■nanJuBjahf. 
This week on TV 
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OJ COMING ATTRACTIONa 
IMON. WIO. PAD 
■ PAACH   FOR   THI   TOP 
(TUCI 
01 AROUND TOWN (THU) 
0) HAPPY DAYS AGAIN ii j/i mi _IM0PXANOMINOY ■ana  COUJOI  IAIMT. 
BALL cru*. TMU. pan 
■an* vie-a VACANT LOT 
mi IWIOI 
oao 
■ THI. i Iptopira COURT M»A«O«M •JCTW  COMPANY 
M 
HORN     RACINO ivaimmi 
(TMO MOVB IMON. WIOI 
OM 
IOJOMONWUOHt 
ID (PHI) 
• TALI* OP THI   UNDC- 
pacnDaaONi 
fiaiamai 
NBNOIRIWIOI 
AU. oraATuaao OMAt 
ANO aMAU. fTMUl 
OJ MATCH GAM* / HOLLY- 
WOOD aOUARU HOUR 
• MAKFNO TM* MOST OF 
TMIMtOROlPR* ■ YAH CAN COOK IMONI 
• lAvowa a BH*UY a 
COMPANY 
• oaoutaaa 
■ CROP OAMI (MON) 
• ON TM* UNI (TUII 
• ART **AT (WIOI 
ina out (TMU) 
■ana   PLAY   YOUR   BUT 
GOLF (WIOI 
irnai 
MARCH 1. IBM 
bbO M Put NMP Of tbo longaal 
rocordadconoopAanay 
IOJ THREE'S COMPANY 
BARNEY MILLER 
WILD. WIO WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
aana COUIOI  BABKIT- 
BALLRIPORT 
oao 
0 OJ THC OUKia OP HAZ- 
ZARO POM Hogg promotaa Inoa 
M that lMC»mi f»«W ObbUty 
who *n Mojo turn to iun No 
unacrupuloua racaati without 
(ONrtPOOCO 
OJ TOMMY HUNTIR Guaalt 
Tanya Tuckw Tho FamUy Brown. 
Hotly a o !■ i Tho Ontario Rhythm 
Qogoara BAY Moot and Apr! 
Suatoro 
OJ THI MASTIR Tho Moitor 
and Mao moot provoni a group of 
aa-Graan Borota bom pufang oft a 
motor rcwboty   at   a   laa   Vagaa 
OJ PINION Oorton * ohahort 
whan hai uoAratnaaot 'othot oflora 
Bonoon tho fob of tunrang No 
powartu) cotpvaaa ofnpoo Q 
OJ OJ WASHINGTON 
WIIK IN RIVIIW 
OJ MOW ** VI "I Want To 
Hoop My Baby     MS'01 MoratJ 
1 loiiangtaav.   Swoon Anopoch   A 
ptoonant   IB-vaor-otd aoandonad 
by hat boyt-ond doodoa to how) 
Pat boby ond ntato rt ItoraoN. 
Oan* UBPL FOOTaALL No. 
(tuaj 
•AU. (TUB. THU. PRO 
oao 
OJ TITAN* (MON) 
• acOOBYDOO 
• •-I-1 CONTACT 
(■SB MOVB (TUB) 
4r00 
• FANTABY BBLANO 
■ OQfTPORYOUFamF 
• LOVY BOAT 
■ THI   WALTON* MON. 
HY M THI WORLDI 
.   i 
I CROP GAMI ami 
THI     LAWMAKIR* 
Mam 
(TMO MOVa (THU) 
•tao 
OJ   OJ   THI   YOUNG   ANO 
«8PIOlALTTtlAT(TUII 
PANTABmC PUN PBBTTI- 
VAL/CAHIUUia 
• OJ aooAaa OTMsrr ai 
(MON-THUI 
OJ PINK PANTHBR 
(IMO   MOVa   (MON.   THU. 
an 
00)0 
tOPANOI MBJ. IPFUI 
JU8T     DOWN     TMI 
amaBTBVBOHi 
• CO {•■■Niwa 
Wiatl OPPOPTTUNB 
MACNIB.    /    LEHRIR 
NBWaMOUR 
« HAPPY DA Y8 AGAIN 
AIROBIC DANCING 
BSPM BPORTSLOOK IRI 
(TMO   MOVB   *•     atoonao- 
botop   Vohaw"    I1S7SI   Totum 
ONJ00L     Anthony     Mop»-it      An 
orphan goao to tab with hot bum. 
a lonttor Grand Notional lOtwpaOl 
tot yatto atapooa uht young gr/l to 
abandon hot loboPraP otbyo and 
putbao   on   Otytttptc   modal   ot 
hotbbbodt tujng, FG 
aaa 
OJOJcaaNBtVa 
■ NBCNIWa 
OAK NIWSQ 
• WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
■ SUSINISB REPORT 
■ana n mot FOOTIALL 
MO 
OJ OJ INTIRTAINMINT 
TONKJHT A ttbja badt aingot 
TatoTutttat. 
! HAWAII FIVt-0 
FAMfLYFIUO 
LITTLI HOUBE ON THI 
PRAaFUI 
SBUBINiSB REPORT 
M'AOI^H 
MACMIL    /    LIHRIR 
NbTWBHOUR ■ana BPORTBCINTIR 
7:30 
OJ P.M. MAGAZIM On Uc» 
1:10 
OJ WIBSTIR   Wttlltt   tola 
Kaatlotatoa map oaorouty -tto 
qurttmg rut «« and oeorxng an 
aarobca gymnaoaatt 
OJ OJ WALL STRUT WIIK 
Gatung Subjar AI Tho Totto" 
Guool trVAottt J. Rttgat. Aral ttoa 
piaiiJanl. Ooan Wntot Ratnuldl. 
be. 
(TMO MOW A* TrumM 
Ot A Man CsBad Hbna ' IIM1I 
RKftflfd Homo, bhchaat loch An 
atdariy voamor amto to Loop ooM 
aapthpt oP Stoua aptd. Tf 
OJ OJ DALLA* Both CHI and 
J.H. faal oarbbtt mot pury hawa 
but wpaat hand at put off-aftoro Of 
adtorrung    Dovuf 
thorn apart 
O THI NATIORAL / JOUR- 
NAL 
OJ TM NEW SHOW Ouaal 
Condco Bargan 
OJ MATT HOUSTON An 
aacapod mantp potiont haa 
marfcad Malta adng fattutr to bo 
rua naat murdar vrcbm Q 
OJ AUSTIN OTV LIMITS 
Jormy Ftodngubl / Ooytd ABan 
Coo' Jbnny flodrujuu pnga 
toobn and How Cbutd I Loua 
Hat So Much and Opnd Alan 
Coo partotma Tht Nula 
OJ BILLY GRAHAM 
CRUSAO* 
(TWO   MOVO   **   "Thb laj 
aovd" IISSOI Jaaur Chan Joaa 
Fottat. Tho oon of a tobtourant 
oarttor   tahoa   up a batrla   vttth 
aoma mobotara ruho ontor turn m 
an attaralata hgMng match 
11:00 
NEWS 
PC PORT 
AND SON 
TONIOHT 
■SFWSPORTSCENTIR 
llflB 
OJNIWI 
MtM ■ana BPORTSLOOK mi 
11:10 
IMAUOE 
MOVa     ** FabutL 
(IB7SI Suoon Fpa—pun. Bobarl 
Haajmaru. Though bt a daap 
com. a yug man • aaa abut to 
uaal rouanga tor rurongdrunga by 
unlaaatung tua pourarfut poyohohr- 
nabepouuara IRI 
OJ    TONIOHT   Hoar      Johnny  ■ 
Carton    Guaat    actor-mi nadti'i 
CarlRaatat. 
tABC NIWS NtOMTLINI 
■ LATINIGMT AMERI- 
CA Guoat Bonop Ftubp R. Coua 
at. piiPdani Of •» Mlbttll 
Counof of CbunAbO. *lfiiiatl 
Put now fob) of Black churctura 
MO 
(TMCI MOW •• intarna- 
bottbl VWybt'' I1I7SI Tatum 
0 NOP. Anthony HbbBOta. 
iao 
O OAVI ALLEN AT LARGE 
Foaturod Moaaa Sbtoptng Baauty 
pruteo. pnaot 
1:41 
■ NEWS 
2:00 
■ NEWS 
2:10 
■ MOW b* Hold That 
Baby (IMS) BOwary Soya Loo 
Gorcoy 
oao 
BSPNI BPORTBCINTIR 
1:00 
■SPW   COLLIOt    BASKIT- 
•ALLRIPORT 
1:10 
■SPNI    INSIOt    FOOTBALL 
au 
dOO 
■ MOV* •» Appommwrn 
In Honduraa (19531 Gbjrtn Ford. 
AnnBuvabjp. 
PBPNI SPORTSWIEK mi 
(THO   MOVa   ••»     Ham 
man"   I1SS2I Ftodanc   Fonaat. 
PafarBoyto 
4:10 
■SPW TOP RANK BOXING 
Tony Suoto / Koutn Potty at a 
acftadufad 10-round nudtobuwuptit 
bout (from Adanac City. NJI Ml 
SATUROAY 
oao 
I CHARta BROWN AND 
I BINNY HU. 
11:40 
INIOHT AT THI RACIS 
11:4* 
ana uan. FOOTBALL NO. 
tAORf COUNTRY 
THI PLINTBTONI FUN- 
BJBJ 
■ THE IfKTPtCIMIICiai / 
LITTLI FutJJCALS / RICH* 
RICH / SCHOOLHOUSI 
ROCK 
drAng conart 
SPAM! 
LEOME 
ban lor put bWacbfbat of a aynPV 
yacht capbbn. dta boya aaurnbla 
onto 0 drug amuggbng oparabon 
• BLUE TMUNCMR Ftamad 
by anyal PPM. Cbanov m atdaul 
OP dot Bop Tlwttdat toam oral 
rotagatod to abobt Pbbol 
■ IIIBbDI STORY IbucBat 
PaaMf And Tho Fraaa rtodptuj 
Coruu andiialaa praoa covwaga of 
malt at bjpjaj pautta. conconbbt- 
atg on Out Palo Vardb nucbtot gan- 
waang ataben. SS itblaa bom 
Fhoanur. Aniona 
■ MOVB •*>*• TM 
LaoVAara"    (ISbSI   Alac    Ouav 
BW 
I mm m ENTIftmiflC <(■»* A kx* It F.ortk P-tOua ■rta man ofho hifoaO CTTACTOTI BtM 
a bromoLfvjir*. iHm Ii at-j iHorth 
O-MI and IM p-ono ro marfcoi ■ 
now product. Cfa«*an frootit Q 
10:00 
9   W   IMtlUkLO   POINT. 
N.A.B. A*n   Nbjonrv and MOQ 
aVatalft) 
O MOVIE tk*H Tho lor-J 
IK-1 Tan. fego" (1t76) Ooug 
McOuta. Suoaf. Poi.iwj.gBn 
tKXK P.UAC1 
THMI4TTOOOU 
mm Mov-f tvovt   N>«» 
•ha. (.tottl laaaa Hoatltioi. Cn- 
it*W-ao-4 
12:30 
9 FBfOAY NIOHT VrOtOoJ 
FoarltBTatf a -porrd praxr-ato WtdaTS 
bom latnM hehoi ( Mojio I. ftor 
a> DoH-ry I VMufWJ tn My 
•oip'') and PN tmmm u« 
12:40 
• OOOO PtOCKIN- TONITI 
Tarry Oa>*-l Ifcolaaw hoan trorn 
Vanoapwaaf aaatt wtjwa b- t»wa»i 
Oi.ro-> I Nav. R«oori 0" Mc>f-iJaJY. 
"la TNara Sctr>ta«<^Bne ■ Shouatl 
loam." fco.' Oa-i On Mm') 
and PaMav Gabra. r1 Shock Tha 
Mor* ay   ) 
1 OO 
fjaMMY SWAOOART 
MOV*  ***' 
NSD-M    (iteot s« 
C-r.Gat.4. 
CIS 
if 
(TbbQMOVa •• n Gaavgai 
Sty. 111)11 Goorga Burnt An 
Camay 
a to 
■am) INSTRUCTIONAL 
MRUS Wiattimg Tata 
downo" Ouaot: Thbd Tutnar. 
LatoghcobtJt. IR) 
8:10 
■ SATURDAY     SUPIR- 
oaao 
■ PATCHES AND POCK- 
IT  
(SHIRT TALES 
ROMPER ROOM 
MOTORWEEK 
COtXEOE     WRES- 
TLING   NCAA Oirauan n Cham- 
bom Saabmoro. Md I 
BrOO 
p BE SAME STREET 
GREAT     SPACE 
COASTER 
ISMURFS 
BCOOBYOOO 
COMPUTER      CHRONI- 
CLES 
oao 
• ■ DUNOEONS ANO 
DRAGONS 
■ PAC MAN / RUBBC 
CUBE/MINUOO 
■ ACADEMY    ON    COM- 
8s 
 
a«cuC) T1i» Weeks Special 
10% off 
Aay Rotala. ?ncU 
****** 
-T1RB6SUI.O. 
Something Extra 
In counted cross stitch 
190 8. Main, BO 
Check our Bpeclml* mt 
our Toledo store, too 
3310 Glanzman 383-7299 
d inc. ownrown, 
Good luck to 
all the Falcons 
during 
tournament time! 
PAGLIAI'S PIZZA 
TWO LOCATIONS TO 
SERVE YOU 
EAST    SOUTH 
440 E. Court   945 S. Main 
352-1596        352-7571 
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PUTEftft: UTS ANO IVTCS 
• •LACK STAB 
*fft FINANCIAL 
ENTTRPRIH 
»o:oo 
Q  0  TARZAN     LOAD   OF 
THE JUNQLE 
O   MAJA.    TMC    BH      loaf 
f >«nd The AM ' 
■    >NStOC    STORY    Ttaraa 
•Ate   Mart Flw   FM    Nuctov 
Po—a. And Ih. ftroaa    IIOB*»B 
Car**   MMW   BBO   'apOHbng   on 
Colo an* wroman • down** k*o 
from Mam SM. Anna. Oua > 
Scon    TtMiwnwH    of    Haarta 
|Cana«*n Womt" • Cu-lmg 
Chanwnoah«M.   -"/a   *om   Ch»- 
tF AT ALMRT 
COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
LowMna Siata at Kamvokv 
fj EVtFlYDAY COOKINO 
WITH JACQUES RtRtN 
"Egga Jaannana. GraonOI Eaja' 
iacauM Fapai Omonairaaii ha»* 
"•    WIDE     WORLD    OF 
SFOF1TS ScftMhiMd Tha Matt 
iam«o 01 Tha Rammoo Siakaa ■ 
maioi iaoa tor if*aa-yaa>-okt Ihor- 
*gM»i* -aacang up ro lha Tnpla 
Crown Ova from Ha*aah Flat, 
intarnabonal TrfinQpan Q*am»> 
onaha* tfcom San Monti. Swxuar- 
lantt; rtawaaan Uaatara Swftng 
Chimoiooihip     I from     Oahu. 
9:CO 
I AMWOLF Ana 
• DANCE SHOW 
• MOVK **H Cok»ado 
Tamarv MHII Jaal McOaa 
V.taaaMatoX 
• ALL   NEW   TMaS   OLD 
• WE GOT IT MADE Dawl 
oa«M a —ortct* oomaw who 
wama » cfta-ap ha ktoatyte anal 
SndofMUu*. 
LOVE   BOAT Two Mar a 
Nwat agamatlor a 40-vaai •-*■* 
4f) DON T BOTHER ME, I'M 
LEARNING A kx* « ttw -ap-t, 
•    of    computan    at 
■THO MOVBl ** H    Tw*0u 
Tana   ll«N) Karl Mataa». Ja* 
10 *o 
BUGS    BUNNV    / 
worn a baby nd«« aaparaaa 
raawa. and laaac tovora a pratty 
CM" Janny Rodnouai angja 
f oofcr. and "How Ct**d I Low) 
Mar So Mvch.' ar*d OovMt Alan 
Coapartorfna    Ttw AHJ» 
11:9B 
m STAR SEARCH 
11:40 
O HAWAII FIVE-0 
moo 
■ MOV* ***H    UNfeaoM 
Cma n"   I1SSM   Ouaafc-   Hoff- 
man. Jon VoajM. 
• THREE STOOGES 
SMFf) SFORTBCENTER 
12:K 
MFNI    COLLEGE     BASKET- 
BALL HIBNBW SBBBI M. ****■ 
(TMCI 
1:30 
• CMtLORENS RUM FES- 
TIVAL 
bv NO rfWtfcaf. <R) 
•  ALVW  ANO   THE   CHaF- 
MUNKS 
| THE LITTLES 
TO   F1AV   TNI 
«T 
HOW 
PtANO 
I 
m** FLA V VOUR BE ST 
GOLF    Ttw SCOT* Short    (Rl 
11.-00 
I CORONATION STREET 
R. T 
| PUTRV / SCOOBV DOO / 
MCNUOOQ 
• UNDERSTANDING 
HUMAN BEHAVIOR 
• GREAT CHEFS OF SAN 
FRANCISCO 
KSFMt USFL FOOTSAU. Now 
Jaraoy GanarMa at Jaotaonwaa 
BaoSM 
11. SO 
S CORONATION STREET 
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 
/ INCREDIBLE HULK 
• MATINEE AT THE 
BIJOU Foaturad Ta- ntoaa 
Wnh Tha Boy Soowta" I1S37I 
aiamng Taa FMaar: a IS37 car- 
toon, a 1932 ahon. and Chaptor 
5 Ol Tha Undaroaa K laoo r 
M03B. IR) 
• MAGIC OF ANIMAL 
ANO LANDSCAPE PAINT- 
ING 
■SM 
• MOVIE **   -Gam 01 Tha 
Maanrlicani      Sa-an (1SSSI 
• NCAA  BASKETBALL  St 
Jvhn'a t 
few ail 
tHALF-A-HANOV HOUR 
MORE COUNTRY CLAS- 
SICS Tha aparaM rouvH up mora 
irtat    •    dovan    mamorabla 
■w/raohta hem tha IOOQ 'iwuwtg 
rat aanoa Auaon City l~rrwta 
SSFffl   COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL Dayton va   Nona Dama 
iSubwct to bMckoutl 
fTMC)   MOVIE   #*H      Ham- 
matt      I1M2I   Fradarx   Fomw. 
FatarBoyW 
2:30 
• WORLD CUP SKIING Tha 
u S Ski Taam fatwnt to Amanca 
to compato at Ota U S National 
ChampmnahaM.   known   aa   tha 
US Opan   of akang ttrom Cop- 
par Mowntarn. Coo I 
• MOVIE***., LovalaA 
Many  Satanaorad TNng     (l»6| 
VTNE< 
mm 
3KM 
I COLLlOt »MKET»AU. 
taaa 
■   MOVK       rh.   [Mculn^.   a 
Oia»" 11 • 7tl Lw OMI Ltfng 
WWUIII 
WCfKINO STtCIAL 
P<«PT faM* Th» CiM'' A 
nrtl Mrii dot M*M Urn for- 
lunatol * ■!!■! hntav arev* only 
■o tea Hw ■■mull, ol op«r at 
pfcxtnf <to*na (RIQ 
9 MOVK * * H "Tmn. IK. 
A*. Urn- IIMW Oomy Umm. 
CoMroDorWM 
W OUSTING 
(1MO    MOV*    * 
How*" IIM2I MKOMI 
■ 2:10 
•   HNJ.   2AX ANO   TM€ 
fENPfWIKX 
mUMOAIM 
AMIKICAN     BANO- 
•TANO G_n    t*T*   Itewx 
< »ou Con Mi Koot M Amorv 
co"l.    Tonv   tool   I'Ow   Mr 
Hooo-I 
■ VICTORY   OAltOEN too 
» «    Tho 9o> 01 
(1*051 Mo* Dow. 
3:30 
• P>A BOWLING 
• 100 000 ToWB Iron Nooonol 
CoaoWMW "*• Irom Wnponol 
Lanoi ol TolooD. Otwol 
«ao 
■ MCMC ** "Moh VoW. 
ly" H977I Bon Gouara. Brm 
EUaod. 
■ COLUOC BABKETBAU. 
BoaAroj Groan ya ToaMb 
■ OWAT «a»»3»>MANC- 
E* Eaaaaon; Tha Moae Liao* 
On QOBW Tyson hoata a oaMA* 
lo OukS EBngMn. foMurmfl 0*p* 
Ol rm parlormoncoa. ayloiyaii* 
oa* Ma psara and aaamimw of 
foa   ojorka   panonnod   by   Cody 
n*nO MOVK • • v, GondM 
•Ufa mi* <—m Boma. An 
Caroay. Barod oak ■**, ol oay 
on a banoa » lha port, ova* ato- 
any aanooman conafoty plan a 
O0n»haa»   -PC 
aat 
(«CMM«W» 
THaB yVMK *N PAP11A- 
MfNT 
IIJfWPORTB 
■WUL   *   IMKT   AT 
ToBMOvaS 
■ BUHNB ANO ALLEN 
Mat 
ITHE MUHIII 
CON CMif<*IV-« fMAH- 
WoEGUon   AJ Arbour 
tHEE HAW 
WEEKENO MAGAZINE 
IBOLIO GOLD 
MOVK *«f*    Fo. Whom 
Ta* Bad  iota     (1*431  Inarm 
Bargman Gary Coopar A arowp 
ol Spanroh loiafcala and on Atwan- 
can yoor io bw- up a bnda* our- 
aig lha Spanah Cnd War 
fHPtfl COLLEGE BASKET 
BALL Sun Ball Coroaranca 
Sanvknal (aya from Bnnoioham. 
Ala. I 
7:10 
I THE MUfrfETS 
FAME GAME Fhoh EBynaod 
haH* in. aaoo-foala with Noaa. 
Taa Boy*. Sound Fa. Moodoara 
ajoj Borafaniaa 
fM-A-t»H 
JACKIE OLEASON 
•:00 
■ ■   FaalOLINO   fMOS. 
ANO BAftNUM B BAILEY 
OKU* ■•«., Manand boaia 
ma 114* aovaon dual fooiuraa a 
hatory making  ouadrupb.  lOmor- 
aauN.   dM   colorfut   onajdaaj   of 
Varawar and HAow oanaaal Ftoaa 
Sopuara. and dw conacal Lnoy 
aaara 
0 NHL HOCKEY Naw York 
aabadara ai Toronto bfapta Loata 
■ WfFRENT STBOKES 
Arnold m haying ooutoa gotong 
along mm aw naar brothar Sam. 
and ha rhadui dtol bar aiapntoihar 
a bamg puahy toward ban 
■ I.J. MOOKEB Hoolar and 
Stacy bacoma Wyotyod wart a 
rapa wctan bat baya vaady orflar 
ant ooBvana on how to baol lha 
I STAB BE ARCH 
WOODY     OUTHRII: 
HARD TRAVEUN' Hoot Ado 
Guth-a    aavola    ihroughoui    lha 
U.S. and iahi wdh paopta who 
■   MOVBI    **•     Tarwar 
Orwn    Bans"    (1BB1I    Nancy 
MOVIE       a)** 
HUM    (1*7*1 laoV 
. JanwaCaoo 
12:SB 
«1:«0 
WHAWABFTVE-O 
trOO 
tapwi 
O   MOV«   ••   "Mardara In 
Tho Faa Moraua    I1BTII Jaoon 
■    CCBwMUNrTY   aJMOw. 
CASE 
■ami vac* VACANT LOT 
(Rl 
Ma 
I aVUNOAY MORNrNO 
am 
) rOL£00 SI NO* GO*»»El 
THE    WORLD   TOMOR- 
ROW 
{BESAME STRUT IRI Q 
ROBERT BCHULLER 
MWTIR ROGERS (Rl 
■SFlfl SPORTSWOMAN 
*:*0 
ITHaS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
LO  OUE   ESTA   PASAN- 
OO 
I KENNETH COPELANO 
NEWTONBAPPUS 
■BTM COLLEGE BA*KET- 
BALL Oayao, dim Daatt W 
ITalQ taVrMi * HaaS Noon, 
Pad d - Ttw faaam Of W* Kara" 
MBBOI Laa abara. Dawd Cairo- 
I5 
V 
■H NFIS GREATEST 
MOMEMTS Lajaata. Undar- 
doga. Hoi Ooga and Haroaa" IRI 
11:4* 
40 MOVIE MUSEUM 
1:00 
> COUNTRY CANADA 
COLLEOB BASKETBALL 
VrpnaaMaranl 
■   fwVARCH   4.    1B33   Tha 
■pocari wiaaiaiii dw admawAra- 
don   and   pedoaa   aa   PraadwM 
Fraakbn Oatana H at on dw 
bid. anrdywan af bw awagwa- 
ban. 
•   MOVIE   •••   'Manaa" 
IIBB4I  I«c.  HaoVan   (tan Con 
nwy. 
by II11 ill mi Bar I I 
IT 
nalran and waaa dw Bloom Nor 
aarawwbaJM IRI 
ICO 
ItO SPORTSWEEKENO 
Srtwwaad: World Cup Sbang 
lrna*n * aaWWaTal, (rva frorn AiQan 
Akara. Kan Faga and othara Rl 
MFNI    COLLEGE     BASKf T- 
BALL   Miclwjan   va    Mawoaou 
(Subiact io Madiowtl 
ma MOVIE ** H   TaAdM 
Tana"  (tfSl) Karl I 
MOVK *** ' MHflM 
.   lltMl J 
CoBna.   Fata   Saaoar   and   Hayt 
A.ion  partarrn WaooV'• Mnga. 
(TMC)   MOVK   **H     Ham- 
(IN2) 
S«0 
• PGA GOLF   Harvoa Claaav 
Thrd   roand    Ifeva   -Von.    Coral 
FHJ. 
i wtB cannaciad OWWM proau- 
MO 
■ OLVIR  SPOONS Fwoky a 
■ twm ho 
9 MAMA'S FAMILY Whan 
Naomi-• wjeawn da in it «Nch 
Vktw toana t« Mama hraaka down 
and a*M mm la har carpal, aha 
daadM to aua ha dama pi IF.) 
• THE EVERLV BROTH- 
ERS'     ROCK      N'     ROLL 
OOYSSEV Thw documarrtary 
•ndudaa rat* lootaga MNwaton 
uipa, ooncart ha^Rao^tta ano atnar- 
waara wakh Don and FM f vw-y 
and othar notabaii. arKkxkng Chat 
Afluno. tjnda Rorwiadt and Oavo 
Ctttwtda. 
10:00 
• m MSCE HAMMER 
Harnmar Bnitaahoataa a caaa 
whara a young woman ha know* 
a mfjrdarad and har roommato « 
Ittdnappad. but auahorinaa wo 
danytng that any of tha aianta 
hawih«Roanad 
«TO BE ANNOUNCED 
FANTASY ISLAND A 
young c»ap*»» mamaaa -> •" 
trnaMa bacavao tha bnoa m afraid 
to taa1 har huttband aha waa onoa 
rapad. and an *n»B**anad atnga- m 
ortrananriaTawnad oy laa aajpaaahia 
■ha. ago Q 
• SILLY GRAHAM 
CRUSADE 
(TMO MOVIE ***H Tha 
World AccoroVvg To Garp" 
I1M7I FdObtn Waaama. Hary 
Bath Hurt Tha aon of an imnar- 
nad prao aefrool tana arijoya a 
■a M of aowmwaa. ecma- 
danoaa and baana crwractara R' 
hMO 
• INGRrO rtonMad by John 
Galgud. rfaa oocurrwttary pra- 
aanto an ovamww ol Ingr-rJ targ- 
man'a caraar. taanwrtg Mm chpa. 
horna nwwaa ukan by har tothar. 
and mtaiv-awa w«h Coaaan 
OaamunM. Arwala Lanabury Uv 
URnann. Anthony Ounn and Joao 
Fan*. 
imp 
{•••NEWS 
THE NATIONAL 
TWBJOHTZONE 
11:1S 
ONEWS 
11:20 
• ABC NEWS 
IUM 
• —fit ft ISCRT AT 
THEMOVKS 
• MOVIE * * H Tanor On 
Tha «aach (19731 Oanna, 
Wto-ar, Eiua. Faacma A NmEy 
ipatvhorant on tha biach bacoraa 
«w mooara wcoma of a gwaj'a 
dharai 
• BIG TIME WRESTLING / 
BIG TIME COUNTRY 
I 
10:00 
HAY OP DaJCOVERY 
NOVA 
0. JAMES KENNEDY 
acaaawad pmaranwwiB may ba 
daayad daa Io pbjdaa bnNba. 
ir>t* 
"I 
■ WAU STREET WEEK 
Gat-w Baaar AI Taa T-» 
Guaot Waawi X Artaw. Wat wda 
Lord 
n 
loyaOfGoa") m 
■    THE    ROAO    TO   LOB 
1:10 
MOVK   •»»    The Long 
BBS"     (1*401     John 
Woyna. Ian Hantw. 
■ LOVE CONNECTION 
«*P*S BPORTBCENTER 
mKl MOVK  ** H     Iwaahl 
Tatw" MSB3I Karl MaMan. JoB 
Thaan. 
MO 
ESPHI   COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL   MKtogan   ya    Minoaola 
n 
4:30 
a MOVIE * n    BUnda Oyiw- 
mda"    (194*1    Bowary    Bora. 
mta MOVIE *>* Tha Saw 
ownoar'' 119411 Franco Ifaro. 
Anthony Qiann. 
S:30 
tTW* a> THE LIFE 
PATCHES ANO   POCK- 
ETS 
« WITH TMaS RhNO 
BLACK FORUM 
(TalCI MOVbE •* « "TlloOdi- 
wowa       IIBS3I    C      Thomaa 
Howad. Man Datan. 
*:4S 
■ SPANbSH MEDITATION 
7:00 
■ FOR OUR TIMES Tha 
Opan Gala Vodaun bi Haw" An 
BBBbaaaa* of Vodoun. an Aln- 
tan-darnad labgiilii precbcad 
lawnw.ali w ham, wd ba pat- 
oanwd  (Fart  I ol 31 
4V 41 JIMMY SWAOOART 
7:10 
tBLINOAY MASS 
THREE    CHEERS    FOR 
UPE 
■ PROM   THE   EDITOR B 
10:30 
■ FACE  THE NATION 
B BONANZA 
■ BUhaOAYBLIPPLEIwENT 
■ ORAL ROBERTS 
B FANTASTIC FUN FESTI- 
VAL 
• LIVING UPE FULLY 
WITH LEO BUBCAGLIA GY 
Loo Boacagha doawwa an olaVbng 
la* on tha anportanoa of bang 
aoch day io ill loawl 
iiiee 
§ CLEVELAND CAUCUS 
COMMENT 
VVORSHIP   FOR   SHUT- 
INS 
■ ACADEMY ON COM- 
PUTERS; SITS AND BYTES 
a MOVK *#• VI My Sida 
Of Tha Moontan 11949) lad 
EOEWO. Thoodoro SAW 
11:30 
(SUNDAY BEST 
LOOK   OUT   WORLO. 
HERE WE COME 
a FACE THE NATION 
■ SUNDAY MASS 
■ COMMUNITY CLOSE-UP 
B ENTERPRISE 
a NATIONAL GEOORAPH 
IC SPECIAL "Bom Of Faa" Tha 
fflooarn acsanca of paaa vactotaca. 
wfaeh aaalfa how Aa aarth * 
orvst haa orarAad rto 12 pMiaa 
that alowty apam coBoa and 
•noh paat aach othar ovar aona, m 
•tamnad HIQ 
CVWFISHIN HOLE 
(TMC) MOVIE *** fiaah- 
danca IIM3I 
■AchaalNovi. 
i B:O0 ORALROBSRTS AU-THaVKWNEW JACK VANbMPE ROBERT BCHULLER 
laWO 
■ ■ NBA BASKETBALL 
Loa AndAwa I War. M Ooaon Fa 
■an* 
■ MEETING PLACE Tha Fay 
Kan oomoa, onVwrwa bam I™.. 
ty Fanaoocwtat Church ■> La Sana 
■SPNI   PLAY   YOUR   BEST 
OOLF    lha Sooww Shaw   «l 
ITaia MOVIE *• n   ThoOut 
Maar*"    (ISBII    C.    Thomaa 
Howal. MenOwah. 
Mt ■ MOVIE    »»»      Chwty 
11*4*1    CM   Baawlawi.   Caaa 
Bamm 
it WOOOY GUTHRIE 
HARD TRAVEUN' Heat Add 
Guthrw travea Ihroughoot dw 
U S and use wah paopW who 
know hw todwr: oronwwnl muor- 
cwne. y-Jodng Joan Beat Aaty 
CoBna. Peat Beegv end Hoyt 
Anon parform Woody ■ eonga 
■SPNI COLLEGE WRES- 
TLING NCAA Prii awn a Cham- 
pawahaw'' IbamBaPamora. Md.l 
1:10 
(MAKING MONEY 
NCAA    BASKETBALL 
HouBlon M Arhanaai or mowna M 
Anew 
X USFL FOOTBALL 
PLEDGE BMAKPwsuart, 
acfwouwd pnarwiwara] may ba 
daurrod duo io pwdg. brow. 
MO 
• MOVIE ••• Tha Gnat 
Weaor hwoori IIS3SI Alan 
Jorw. May Hanoi 
" 1:00 
4a MOVTE ***H "Had*. 
DaV" I1BT0I Banara Sarwoand 
Wawllatdw 
■ PDA OOLF HaiwWCbwac 
Jack faiaiaal and Hal Butlon era 
among rhoee godwi comaobng w 
dw fowl lound to dw href proa of 
190 000 wye bom Corel Ipnoge 
Hal 
rndCJ MOVIE »* 'ananadk 
Haaaa* In Tenw Bv NaJM 
11*441    Be 
3:13 
■ U.S. BALLROOM 
GRAND OLAMPIOIIaaaPS 
Ovw   1.200 iiaiwalwili yw to 
i*ATUROAY Nh3HT LIVE 
TWKh3MT20NE 
AIJSTlN   CnV   LIMIT* 
Jarwy Fwdnwwe / Oawd Aaan 
IRIC3 
ENTER 
navel MOVTE •• Shadoal 
Hakwa bl Tenor By Hani 
(1*4*1   Ba 
B:SO 
| a REX HUhABARO 
■ MOH SCHOOL OUUT 
Anthony Wayne y*. oowbng 
Graaa 
tON THE ISSUE 
ASCENT OF MAN 
Obaaaaa. 
MO 
■   WORLO   CUP   SKBNO 
12:30 
IMEET THE PRESS 
THIS    WEEK    WITH 
OAWD BdMOOKLEY 
aohaduwd proa/ammtng may bo 
dawyod duo n pbj>aw breake 
Mom Sal Anna. Oat I 
• MOVIE •••- -Haav 
And lomo lltldl Art Canary 
EbenSuotm 
4:10 
• SPORTS SUNOAY Sclwd- 
uwd Wadd Cop 9b.no. lawn a 
gwm awton. ova Irorn Aepen. 
Coat I. man e and woman • world 
Spnm Spaad Skaang Owngaa 
ehojw (bom Tronohaon. Norwoyl. 
Stanley H. Kaplan 
The Smart 
MOVE! 
z: 
7 
PREPARATION FOB: 
MAT*LSAT*GRE 
MPL4N 
J3 T jftajoj! 1418) S38-3701 
3550 9ECOR HOAO 
T0l£00. OHtO 43O08 
SPECIAL RATES FOR 
THREE PEOPLE WHO 
INEED TWO BEDROOMS 
517 E. REED 
801 FIFTH 
649 SIXTH 
824 SIXTH 
's:. s   M.mi 
BOWLING GREEN'S 
PARTY SPOT! 
CHECK OUT OUR 
FANTASTIC DAILY 
SPECIALS! OUR FEATURE 
BEER THIS WEEKEND IS 
Miller and 
Miller Lite 
i bo news magazine/march 2,1984 11 
MBBOt IM Ihm. DM) Cerra 
•ALL      Sun    Mi    Carearence 
(THO MCME *#    Th. SM» 
aaarefay"   UNH   Franco 
An*ony Queer 
4:40 
• MAMO LANZA THE 
AMHMCAW CARUSO UMO 
pobten Opwa (I* Ptoodo Denun 
go MeM • documentary aaBng 
Pa »«c«i than Ma and carear 
of one of ita world ■ greet baton 
4: SB 
• NATIONAL OSOORAPH- 
IC SPECIAL S* ■• Tha Panda" 
The gam pendt a oaaarwjd n Pa 
—H VVotong Nit!/ri Reearve n 
OWW   Md   n   MOT   ■round   tha 
wwU. and the haeonc ram 
ban* effort » he* Pujm « pa* 
aght tar aurwvel * mwiil (R) 0 
•rOO 
QCKNtWI 
teagnmonta. rum down an oftw 
u Mcomi • Mui MMir M> ha 
O MFMM TMTNOS 1<M 
•ace et 10 help Sageent Brown 
•Man taa deugMw a ice ■aid of 
lufang a talon caraetlam at a 
baawtv contest Q 
•B KNKJHT RIOER Mahaol a 
tat   up   tor   murder   when   ha 
at tamp t •   to  rat)  a  bOaUOU toy 
OWIMri  BMMn 
• SO 
• INCHAN LEGENDS Two 
broPara ara earn to earn to ore 
e*a human and enamel Ha. ona 
eyn*c*ang goad and lha oPar 
BB-Q 
EVEMNS 
MO 
iNEWS 
GRIZZLY ADAMS 
CMNIWI 
vmonrrt REPORT 
FAME 
GREAT    LITTLE    HAL- 
WAYS 
(STAR TREK 
THE MAN WHO LOVf D 
•CAM Hanrv Fonda lanoaa 
ma atory ol Marty Saautto • par 
eonal ttgaianeia en* a boar 
wt*» bang a frugal Me a* a «rM 
.na.amowCofc.ado.aaa, 
• HARDCASTLE • 
MCCO-MtOC Aiwa warang ha 
homoaawn to ha In* school 
reunion. Mo ■**> proboo ■*© M 
myoeanoua deeen of two ol tat 
for mar ctoetmWei and OOOn tax* 
hai Own Ho a ■» noperdy   If art 1 ■iBg 
• JOHN    CALLAWAV 
INTERVIEWS LEO BUSCA- 
OUA Tha (nwm of ano" 
dacueeee ahy ha acturee hem 
en* an enpaci on hai owdMnca 
• SOLO GOLD COUNT- 
DOWN S3 A took M poptAv 
mum • hMs Bom the paat yoor 
with MESH nrAeang Culture 
Oub. Man At Work. •yaw*. Bon 
nm Tyto. Giag KAn Sand and 
MMejoJ Sainbote. 
S NATUM Tha Faght 01 The 
Bt«nbM>aa The He cycta of the 
bumblebee a eompaed to that of 
•owed fcom a ejeaafhto only 10 
End n ■• th* gnp of o ouei anr- 
IOOSO 
O  • TNAFFIR  JOHN, 
MO Oonao ratueee to befaue a 
poaoM mathed to murder ohouM 
baparmrtted to toent the hoopttal 
Peaa* oho haa boon d.egnotod 
at bang rnttPeaY rather than 
l*.,TO», A 
O HEMLO QOLO STORY 
The story of tour peopa btWig at 
the town of Hemto who tound 
12 bahon doaara war* of gold a 
reared 
m MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE The H* «M Obact- 
etg to Saa> i low to Peary. Bet- 
ty « rnoahar plan* to oand bar to 
England where aha wel owe en* 
an aunt E*ert Bof 6>Q 
1:10 
• LET FREEDOM RING 
lift 
• HUMANITARIAN 
REPOBT 
(TMOMOValA** Tha Man 
VVth Two •tana MM3I Sw>a 
Marbn. KaaaBan Tumar 
1:40 
• OeStCTIONS 
a:so 
CSfN) EPORTSCENTER 
MO 
01 CBS NEWS 
NtQHTWATCH 
(TMO     MOVU     *V>        Oaeth 
VMett r HMD Cnartea iWonaon. 
Jlaaand. 
3:30 
■Snt)   COLUOS   BASKET- 
BALL MKhioan State tra   WAa- 
fSANFORO ANO SON 
NATIONAL QeKMiLai»H- 
•C  SPECIAL     Amoruj The WM 
C* maanam'   ThM aacumentory 
focuaaa    on    tha 
reoaoreh of Or Jam Oaoaafl. *•* 
Kw bean wort mg to. over twenty 
yoaraon 
praaaaaatudy 
P 
CSPW      USEL       FOOTBALL 
Mouaion GamMar • at San Antonio 
Gunabngara 
(TMCl      MOVIE     *V» 
Weh M    11*42) Cnartea eVonoon. 
M -elend   A    I Ml  II maww to 
SASC NEWS NKaMTLINE 
B8NNVHBJ. 
LATENfOHT   AMERICA 
Gueet   Yakae Smanofl   i 
S' 
i 
BaVM SPCETTSCSNTER 
(TIEOMOVBI*** Tha Men 
VwMl Two Brano" I IMS) Steve 
Maran, KltMnr Tumar A bran 
auroaon enth a aeatchad marned 
Ha late - love *•*■ a ptoUad 
aran at a av that apaoka to hen 
I aaaSaj   "R* 
MO 
SfJPM THE NBA TONfOHT 
7:00 
IofwOMtNUTlS 
RRAOOLE   ROCK   at hat 
oaaroh to a quMlor pojco away 
energy   onaa" oonhontatg tha 
ataocto. Q 
(TMO MOV« ** H ThaCw- 
a-fara'' UM3I C Thomao 
HOWMB. Matt Oatan. Tha oepan- 
onoao of a group of ■tan-agem n 
thee Oklahoma hometown during 
fha late 0Oa « paaayad. fO' 
•:30 
0 01 FOUR SEASONS Der. 
ny Bb-aata a chenohod refMonohc 
by tenrtng Tod Botol »15.000 
and then keepng ctooo taba on 
h* money 
MO 
01 01 THE JEFFERSONS 
Qaorga'a caroar aa a beekatg 
agent turno eaw t^tit ha gett a 
aoJ mueKal gioup a gig n a cow 
boy bar 
O FOR THE RECORD A 14- 
year-oM r-gh achoaf atudent   who 
Of) PLEDOE BREAK Ragutony 
»**a*aad proajraaneng may bo 
dalayd due to ptadga broafca 
lOtIB 
01 BaVWO THRMOS 
10:30 
01 KENNETH COTE LAND 
ii«o 
01 NEWS 
THE        NATIONAL 
I   Nation a   Bue-wM     ww  •OBDw 
The NaewneL"! 
OTJ    AMERICAN     PLAY- 
HOUSE     The Get Game     Jaoat- 
ca Tandy and Hurna Croren ator n 
0 1 Coburn'a Fvbtier FViaa-erev 
nmg  pkty  about  an  etdarty  man 
tooo get rummy 
•o panful and comw 
Q 
EMM SrORTSCENTER 
11:16 
01 F AWL TV TOWERS 
11:20 
.O NEW8PM4AL 
11:30 
01     01     ENTERTAINMENT 
THIS   WEEK   Faetjed    a  «W 
eedt the pap muac group A* 
Suppfy 
01 MOVE ***H Feer 
SarAeaOut OM7I Antftony Fw- 
kaw, Karl Makfaa Boeton Red 
So. ptoyar Jbnrny Fteraal aunera 
S:S0 
0 HANOiN" IN A young man 
n tha Canae'e upoorteng «onaty 
ehoer aaka Kate * oevtoe after 
cheenrtg on hat gailnand  IRIQ 
01 NHL HOCKEY De*o* Rod 
Wmga at Mxneeota North St.. 
MO 
O 01 AFTERMASH Khngar 
amwjona Oto Ma of katury wman 
he goaa proepecong to uraraum 
BJO Ioaeu 
WHHLOf 
MACNCI 
NCV 
ng ntkance and tha 
ram. ueea ha akaa to nht 
Sow better of hen 
FOR MY PEOPLE 
(TMCJ MOVE •** Flaeh 
danea MBB3) Jartrato Boabt. 
bhohee) Noun. A young woman 
aha wort • oa a enaoer ekrwee to 
lucent aa a beaet dancer    R 
11:SB 
01 NEWS 
11:48 
THE    FINAL 
O 
NEWS 
F FORTUNE 
EIL     /      LEHRER 
EWSHOUR 
HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
CROP QjMlH 
fTMO MOVIE **H Without 
A Trace' H913I Kate Nabgen 
Judd hVeeh Poaea mobeua a 
met ana aaorch tor a B-yaar-oW 
who vanahad ona day on ha way 
toechool   FG 
otto 
• 01 CBS NEWS 
01 NBC NEWS 
01 ABC NEWS Q 
0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
m BUSINESS REPORT 
ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
7:00 
01 01 ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT A toot at Man, Grdhn 
oo a tab, ohow hoot and ahoer 
buaneea eaecuWe. 
0 HAWAII FIVE-0 
01 FAMILY FEUD 
01 SOLID COLO COUNT- 
DOWN S3 A look at poputo 
muaa'a hate bom me paat year 
en* goeat* atcfudng Cukvo 
Oub. Man At Work. Pnnce. Bon- 
rat Tyto.   Greg Kftn Band and 
wander a mo tha Covoe of Forget- 
haneaa  Q 
m FWST CAMERA Faaturad 
dantu 
I IB 
I of tono-o.oioal proor- 
candidoio Lyndon 
xn on the at ot 
aoan ntokng n the Unread Btatea 
an enanurteaon of Pa iebjtwaahe> 
Iwtwean tha bunng of n— turn. 
tore ortoreporta of noeeaaa av- 
etoofcano 
01RBUV-S BELIEVE IT OR 
NOT 
01      AL 1ST AIR       COOKE-S 
01 ALL CRE A TURE S GREAT 
AHO SMALL II 
aWM    NBA    BAaaXETBALL 
PlllliBMl   row. et Ban Dago 
Cbapera tSubact to bbtokouO 
M0 
INeAeuneand dog tor Conetetee 
John g 
■ THE TEU\r1EaON ACAD- 
EMY HALL OF FAME Totow- 
oon peaaaaro Luoffcj Sol. Maun 
•ona. Not man law. Veeaam S. 
Fafcyy. and Pa baa Poddy Cheyef • 
oky. Edward R Murrow and Gen. 
Oand Sernofl ara atductad mo 
Tha Taayeaan Acodarrry rtofl of 
Fame m Dwantonao taped at Pa 
Santa Monaa One Audtoonum 
EB> MOVIE 'A Straatcai Named 
Ooaaa" (Fremara) Ann-Margrat. 
Treat Waeamt. A deceyetg SoubV 
am bee* banbcaty aaorchei tor a 
aeoortd chance et Ma aAft bar 
oraa* brodai at ton. Q 
(ASCENT OF MAN 
MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Tha Hah R.M " Obact 
•ng to Seey t toe* to Flurry Set 
ry a mothw pane to oand bar to 
England whan aha wB Bea en* 
oa aunt. (Pwt 8 of •) Q 
aV30 
01 01 ALICE MH ohwi to 
tponoor a man at a hot-ee baboon 
taca. batoean It wB bung at more 
cuetomwa et tta dear 
USPR!     VICTORY     LANS: 
AUTO RACIN4J   •* 01    7OO    CLUB   Featured    Or. 
(TMO   MOV*   *     He*  Noon.       ffaaj  Jean  tooac rewjekt  a group 
Parti- The Return Of Wei Kara Wat . eetruwtg a new aecaty 
IM0 
• MUSIC MAGAZINE 
KSPM TOP   RANK BOXING 
Tony  Suero   /   Kaan   Parry   n   a 
arhaoutod 10-roend BBBSl BalEil 
bout (*om Aaaraic C«*   N J I (hi 
12:10 
■ WfhlBTLINO 
1331S 
01 LABATT   BRIER   OPEN- 
ING 
12:30 
9    01     TAKBtQ    ADVAN- 
TAGE 
01   GAVIN   ANO   LOTT 
MUSK;S#*OW 
MO 
**H   ThaFtonear 
I IB 731  Joanna  Pettel. 
i BUSINESS REPORT 
M^A^S^H 
MACNEIL     /     LEHRER 
NEWSMOUR 
B»PM ■PORTSCENTER 
7:30 
01 P.M.   MAGAZINE A wat 
wnh former oca-oat Ken Novak 
iOV THREES COMPANY 
BARNEY MILLER 
W4LD. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
■SPN)     MAJOR     LEAGUE 
BASEBALL HK3HLIGHTS 
•:00 
(MAYG 
Bll 
KING 
I ONNAISE 
IILLY GRAHAM 
CRUSADE 
EB> THE STARS SALUTE 
THE U.S. OLYMPIC TEAM 
Mora Pan 100 catoartoai and 
former Otymcec parformera-- 
atcludng Bob Hopa. Wattor 
MatPau. Jana londa. Wayne 
Newton. Bob Uathaa. hefar 
Johneon and Vnkra Rudotoh-oay 
afbuta to Pa oPoetaa who 
oompraa ma 1BB4 U.S. Otonpa: 
team. 
01 MOVIE *** The Qtonn 
MAar Story |1Sfj4| Jamaa 
Stowart. Juno Aayeon Tha 
tomout bej-band toadar rouoto- 
(AORISCOPE 
MOVIE Tha Oark Meror 
(Prernaral Jena Saymour. Ste- 
phen CoKne Tha poaoa hnd 
trarraahrtt caught at a bajamt Pi- 
wMlon whan tawt oatora one 
good. Pa otra. ototurbeoV-ere 
ntpbcaaad et a murder etueahga- 
Mn 
01 GREAT PERFORMANC 
ES ''Dance In Amanca: Don Qua- 
oto Method Baryehreaov'a pro- 
ducmn of "Don Ounote IK1B1 > 
Weddngl a proa an tad by Pa 
American Baaet The eta. loaiurng 
BaryahnAov and CynPea Harvey. 
B:3C 
01      01      NCWMART     Whan 
George adntrta   Pal boa ravar 
hod a bePtday parry. Pa Loudara 
make ettmedaie para to nv<M at 
ha band* to a goto cotobtabon 
O    BOB    MONKS   Featured 
Bob partakee et aome of Pa OCbv- 
aaa of Pa raarpajrn ■edarnan ■ 
can oat,   fahao.   chope   down a 
baa hetene to Pa toono and hnat- 
ly return* to VWtdaor aa Pa torry 
oroooetgot Totjorrnan/. 
fTMO MOVIE  ** H     TwAght 
Tana'   11983) Karl Maiden. Jod) 
Anarfcan r eturne to ha homeland 
to opand ha tool yaara en* ha 
ffapak/.-pO' 
10:O0 
01   01    EMERALD    POINT, 
NJX.S. 
• THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL 
10:30 
01 THE 'BOO: MOMENTS 
TO REMEMBER Arthur Ood- 
bey haadenaa a etar-atuddad era- 
up et a nwacM oakaa to Pa 
romantic ade of tfa BBHBBJ wt 
Gueoia etctude Rooornary Ctoo- 
ney. f>ar*a Lane. Guy Machat 
Edda  I to 1 wood.   Pan  Page and 
11:00 
f01«0lNEWB 
f AWL TY TOWERS 
BSPKISPORTSCENTER 
lleOO 
ONEWS 
1MB 
■SPM aVOFITSLOOK SI) 
11:2B 
01 DAVE ALLEN AT LARGE 
Featured    Aba   Unoabt.    Banc 
Man. Rob-won Cruooo. AatPaton 
bewdr-awi 
I MO 
Ho. ftOamta 
11:46 
BX     FOOTBALL 
n at San Araoreo 
•n 
MrflS 
01 LABATT BRIER 
1M0 
fblAWAH FtVE-O 
BJ/LOSO 
LAUREL ANO HAROY 
1240 
01 LATE hHGMT WITH 
DAVTO LETTERMAN Gueet. 
debutante Corneea Gueet.  tormw 
pro I  Art 
01 HART TO HART My awry 
and oangar aarreund tra oabut 
race of Pa Horta' pnaed Pior- 
oughbred. J J Han B» 
01 TONIGHT Gueet boat: Joan 
Rwera  Oueot  fcoadwey partorm- 
comadan Mark MR « 
12:40 
01   COLUMBO An   BafJBaaa 
enfo   a   murdaad    when    aha 
rahaoo 10 be btackmaeed IR) 
I.-OO 
OMOVTE  **     LVtttoground- 
(19701   Roban   Goutot.   Oanato 
I JIMMY SVVAGGART 
MOVIE **H   'So Young. 
So   Bad"   UB60I   Paul   hanreeJ. 
Anna Franca 
1:30 
• NEWS 
(TMaMOVIE**1 Wrthout 
A Tiece (1M3I Kate Nehgan. 
AeMHeach 
2:00 
aSNEWS 
2:30 
• CBS NEWS 
NK3HTWATCH 
2:46 
■ SPN) SPORTSCENTER 
3:00 
O CBS NEWB 
NIGHTWATCH 
CSPN) SPORTSLOOK (R) 
3:30 
■SPM   TENNIS    Dana Cup 
US va. Rumona n Pa oacafcng 
match of Pa brat round. Oil 
fTMO MOV* ** H   ThaOut- 
aatara"    I16B3I    C     Thomao 
How*. Matt DwOn. 
TutBDAY 
DAYTBal aPORTf 
B.-00 
«PH) SPORTSCENTER 
8: IS 
BBPhl) BPORTSLOOet (R) 
• 46 
■BFNI SPORTSCENTER 
BOO 
BTSPN)     COLLEGE     WRES- 
TLING   NCAA Dneaon I Cham 
pevahaM'taomBtftenora. Md I 
11O0 
■SPN)    USFL     FOOTBALL 
P.tteeurgh   Mautora   at   Mwhrgon 
PenParemi 
2.-00 
KBPNI     VICTORY    LANE: 
AUTO RACING S4 IRI 
3:30 
BfjPNI     USFL    FOOTBALL 
"Outton Gembtwi at Sen Antor-j 
Gurabrajanm 
DAYTPAf MOVES 
•GO 
fTMC)   **      Juet   A   Oanto 
11M11 Oaad Bewa Baa Me-*. 
MO 
(TMO *-* "Jaajay' llfTSI 
Roaby Benoan. Ghwna O'Conrar. 
• 30 
fTMO **H '1 
I167SI I 
Caeo 
10:30 
(TMO   **«    The Tk—BiM" 
OSS3I C. ' 
HB7M 
1200 
***  "MM 
(TMO ** Jeat A Gejoto- 
M BS11 DoMd Bowa. Kea Mov* 
ItflO 
• *** Tha Bfcaa Of Mra 
Bhaeom (1NII Shetoy Moc- 
Laaa. Rahard Ana*orough. 
2O0 
fTMO   **    Tafe.iiai.Mi*   V* 
vat"    IISTSf    Takan   0 Neel 
4:30 
I * H   "The Uncoat Con 
YMB77) Bradford u-man. 
BKX) 
■NEWS 
F FORTUNE 
/    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
I HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
ON THE LINE 
S:30 
I0j> CBS NEWS 
I NBC NEWS 
lABCNEWSp 
B WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
I BUSINEBS REPORT 
awcj ioaaw. 
WMCElOf . 
MACW1 
CV li 
(TMO MOvM * » v, n. ex., 
«4v»" I1M3I C. ThomM 
Ho«l. Mai Mon Tha .«-. 
IMH of a frowp dt nm mill " 
IOW 1 ha 1 dunng 
•   a    (N7IKTMNMCNT 
TONK3MT « k» > o. ".—• 
HAWAMUVt-O 
FAKM.VFCUO 
LTTTUI MOUei ON TM» 
IausiNCse MPOKT 
MACNCI     /     UM» 
NEWSMOUFI 
Bea ■fornaciHTiFi 
7:30 
a    "-M.    MAOAZJM   Tha 
1 far *r* ol TV • 
PTIA 
I 
BAR 
WJL 
I THREE'S COMPANY 
( NEY MtLLER 
f O. WK.D WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
EBP* THIS WEEK IN THE 
BOO 
• THE MaaSaSahTPI Ben 
oefan* tn author amoao brttar 
mernorea of gr owing up » a net 
loan rave etapeed a beot-aeang 
noeal and raaad Pa aa of Pa 
town 1 weaMaaat tame, 
O THE FaFTH 'STATE Caof 
Katy ranouncoo ha orewnol bto aa 
a contract kaar to bacoma a pad 
ana at Canada 
0 BILLY QRAHAM 
CRUSADE 
01 THE A-TEAM HannAP por 
aaya a aooMn Teaon to raacua a 
beta gad c* company about to 
be net out of bueeaat by a 
croc* ed competitor  (R) 
0   FOUL-UPS.   BLEEPS   A 
BLUNDERS 
Of 01 NOVA   The Uneareaat 
Dexters Delivery Special 
$2.35 for 
Any Sub 
(except steak or super) 
Monday thru Thursday 
Delivery atarta at 4 pm 
2 Suba minimum 
No Coupon necessary 
Valid until   XHnH 352-4497 
B&U'S STUDENT 
MAGAZINE 
COMING SOON 
12 bg news magazine/march 2,19S4I 
WwW Of Al GranMga Al Grdd- 
'"B» cinomatogtaphor lor 
"Mm*," m ahOMt at wort IM 
rurod a ha own hmago of 
m*iMil. groat **-!• aharba and 
MtpjHMM ftoota. Q 
• HOOAN SHEROES 
ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Tony  Suoro   /  Kown  Parry   m   • 
KI*WM IO4OWMI mtttmatft 
bout (from AMMR City. N J) <f» 
IIMCI MOVIE **H 
SCMOW   Hynf    11979)  ffcoV 
■dlmiBM. JarrnaCoco Whan 
oanoHnna   of ha nfl aand hat 
•an wiaM aaaroh far vanouo 
ratanvno TO" 
S:*0 
| A.K A PABLO fPramaral A 
rupgantj oorraclan i chanca w 
ix*.        '-Mm- On Tho Boot*' 
and   Tra Uuoc Man.'' 
10:30 
■SPN,    NPL'S    GREATEST 
MOMINTS    laawnda   Of The 
Fal   H) 
IftBS 
• F AWL TV TOW1 Rt 
11:00 
IS SB SB NEWS 
SANPORD ANO SON 
■SPH) SFOBT»C«NT«« 
llrN 
SB NEWS 
11:1B 
SSPW SPORTSLOOK (R) 
11 .IS 
• DAVE ALLEN AT LAUGH 
faawaat Katf CanuL Cyrano da 
Bargnec.     Hemiet.     BhartafB 
throhi moat of aha mernbere of ha 
twga Mawcan-Amancan tarnay. 
but ha prOMd toerar daapprovoe 
SB PLCDQt  BREAK  (•**•*■. 
•choaUad rsfogrernttarna may be 
• NBA BASKETBALL 
DeooM Peaone at Chicago Suba 
BaOO 
• SB CALAMITY JANE 
Baaed en wnara wntan from iha 
a—— harotne (Jane Akaundar | 
w fiat thwghnr. da stay of the 
unorthodOB rakMonana bat—an 
Jana and Wad M hack ok tfrodw- 
v Fat nil« tow 
• BLUE GRASS FESTIVAL 
W 
0J FtrPTlOE Tha boye havo to 
ccanpen with an ambmoua pav of 
tamato detocouee ai order to otaer 
an ■woiant Bvorcbo of lha mu 
darofhtj wbwaawfl 
• THREE S COMPANY Jack 
taan that a baeueful woman 
wanta to marry ban whan, at root- 
ay, al aha wanta a to carry ha 
baby MQ 
■ LIVING LIFE FULLY 
WITH LEO BUSCAGLIA Or 
l*o Buacaghe cakvwa an haSnBBJ 
ufk on iha anponanco of bwng 
each day IO M futaet 
• AMERICAN PLAY- 
HOUSE Tha (an Gome Jaaw 
ca Tandy and Hume Oorwi atar ■> 
Ol Cabum'e Pvktj* Pnaa wtn- 
nmg play about an aMarty man 
and woman whoaa get rummy 
gama laada to oamM and oomc 
fnamw. Q 
S:SO 
O TOM JONES GUM:   Toddy 
Pondwgron 
■ OH. MADELINE Mad. 
anai rocoBecian of a traurrujejc 
eeicnng eaCsrJeni m fha lourtri 
grade halpa har to ragam hat amg- 
11:30 
X MAUDE 
MAGNUM. P.I. Meonum a. 
head by a BBanna Chmoaa wom- 
an to protact a pranaae um 
emend by boah ma Commwnwta 
and tha Ratinnefceii of her caurv 
vv CM 
• TONrOMT Guaat hoat; Jpan 
Knare Guaata: ectreoa HiatiP 
AaNay. actor Frad Gf andy 
I ABC NEWS NIOHTLINE 
• LATINtOHT AMERI- 
CA Guaata Maana Maroown. tar- 
mar acftaaa now a r-gh ofhoal m 
Graak epwanmani. aaplawo how 
aha mada tha ranomon from act- 
mg to poaoca: Thornaa J. Paf a. 
aMhoi of "bi Saaroh Of Eacaf- 
tanoa hrak* at Amanca'a moat 
awoaaafwl comparaaa and tha 
"^rwgamant ti»M that mada 
mam toadora « daw fWda 
#j) SCNNY HILL 
11:4S 
*WU) THIS WEEK   IN THE 
NSA(R) 
IIPM 
O LARATT RAIER 
12 CO 
O HAW AH FIVE -O 
SB S J / LOBO 
■PORTSCENTER 
7:»0 
• P.M.   MAOAZWE A Mad 
wnh m Sharon OJaoo and 
VwOar, 
• # THREE S COMPANY 
m BARNaTY MfLLER 
SB WU9. WLO WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
BTBPNt    INSIDE    THE    PGA 
TOUR 
S:0O 
Im ONE DAY AT A TIME 
SOME HONOURABLE 
GENTLEMEN Thy SanaM 
A/thu/ ArBwr Gwdon aha now 
bawtanant    fovamor    of    Now 
Bt.i C Bad an caraar bBUnf 
an unaamiid turn. (Part 1 of 3) 
• RIAL PEOPLE F«a«w«d: 
Byron ABan ndaa a aamfJBBBI 
But: a BMfe at rocycanB aupormar- 
kot food to ha* toad tho hungry; 
a raport on how Bat togandary 
Jaaaa Jamaa waa actwafy atom 
■ THE FALL GUY Wt*r Cod 
haapa caotura a conwetod murdar 
m. fha man'a foaMr ludnapa josy 
and SBBaBBB *o btow up a hoap*. 
maa,   SB   Pawl   toofca   ado   tha 
ajrowdi of **ootmant ctuba   and 
• NWHT COURT 
ICcOO 
0 THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL 
• ST. ELSEWHERE A wor 
twd BjaMjadJaaJ BBSBBBBl a braaai 
■nptont oporotam. and a mop 
wwUng anaaita— m aa»M to 
•WM da> hoapaal ajrounda. 
SB HOTEL Patar m ahmnad 
whan ha toanw ha • fha fathar of 
a 4-yaar-oU boy. a amgar *•** a 
drug babN. and J4a haa a aacrat 
t.q 
ataawaawahj 
SB  SB   NATIONAL   oeo- 
GRAPHtC SPECIAL Paiurn 
To Iwnat Thta trfaaaa w Br 
Edmund Hdtory. on tha XNh atw 
■waary of Na ramoua ckmb  docu- 
blARCH 7. 1BS4 
tocBrnuaKal 
10:00 
O THE NATIONAL / JOLrRJ- 
NAL 
SB REMINGTON STEELE A 
aaewty maaron haaa Laura and 
Saaato to hnd a cutont who wood 
MO 
| NEWS 
L OF FORTUNE 
MACNCIL      /     LEHRCR 
! SB SB SB' 
WHEEL f 
HO 
SB HART TO HART Tha Harta 
poaa aa a cataaa protainr and a 
atudant to owoaa bw poraon 
raaponaato tar druggmg Man 
nopRaor. a atar on Ba ooBaga 
Baabaaal taam g 
SB PLEDGE BREAK Ftogutorty 
achadutad proayammatg may bo 
aamyad dua to ptodga bra* • 
fTlia MOVIE ** juai A 
Gajolo IIMIIOowdBowa. Kan 
NOMB An anaaowat Fruaaan 
aotaar raaurna to Barln aftar 
World War I to aam ha bxng aa a 
malaaaoort   Ft 
10:18 
SB JULBE   ANDREWS   BPS- 
ClAL    Jula And Sammy'   ABa 
and hw guaat. Sammy Oa«a Jr.. 
damor a onoa-ai a btowia apical 
My   Faa   LBB/."     Guya   And 
f HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
AEROBIC DANCING 
CSPW FaBJBN-   MOLE   Brook 
Trout Farang bi Fawn FJnar" 
MO 
SB SB CBS NEWS 
• NBC NEWS 
■ ABCNEWSp 
m WKRP IN CrNCINNATI 
SB BLrBrNE96 REPORT 
BBPrtl BPORTBLOOK 
{WO MOVIE **    SawAaya 
Laat    Stand"    IISSOI    Whit 
Rarehart. Ray Anaptana. An aapt 
*V  I 
By W I 
waafahy chABan. PG' 
SBJO 
SB  SB  ENTERTAINMENT 
TONfOHT Vaaaran actor Parry 
K«g SmBSBSI ha raw rota M tha 
arap wnh da Srarpaa of NapB 
SB    OOUATH    AWAITS   A 
young acanaat (Mark Harmon) 
dacouara a Sraah toaury fanar. 
tool tar mar 40 yoara. at tha bot- 
tom of tha aaa wnh 400 poopto 
aaa Bha and bang ndod by a 
bana.otoni ofectator iChraiophar 
Lao). (Pan I of 21 
BSPtfl COLLEGE BASKET 
BALL lowo «a Mcragan (Subaci 
tobtodtoutl 
fTMC) MOVIE * mgh Noon 
Pat B - Tha Ratum Of Wm Kara 
MBBOI Lao Matora. Davtd Carra- 
Aria A rawad WIWOT mnioa na 
hrat 'ahan io a bontar town ha 
aauad from a gjamoMar ora> tg 
hnd n at da gnp °* * '"'*' ■"* 
ajaj 
MO 
SB SB MAMA MALONE 
Irrannaral In iha mtoOra or COOBL- 
»g laaapna for nor tatawaon 
■a aw Mama a marruptod by 
Fathar Joaa who tab* rar that hw 
grandaon haa baan accuood of 
■toabng anothw boy t lunch mon- 
avatachool 
S:00 
O SB MOVIE *** 'i 10 
(1S79I     Oudtoy     Mooro.      A*a 
Andrawa So Darah A awecaaaful 
aongwraw. daturbad about rat- 
ing 'rradon aga" daodaa to 
ohaao aftar a baautrful gat on har 
way to hw naitong. lf»l 
SB THE FACTS OP LIFE Tha 
woman organumg a ohanty ban- 
ojuat aaba Btoa to hoto har but 
baoomaa dagjrundad whan tha 
young woman wanta to aaauma 
lout control of tha aMaa Q 
SB DYNASTY ABan dava 
auaaa KaBy wah tha truth about 
hw rnotfar. and a pwah/aad MfB 
raoarwa aotooe from JaR aftar 
fatw abwwtona Iwr Q 
SB MOVIE *B H Tho Omar 
Sato Of Tho Mmntan'' (1B76) 
Mwayn Haaaott. Saau Srabjaa. A 
ihamc-on alar. M Kmrnont. 
autaara   a   aaa>c   turnbto   wfach 
SB FA' 
«SFW BASflBALL FILM Tha 
OWiaBGamo (Al 
fTbbCl MOVIE t*t BSHra 
I1BB3) NMA Nofn Kdda Murphy 
An arnrdaadoa poloo daaacbwa 
taama warn a tarnporaray ratoaaad 
conwet to hnd a fughrao rnwdar- 
« BQ 
i a so 
SB fLEDOE BREAK Ragutorty 
achadutod programrnaig may ba 
datoyad dua to paadga broaha. 
1f>4S 
SB MOVIE  MUSEUM 
I1BJ0 
.NEWS 
I AND SON 
J P WLTY TOWERS 
BISPW SPORTSCENT1R 
MsM 
ONEWS 
11:1S 
BMPRI BPORTSLOOK IR) 
two 
SB DAVE ALLEN AT LAROE 
faatwrad: Franbaraawn. ttypnotat 
■BBRB. Moothcbfta. 
SB BUStNE SB REPORT 
11:S0 
I NEWS 
i TONIGHT Guaai hoot Joan 
Rnara   Guaata   actraoa Michaaa 
Laa. acior Anthony Hooka* 
iABC NEWS NIOHTLINE 
BENNY HILL 
LATE NIGHT AMERICA 
Guaat Vanaaaa WBama, Maa 
Amanea ISS4-rha hrat StorA 
woman to w> da btto a> tho 62- 
yoo hratory of da pagaant- 
rofacii on tha anpact tha tina haa 
mada on har aaa. 
11:46 
■SPNI    COLLEGE     BASKET- 
BALL bra vo frhefagan IRI 
flaBt 
O LABATT BRIE ft 
12:00 
I MAUDE 
MOVIE    **      Jamarcan 
GoU" (i»7ii Rod Taytor. Stuart 
WhMman 
ISJ/LOBO 
LATENK3HT    AMERICA 
IJonad n Pregroaal Hoot: Oonraa 
r 
iKAWA« FIVl-O 
FAMLVKUO 
UTTU HOUK ON TM 
Ituamcss w FORT 
MACNCL    /    LEHRCR 
NtWSHOUR 
I 
HiwMflMW sMKavt 
O iNomo Hmitma br J*m 
aam ■h<* JOCMWIWI t-« 
MM* m oiw.^n of Ino/id B«ro- 
man'a caraar. laalanaa Mm cast. 
noma mo,aw labaa by har tarnar 
and wlai.ajan -nth Ccaajan 
OaamarM. AflgaH Lanabwv. Lar 
Utmam. AiMhonv Owvt and Joaa 
Fanar 
•:J0 
O MARKET fLACt CnraHna 
a LAUREL ANO HARDY 
maCI   MOVIE   *B>*M   'Taa 
Wo.10   AcearOMfl    To    Gorp" 
IIHll   Robm   vMaarn*.    Mary 
•omHun. 
12:30 
(HAWAII FIVE-O 
LATE NKaMT WITH 
OAVrO LtTTIRMAN Guaau 
oaajar Laaaa HaamiW. actor 
OMrlaa Groran. rnraarian Jwry 
SanWd mi 
1:00 
«J>M«ry awAOOART 
MOVIE   **H    Ooam To 
n« Saa » gaoo" HMtl FkeKaM 
VMrlmark. Lama ■orrvmora. 
1:10 
O MOVIE   *•* "Tha teav 
ahunajf*-- (10681 feat Lancaarar. 
an 
a NEWS 
1:11 ■*FM a»<ORT»Cf NTER 
an 
a        cat NEWS 
NKaHTWATCN 
•BFWI FISHIN  HOLE   avoak 
Trout Fialana In Foam Rraar   ml 
mKI MOVIE   ••     Tha Sala 
manrarr     IIHll   Franco   Naro. 
AriahOnvOunn 
an 
OSFNI     HORU     RACING 
WfUU-Y 
MO 
a       cat        Nfwa 
NKaHTWATCH 
■SFW    COl I FOE   BAIKiT- 
■ALL      S^t    aatl    Coraaranca 
ChamraanaKs'    (worn    Barrano- 
hom. Ala I IRI 
an 
irajQ    MOVIE    arn      Oaoal 
Warn II    II M» 
THURaOAY 
MO 
iOOONtwa 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
MACNEa.    /    LEHRER 
HEWSMOOR 
(HARRY DATS AGAIN 
TIMEOUT 
«»fHI SRORTJLOOK |ni 
(TMO   MOVIE   «■•*.     'JahglB 
•oat' IKM31 Saaai. Joaaph Cat 
■-a   Baaad on Iha tlaaa* alary h* 
RuoYard Kaiano. A young boy a 
roarad by arohara al Iha aaiowa ol 
Indai 
an 
■ ■caSNEWS 
SB NBC NEWS 
SB ABC NEWS Tg 
SB WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
SB SUSINESS REPORT 
BSPrfl BPORTSWEEK <RI 
7:00 
O    SB    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT   Actraaa   Suaan   Si 
Jamaa taBa afMut rar rota at tha 
raw aanaa "Kata And ABB." 
f HAWAII FIVt-O 
FAMILY FEUD 
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE 
{BUSINESS REPORT 
M«A-S*H 
MACNEL     /     LEHREP 
NEWSHOUR 
KSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
SB P.M. MAGAZINE A achoot 
thai trava Mora bodygvarda. 
SSB THREE 3 COMPANY 
BARNEY MILLER 
THE        IMPOSSIBLE 
ORSAM: BALLOONS 
ACROSS THE ATLANTIC 
Two attampu to c»oaa tho AOan- 
i-e by baBoon m 197 7 aro ohrora- 
ctod. hatunng awarwaaa wah da 
baaoonata. thoa awraa and •*> 
roto m a houaaw*a taunt avaaa 
ai har hanrnhtp arnh Am. and 
Scott can i aooapt «a fact that 
ha moarar a pragnam. 
01 GOLIATH AWAITS A 
young acantai (Mark Harmon) 
dacovora a Sntah tuaury arar. 
loot tar o«ar 40 yoara ai tha bot- 
tom of tha aaa wah 400 poopto 
atfl afna and lang rutod by a 
banowotont ebciator (CNaiophw 
Loot (Pan J of 21 
SB NATKINAL GEOGRAPH- 
IC SPECIAL leva Thooa 
Tram" Jamaa WMmora rtanaan 
Baa waw of fta worM of trBtW. 
paa* and praaani. and tram poo- 
pto: hobooa hofnyau. and -on. 
ara.g 
BBPNI INSIOE FOOTBALL 
fTBaO MOV* BBBH Tha 
Long Good Fndoy' i'9BOI Sab 
HOokatO. Nairn Maran A London 
gangaaw ftohta to baap ha top- 
pang ampaa logathw   II' 
S:90 
SB FAMILY TafS Stoua and 
Eryaa ealabraaa two docaoaa of 
marital bbaa arrth a lavah party 
fhat'a pracadad by a waak of 
Bjaanm 
SB ACADEMY ON COM- 
PUTERS: BITS AND BYTES 
CSPN1 TOP RANK BOXINO 
Juan Arroyo and Arthur Ctorh at a 
kghtwarght bout actaaulad tar 10 
rcamda Bna from Mami. FtoJ 
BOO 
fSB SIMON B SIMON 
HANO B EYS Faaturad an- 
ata a?aArda Jamaa Houaton. Data 
Chaa*/. Harvay LriBaton and Karl 
Schanu. (Rl 
« CHEERS 
LOTTERY Mahona of dcBara 
tga ara BBBRBw to 
SB SANFORU AND BON 
fESPRI    COLLEGE     BASKET 
BALL Artrora -a UCLA fSuhnct 
to blackout) 
I ISM 
©NEWS 
11:2S 
O DAVE ALLEN AT LARGE 
r aaturad   vvarnm   raa   orcnoat/a 
conohrcaar. topctur. army offtoar. 
IfafjO 
tMAUOE 
TRAPPER    JOHN     M.O. 
a tar da aaarh of ora omargan- 
4B TOfBrOMT OaaM heat: Joan 
Rnara. Giant: MartJra Arroyo. 
ABC NEWS NKaMTLINE i ■ENNYHaLL LATENrGHT    AMERICA 
GMOBI    rmTracaai   v<tor   Varaaa 
oaaaa and aha monoaamam or 
pananli aath hroh blood piaiaiaa. 
avaoaaaaa hroh blood amaaara: aha 
11 :•• 
• LAaATT8FlaIR 
I1O0 
i HAWAII FIVE-0 
aj/LOBO 
LATENIOHT   AMERICA 
IJonad at Frooraaal Heal   Oonraa 
V 
Maoadv    a  Church 
BSPR,    COLLEGE     SABKET- 
INEWS 
fESPN)    INSfOE    THE    POA 
TOURfRI 
Tounamant Pia»a»" 
BOO 
SB SB MAOBRJM. P.I. BOa 
Saaot lalaa a haBday ■> Honolulu 
whan an old frand of Itaagma at* 
na and tha par ■» n on a Shw- 
kaj. iioaraa na nrapaaa 
O EMPIRE, INC. Jamaa a 
aakad to haarf a apaoW gowariv 
manl commit taa n Canada antwa 
aha war. wfna ha aon Jamaa 
onadaa iom.n and ha daugniw 
Amy font a faaoai pokucai group 
DM 
■ GIMME A BREAK 
SB   TWO   MARRIAGES   Nan- 
cy'a  Oaaaa  to  raw) a  iraoM-onal 
SB OB MYSTERYI Ra-ty Apa 
Of Span Radh, eanmem laaman 
guwda that thar country wB ba 
bbwotod * day turn Larwi ova to 
ram. but Ba Chaka and odara 
rhroatan tho rjtan   (Part S of  121 
g 
8:30 
SB BUFFALO BILL 
10:00 
SB OB KNOTS LANDING ftan 
a found urtcoracaoua and waak i 
a bombadoui c-hurch. and Mack 
r^ranuaa   ha   aaaauR   on   Ba 
Wromja-aoga Grovap. 
O THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL 
• HILL STREET SLUES Ron- 
ko aorra ha gaBrand a progranf 
wah ha chad. FurBo bucktoa 
undo tho praaouro whan tha may- 
or I or on hrm out of ha pracmct 
oonvnano. antf joyca tgnoraa 
ckwth thraato and agrooa to laanty 
frau a murdanjr. 
20/20 
MOVIE    *+*    "Daaart 
Fury'     1194 71   Burt   Lancaatar. 
I-tab-tit. Scott   A tatarmad parrt 
ban faa. -i tova -.rh (ha dougMw 
SB BALLAD OP AN AMERI- 
CAN TEENAGER 
SB PLEDGE BREAK Maguarh/ 
achadutod progtamrrwig may ba 
onayad dua to ptodga broaha. 
fTMC, MOVIE * * rt 'Ham- 
matt' HSS2I Fradane Forraat. 
Potw     Soyta.      Myaiwy     wntar 
ai.Mtrgaaing tho fnaSBnBBBB. Si 
a ami connoctod Craran proati- 
ruto.  PG 
tais 
SB A HOUSE FOR ALL SEA- 
SONS Soar HI . BuBBng" fbok 
Jury aaamaaa ataaa of da art 
arargy  afticani  buadkng daaigna 
g 
If* SB 
SB FAWLTY TOWERS 
llfOO 
SB SB OJ SB NEWS 
SB LAUREL ANO HARDY 
(ThtC) MOVfE * * * * ' Alcoa 
Ftoatawrant   (IBSSI Arto GuaVa. 
PnChWin 
12:SO 
OJ LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVID LETTEAMAN faa 
mrad Waw F Ba*toy Jr., 
amgw Comrianow Cody, aawar 
mal. IFJI 
12:40 
OJ    MOVIE     *B       Noha 
(19741   FloBart   Forotar.   ArBwr 
Kanrady. 
1«0 
SB MOVIE ** rt   ThaSnBn'' 
(19691   Oond   N-nn.   Jaan-Paul 
Balmondo 
S JIMMY 8WAGOART 
SOLID GOLD COUNT- 
DOWN 'S3 A took at popular 
rnuaa: a hrta bom tho paat yaw 
wath guaata atrAidng Cuttura 
Oub. Man At Work. Frrco. Bon 
na Tytor. Grog Ktin Sand and 
M«nnlSan«aao 
KSPN) 8PORTSLOOK (RI 
1:90 
SB NEWS 
KSPN) TOP RANK BOXINO 
Juan Arroyo and Arthur CBrk a. a 
irgMwwght bout acrarUad for 10 
round. Ifrom Mana. Fa.) A) 
2:00 
SB NEWS 
ITIBCI MOVIE »*rt Tat 
Chanca HMD Forr*vam Soon. 
January Saaama. 
2:S0 
SB CBS NEWS 
NKaHTWATCH 
3:00 
SB CSS NIWS 
NKJHTWATCM 
4.-00 
fESPM    COLLEOE     BASKET- 
BALL Araona aa   UCLA fRJAra 
va  UCLA 
(TMO MOVIE ** Juat A 
Gapofo'' I iSSll Oawd Sawn. Kan 
Novak. 
.   *** 
.   **H 
. .   ** 
. .   *M 
...   * 
FRIDAY'S 
Music Survey 
Yoa eajoy Lvlaafnj «° «■* foBowlag Ryka of mask 
(Plena check): 
.rock ware -l«n .ami 
.coBatrv 
Favorite artlsts/bawto Top albumi of 1983 
1.  
2  
avorite current tonga 
Average aanber of coaotrte yoa altaad per taaaeater. 
Average aanber of records yoa bay per aoalb  
Radio HatkHM yoa Itatea to  
Mask aaMcattoas yoa read  
OaCawpat 
Off Canpai 
Do yoa enjoy bearing mask by now artrsts? 
Yes        No Soaettoaei 
Do yoa prefer Ibte^ng Io oMer, nsore fanliiar records? 
Yn No Sometimes 
Comatnu: 
[ yaa lar yaar kelp. Please lead through mall or drop by the BG 
Newi attlee, Ml Uarrersity Hall by Wed., MarcE 7,1H4. 
• p.m. - Concert 
The University Psrfcrmlng Dancers wB perform 
worka choreographed by Oevt* Rivers, saalelanl 
protsssor, Dawn Clerk, kietructor; and Deborah 
Tel, snlilenl professor, at from the School 0) 
HPER. Tk**t $1 SO tor student* and chadran. 
$2.60 others Main Auditorium, University Hal. 
I p.m. - UAO Caaipai FHm 
"Oliver" wia Da shown Fraa and open to al. 
QWi FHm Thaator. Henna. 
t-10 p.m. - Rebuilding the Humanities Conler- 
ence 
A forum entitled "Humanizing the Humanities" 
w* be held. Free and open to al. Sponsored by 
the English and other humanities departments 
Town Room. Union. 
8:30 p.m. - Bible Study 
Discussion ol Revelations  Open to a*  United 
Christian FetOwshlp Center, 313 Thurstln. 
9 p.m. - German Club 
Meeting, with "Stommtiech" (sodel gathering) to 
follow. Open to al. Pagan's East. 440 E Court 
» a.m. - Swimming 
See 9 am Friday, March 10Mhg. 
* a.m. - TaaMeal Co ideation Cooler- 
Friday 
March 9 
9BJH.-I 
Men's and women's teems at NCAA Zone 
Diving. Eastern Michigan University lYpsHantl). 
9:30-10:45 a.m. - Rebuilding the Humanities 
Conference 
A panel discussion entitled "BGSU's Planned 
Engssh Program" wfl be held. Free and open to 
al. Sponsored by the Engleh and other humani- 
se* departments. Alumni Room, Union 
10 s.m. - Board of Trustees 
Meeting Open to al. McFal OaMry. 
11 s.m.-l2;30 p.m. - Rebuilding the Humant- 
Four aam«i*«s conducted by nanonety recog- 
nized experts wfl be held almuNaneoualy. "Writ- 
ing Across the Curriculum: Theory and Practice" 
In the Stale Room; "General Education: Human- 
istic and Scientific Paradtome" n the Tart Room; 
"The Fractured Atom: Making Connections In 
the Undergraduate Curriculum" m the Capitol 
Room, and ■'The Humanities and the Law" in the 
Perry-Croghen Room. Free and open to al. 
Sponsored by the Engleh and other humanities 
s. Third floor. Union 
1:10 p-m. - Education/Clinical Lab Series 
Dr. Robert Yonker. anocltli professor. Educa- 
tional  Foundation*  and  Inquiry,  wfl  dscuss 
'Testing Techniques Using Microcomputers" 
Free and open to al. 215 Education. 
1:30-3 p.m. - Business Symposium 
Borga R. Reimer. executive vice president of 
Dana Corporation, wfl discuss basic buetnees 
strategy, in The Dena Style." Sponsored by the 
Cossge of Business Administration, the depart- 
ment of management, and the MBA Association 
Open to al. Campus Room, Union. 
5 p.m. - Hockey 
CCHA  Semi-finale  and  finals.  Teams  to  be 
announced. Joe Lout* Arena. Detroit. Mich. 
5 p.m. - Basketball 
Men's team at MAC Tournament. Metrocentre, 
Rockford. m. 
6 p.m. - Intramural Indoor Soccer 
First scheduled game. Open to al registered 
players Racquetbel Courts, Student Roc Cen- 
ter. 
< p-m. - Fantasy and Role Playing Society 
Meeting  and  gaming  session.   Open  to  all 
Honors Center, basement of Kreiecher. 
7 p.m. - Basketball 
See 5 p.m. Friday, March 9 listing. 
7:30 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"Spring Break" win be shown. $ i 50 with BGSU 
ID  210 Math Science 
I p.m.-Hockey 
See 5 p.m  Friday. March 9 Hating. 
I p.m. - Concert 
Sea 8 p.m. Friday. March 9 toting. 
9-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 3:30 p.m Sunday. March 4 listing. 
9 p.m. - Basketball 
See 5 p.m. Friday, March 9 listing. 
9:45 p.m., Midnight - UAO Campus FHm 
See 7:30 p.m. Friday, March 9 listing 
Saturday 
Mirth 10 
Lass regiekstion and coffee hour opens thie day 
ol workshops. Speakers wfl Include Jama Ray- 
mond, manager of Corporate Information Sys- 
tems Planning at American Natural Resources 
Pipeline Co.; and Mtohata Welch, buetoees 
technician In the Production Services drvtston of 
Detnot Edison. Sponsored by the Society for 
Technical Communication Student fee $10, 
non-student $15. 116 Business Administration 
10 a.m. - University Powerllttmg 
Meet. Free and open to al. Eppler South Gym. 
10 s.m.-Noon - American Materiel Culture 
Series 
Dr. John Moe of Ohio State University wfl 
discuss "Lite metoriee and Material Culture." 
Sponsored by the American Culture PhD Pro- 
gram. Free and open to al. 109 Cusmeas 
Administration. 
11 a.m. - Qymnsstics 
BGSU at MAC Championship Northern Wnois 
University (DeKafc) 
11 a-m.-l p.m. - Clinic tor the Handicapped 
Sponsored by the School of HPER Open to al 
students assigned to the ctnlc. 201 Hayee 
2-5 p.m - Educational Memorabilia Center 
VanOua historical articles wfl be on display Free 
and open to al. Little Red Schocaxxise, west of 
Common*. 
4 p.m. - Msss 
St. Thomas Mora Pariah, 425 Thurstln. 
4 p.m. - Mr. BOSU Bodybuilding Contest 
Prejudging level In this competition. Tickets $2 
or $3 tor both afternoon and evening shows. 
Eppler South Gym. 
4:30 p.m. - Hockey 
See 5 p m. Friday, March 9 Isang 
5 p-m. - Basketball 
See 5 p.m. Friday. March 9 toting. 
5:30 p.m. - Hess 
St. Atoysajs Church, 150 S Enterprise 
7 pjn.-I 
See 6 p.m. Friday, March 9 Ming. 
7:30 p.m. - UAO Campus FUm 
See 7:30 p.m. Friday. March 9 listing. 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
See 6 p.m. Friday. March 9 listing 
t p.m. - Concert 
See 8 p.m. Friday, March 9 listing. 
I p.m. - Mr. BOSU Bodybuilding Contest 
Final judging In this competition  Tickets $2 or 
$3  for  both afternoon and  evening  shows. 
Eppler South Gymnasium. 
8-10 p.m. - PubNc Skating 
See 3:30 p.m. Sunday, March 4 Hating. 
1:45 p.m.. Midnight - UAO Campus Film 
See 7:30 p.m. Friday. March 9 hating 
Sunday 
I s.m.-10 p.m. - Fesuvai oi Choirs 
AcHvWea Include workshops, dinner, and con 
certs by choirs throughout the state. Sponeored 
by the University Gospel Choir Admission $2. 
Kobecker Hal, Moor* Musical Arts Cent*. 
March It 
8,10 a.m.. Noon - Mas* 
St. Atoyalus Church. 150 S. Enterprise 
8:45, 11 a.m. - Worship Services 
St. Mark's Lutheran Church, 315 S. Cosege 
9:30,11 s.m. - Worship Services 
First United MslhuuTat Church, 1500 E. Wcos- 
ter. 
1:30 a-m.. I p.m. - Worship Services 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S Enterpriee 
10 s.m. - Volunteer Services 
Departure time lor visiting the Meumee Youth 
Center, s correctional boys facikty. Sponsored 
by St. Thomas More Parish  Open to al. SI 
Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thurstln. 
10 s.m. - Worship Service 
Sponsored by the Agape Church of Prayer. 
Chapel. United Chrtehsn Fellowship Center. 313 
Thurstln. 
10 s.m. - Worship Service 
Dayspring Assembly of God 4-D's Bunding, 700 
Hkjh. 
10 a.m. - Worship Service 
First Presbyterian Church, 128 S Church 
10,11:11 a.m., 1:1$ BJH. - Msas 
St. Thomas More Pariah 425 Thurstln 
10:30 a-m. - Worship Service 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. Woostor. 
1040 am - Worship terries 
. Lutheran Church. 1028 W. Peart. 
1930 am. 
Sponsored by Active Christians Today  Alumni 
Room, third floor. Union 
10:50 a.m. - Worehta Service 
Sponsored by Baptist Student Union  Northside 
Baptist Church, 701 W. Po* 
9 pm. - Modern European FHm Series 
"last Year at Martenbad." the French 1981 fan 
directed by Atom Raenato, wfl be shown. Fraa 
and open to al. (Ml Fan Theater, Henna 
2-5 p.m. - Educational Me >rabllie Center 
Various historical articles w* be on display Free 
and open to H. UWe Red Schoolhouae. west of 
Commons 
3 p.m. - Concert 
The University Women's Chorus wfl perform. 
Free and open to al. Kobecker Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
3:304:30 p.m. - PubNc Skating 
See 3:30 p.m Sunday. March 4 listing 
I p.m. - Vespers 
United Christian Fellowship  Open to al. 313 
Thurstln. 
7 p.m. - MM Association 
Meeting.  Valerie  Newel,  manager of  Arthur 
Anderson and Company, wD discuss "Insights of 
Management in a Large Corporation " Open to 
al. 372 Business Administration. 
7 p.m. - Worship Service 
Sponsored by the Baptist Student Union. North- 
side Baptist Church. 701 W. Poe. 
7-9 p.m. - PubHc Skating 
See 3:30 p.m. Sunday. March 4 swing. 
I p.m. - Social Justice Committee 
Meeting   Open  to  al.  Fireside  Lounge.  St. 
Thorns* Mora Pariah, 425 Thuraan 
Monday 
March 12 
1140 aja 
St. Thome* More Pariah. 426 Thuraan. 
7 p.m. - Association tor Childhood Education 
M*ot»v Open to education majors. 140 Over- 
7 a-m. - Modem European Flam Series 
"The long and las Fool," the Gormen historical 
drama about the nvatarlaBc Prussian rang Frie- 
drich WVhoirr, I and a promlnerrt literature and 
history professor, wfl be shown. Free and open 
to al. Gash Film Theater, Henna 
St. Atoyalus Church, 150 S. Enterprise. 
740 p.m. - Volunteer Services 
Departure time for visiting the Pembervtle Boys 
Ranch, a home for delinquent teenage boys. 
Sponsored by St Thomas More Pariah Open to 
al. St. Thomas More Parish, 425 Thurstln. 
7:30 pjn. - Nuclssr War Lecture Series 
Dr. David Newman, professor of chemistry, wfl 
discuss "Atmospheric Damage from e Nuclear 
War: WB Our Envkoment Survive?" Sponsored 
by the Peace CosMton. Free and open to al. 
114 Business Administration 
7:30 pjn. - Commuter Canter Reeding Series 
Larry Smith and Joel Rudmger, creative writing 
instructors at the University Firetonda campus, 
wfl read from their works Sponsored by the 
Creative Writing Program and the Commuter 
Corner. Free and open to al. Lounge. Commuter 
Cantor, basement of Moseiey 
7:30-9:30   p.m.   -   Contemporary   Theology 
Class 
Father John Btaser wl lead this session on 
"Things Specrhcaty Cathosc." Sponsored by St. 
Thomas More Parish.  Free and open to al. 
AntJoch Room, St  Thomas More Pariah, 426 
Thurstkv 
7:300:30 p.m. - Stargazing 
Open to al (H weather permits.) Sponsored by 
the physics and astronomy departments Roof of 
Life Sciences 
7:4$ p.m. - Charismatic Prayer Group 
Meeting  Sponeored by St. Themes More Par- 
iah. Open to al. Religious Education Room, St. 
Thnmas More Pariah, 426 Thurstln 
9 p.m. - "An Evening with Maya Angetou" 
Trie author, actress, producer, historian, song 
writer, and popular lecturer wB speak. Spon- 
sored by the departmenta of English, Ethnic 
Studies. Ethnic Cultural Arts Program, Black 
Student Union. Third World Graduate Associa- 
tion. Board of Black Cultural Activities. Women 
for Women, Women's Studies, Student AcBv- 
Ittos. and the African Peoples Assoctshon Free 
and open to *■ Kobecker Hal. Moore Musical 
Arta Center 
I p.m. - Recital 
Cornucopia, a student horn ensemble, wfl per- 
form. Free and open to al Bryan Recital Hal, 
Moor* Musical Arts Center. 
9 p.". - Prayer Group 
Joyce March*!, coordinator of parish volunteer 
programs, wfl lead this weekly meeting. Spon- 
sored by St. Thomas Mora Pariah. Open to al. 
Liturgical Arts Room. 426 Thuraan. 
Tuesday 
March 13 
7:30 a.m. -1  
St. Atoyalus Church, 150 S. Enterprise 
10:30 a.m.- 3:30 pjn. - Recycling Program 
See 10:30 Tuesday, March 8 listing. 
11:30 s.m.-Msss 
St. Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thurssn. 
4 pjn. - Intramural Bowling 
Entriee due tor al players. First game scheduled 
for March 26. Open to al. Intramural Office, 108 
Student Rec Center 
7 p.m. - Fellowship Santo* 
Sponsored by Active Christians Today. Open to 
al. Alumni Room, Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Peace Coalition 
Meeting. Open to al. 200 Moseiey 
7:30 p.m. - Women In Business 
Meeting   Mtoheee Abraham, a representative 
from Owens Corning In Toledo, wfl speak. Open 
loal  112 Business Administration 
7:304:90 p.m. - UAO MtoRecture Series 
Dr.  Elizabeth Algeter. associate professor of 
psychology, wfl show s Mm and discuss "Con 
sensual vs. Coercive Erotica." Free and open to 
al. Main Lounge. Prout. 
7:30*30 p.m. - Catechiet Training 
"Communication Ska*" wfl be the topic for this 
melon Open to al. Upper Room, St Thomas 
h, 425 Thurstln. 
9 pun. - Environmental kiteieel Group 
Meetng Open to al 102 Business AdnvntoS/a- 
•on. 
9 p-m. - Christie. Science Orgenlzstlon 
Milling. Open to al. Fort Room. Union. 
9-10 p.m. - Skating Instruction 
Weekly sessions  Sponsored by the University 
Skating Club Membership fee of $15 lor spring 
semester. Open to students, faculty, and staff 
to* Arena. 
Wednesday 
Match 14 
9 s.m.-3 p.m. - Sun Health Tips 
Information 'vB be available on suntan products 
and proper sunning techniques  Sponsored by 
the Student Wetness Center Open to al. Union 
Foyer 
940 aj*.-4 p.m. - Nutrition information 
See 9:30 a.m. Wednesday, March 7 listing 
5 p.m. - Alumni Book Scholarahipa 
Desdtoe tor submitting applications for $150 
awards distributed on the basis of academic 
achievement and financial need. Sponsored by 
the Cossge of Arts and Sciences. Open to al 
students who wB have earned less than 92 
semester hours at the end of Spring Semester 
College of Arts and Sciences Office. 205 
AdmirSstratton. 
8:15 p.m. - Volunteer Santo** 
Departure time to visit Wood County Nursing or 
Community Nursing Home. Sponsored by St. 
Thomas More Parish. Open to al. St  Thomas 
More Parish. 426 Thurstln 
740 p.m. - Volunteer Services 
Departure time for visiting the Pembervfle Boys 
Ranch, a home tor delinquent teenage boys. 
Sponeored by St. Thomas More Parish Open to 
al. St. Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstln. 
740-10 p-m. - Square Dance 
Sponeored by the Footloose Falcons Square 
Dance Club   Free and open to al. Northeast 
Commons 
8 p.m. - Concert 
The University Symphonic Band wfl perform an 
award-winning composition by Gregory Youtz 
Fran and open to al. Kobecker Hal, Moore 
Musical Arta Center. 
I pjn. - Fashion Merchandising Association 
Meeting Debbie Higbee. a sales rspreaantaBv* 
tor H a P Mayer Incorporated wfl apeak. Open to 
al Assembly Room. McFal Center 
$-10 pjn. - PubHc Skating 
See 3:30 p.m. Sunday, March 4 listing 
Thursday 
March 1> 
9:15 a.m 
31 Atoyalus Church. 160 S. 
Lecture series to 
probe nuclear risk 
A controversial ABC film, "Trie Day 
Alter," sparked wide-spread Interest in the 
various Inherent risks ol nuclear war. 
These risks will be discussed in a weekly 
lecture series entitled "The Day After the 
Day After," continuing through April 16. Al 
lectures w* be held at 7:30 p.m. In 114 
Business Administration, and are free and 
open to al. 
Dr. Ronald Stoner, professor of physics 
will present "Atomic Bomb 101: What is a 
Nuclear Weapon and How Doea It Work?" 
on Monday, March S. On Monday, March 
12, Dr. David Newman, professor of 
chemistry, wM discuss "Atmospheric 
Damage From a Nuclear War: Wl Our 
Environment Survive?" 
Moving from environmental risks to 
societal dangers, Dr. Joseph Perry, 
professor, and Dr. Joseph Jscoby. 
assistant professor of sociology, w* look at 
"Disaster: The Social Effects of a Nuclear 
War" on Monday, March 26. 
"From MAD to NUTS: The Politics of 
Nuclear Deterrence" wi be the topic for 
Monday. April 12. Or. Donald McQuarie, 
associate professor of sociology wl 
present this perspective. On Monday, Apr) 
9, Dr. Peter Kauber, associate professor of 
accounting and MIS, will question "Is 
Nuclear Weapons Business Good For 
Business?" 
Concluding the series. Rev. Ross Miller 
and Rev. Vaughn Maatman of United 
Christian Fellowship and Sister Patricia 
Schrapp wM discuss "The Morality of 
Nuclear Weapons" Monday, April 16. 
The lecture series is being sponsored 
by the Peace Coalition; The Social Justice 
Committee: the Honors Program; and the 
departments of chemistry, physics, 
political science, psychology and socio- 
logy. 
GS distribution altered 
Green Sheet Is published by the 
Bowling Green State University Office 
of Public Relations for students, 
fsculty and stall. It is produced in 
cooperation with The BQ News. 
Because of the spring break 
vacation, the next Issue of Green 
Sheet will be distributed on Tuesday 
(March 27). However, the deadline will 
be noon Wednesday, March 14. 
All events must be submitted In 
writing to the Green Sheet editor, 806 
Administration Building. In the event 
ol space limitations, those events 
submitted at the earliest date will be 
given preference. There Is no charge 
to have an Hem listed. 
Junior Steve Cotten Is leature 
editor: senior Radell Roberts Is 
calendar editor. 
5 p.m. - UAO MM Courses 
Registration deaOne for various six-week non- 
credtl courses Including aerobics, jazz exercise, 
mixology, sign language, and bridge. Cost va- 
nes. Open to al. UAO Office, third floor. Union. 
S:M p.iB. - International tWaHona Associa- 
tion 
Meeting Open to al. Tart Room. Union. 
rSerricea • pjn.-Vol 
Departure lime for vtstang the Northwest 01*) 
Development Center, a residential tacaty for the 
mentaty retarded. Sponsored by St. Thomas 
More Parish. Open to al. St. Thomas More 
Pariah, 426 Thurasn. 
7:30 p.m. - Mess 
St. Thomas More Pariah, 42S ThurstJn 
7:30 p.M. - Fft* 
"America m Trsnsfeon," s dm Describing tie 
potacal situation H LaSn America, we be shown 
Sponsored by me Sods! Justice Committee. 
Free and open to el. 207 Kama. 
• pjn. - Ansel eerie. Event 
Peter Osmslson, master magician, wl present 
rat Theatre of luston." Free and open to si. 
Kobaoker Hal, Moore Musical Arts Cantor. 
Otoouaalon of fti.ileloni Open to si. United 
Christen resoweNp Center, 313 Thurasn 
Dancers plan 
annual concert 
Classical, traditional, and European 
dances wW be presented when the 
University Performing Dancers appear in 
concert at 8 p.m. Thursday through 
Saturday (March 8-10) in the Main 
Auditorium of University Hal. 
Tickets wM be available at the door prior 
to each performance at $1.50 for students 
and children and $2 50 for al others. 
A company of 20 students and three 
dance faculty members will offer an array of 
seven works choreographed by Dawn 
Clark. Instructor; Olivia Rivers, assistant 
professor, and Deborah Tel, assistant 
protestor, In the School ol Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation. 
Clark's presentations Include "The 
Cuban Suite." which was Inspired by the 
lyrical compositions ol one of Cuba's 
leading composers, Ernesto Lecuona, and 
"Bright Moon," a spirited work featuring 
Russian music and traditional folk dance 
movements. 
Rivers wH offer "Dusky Sally;'' a dance 
that explores the relationship between 
Meeting, with "Stammtiech" (social gathering) to 
fosow Open to al Psgtsi's East. 440 E. Court. 
Friday 
March 16 
■:M a.m.-« p.m. - Art ExMbNen 
Closing day for trie display of works by Bowling 
Green City School students  Free and open to 
al. McFsll Qetsry 
Isa.- UAO Spring Break Trip 
Departure tor Ms trip to Daytona Beach. Fee of 
$209 Includes transportation, scoomodattons. 
discount tickets, and parses. Open to registered 
uaHldpsnto. Union Oval. 
I pja. - Fantaey and hole Playing Society 
Meeting  and  gaming  session    Open  to  el. 
Honors Center, basement of Kreiecher. 
•:J0 pjn. - Sabbath Service 
Sponsored by Jewtah Students Group. Open to 
al. Faculty Lounge, Unton. 
Saturday 
MM* 17 
*:4e-1M0 sue. - 
Open to at. (H weather 
toe physics and 
.) Spoosfofed by 
Roof of 
Mpja.- 
Various rsstoricel 
and open to al. 
t:*0.11 a.m. - Worship Service 
First United Method* Church, 1506 E  Wooe- 
1:10 a.m., S p.m. - Worship Service* 
Once Brethren Church, 121 8. Enterprise 
10 a.m. - Volumes. Services 
Departure Bret tor vWSng the Maumee Youth 
Center, a coneetunal boys faculty. Sponsored 
by St. Thomas More Pariah. Open to al. St 
Thomas More Pariah, 426 ThursHn. 
10a.ni.-Worship Service 
Sponsored by the Agape Church of Prayer 
Chapel. UntsdCra Ml Fesowehlp Center, 313 
ThursSn. 
10 aj«. - Worship Service 
First Presbyterian Church, 126 S. Church. 
It S.K. - Warshs* Service 
Oeysprtng Assembly of Qod. «-0's Busang, 700 
Hgh. 
10 a.m. -Mass 
St. Thomas More Pariah. 426 Thurstn 
1*M p.m. - Worship Service 
University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E. Wooster. 
10*0 SJTL - Worship Santos 
Sponsored by Active Christina Today. Alumni 
Room, third floor. Unton. 
1030 a-m. - Worship Service 
Peace Lutheran Church. 1028 W. Pearl. 
fcSSSdO pjn. - fettle Skating 
Sea 3:30 p.m. Sunday. March 4 ssSng. 
S pjn. - Vespers 
United Christen Fellowship  Open to si. 313 
Thursrjn 
7pja.-1 
Sponsored by the Baptist Student Unton. North- 
t Church. 701 W Poe. 
7-t p.m. - PuMic Ska ting 
See 3:30 p.m. Sunday, March 4 listing. 
Monday 
Hftklb 
t:S0 pjn. - Intramural BowUng 
First scheduled games. Open to al registered 
players. Buckeye Room. Unton. 
7 p-m. - Modem European FMm Series 
"Young Toertsss," the muro-prtze winning Ger- 
man (am, wt Be shown  Free and open to al. 
Glsh Flm Theater. Henna 
7:Jt p-m. - Nectoar War Lecture Series 
Ore Joseph Perry, prnlissui. and Joseph 
Jacoby. aailiterrt. both from the experiment of 
sociology, wl dtocuss "Oleaster: The Social 
Eftecto of s Nudes. War." Sponsored by the 
Pease OoeHon. Free and open to el. 114 
Bustisas Adwetati 
aritdee wl be on Otaptay Free 
LRSs Red Schootouse, west of Sponsored by Bsptst Student Unton. NorftsUs 
I Church, 701 W Poe. 
• sun. - teVsesm European n 
Three Brothers." a I960 Oscar noiMnatad 
Helen flkn. at be shown Free and open to al. 
Glsh Fern Thsstor, Harms 
